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Press, Radio and TV 
Welcome to Clemson Football 1975, and we hope, to a season as exciting 
as the last. 
This brochure will acquaint you with all the data on Red Parker's present 
group of Tigers, as well as present a complete picture of Clemson's illustri-
ous past. 
The Tig publicity office is always ready to assist you, and we want you to 
feel free to contact us whenever we may make your job of covering Clemson 
more enjoyable and convenient. 
WORKING CREDENTIALS 
We'll appreciate getting these as early as you know your assignment. 
Requests for working press and photo passes are honored from sports 
editors of DAILY newspapers and radio and TV sports directors ONLY. 
Make request directly to BOB BRADLEY, preferably a week in advance of 
kickoff to insure adequate mailing time. 
SERVICES 
As in the past, play-by-play, individual and team stats, and coaches' 
quotes will be supplied to all members of the working press , as well as a 
packet of first-half action shots which will be furnished by staff photogra-
phers of Clemson's Communications Center. And of course you'll receive a 
feast fit for a king on "The Top of the Valley," as you go through the lunch 
line which is located on the photo deck of the press box. 
TELECOPIER - WESTERN UNION SERVICE 
The press box is equipped with eight outside lines and outlets for your 
telecopier at no charge to your paper. Our office will always have at least two 
telecopiers at the game , but you should let us know in advance if you plan to 
use them to send your copy as we have certain requirements and obligations 
as well. We also have press box assistants who are available to send copy as 
necessary. Western Union service is also available, but it is up to the 
individual writers to make prior arrangements with that company for ser-
• vice. 
LOCKER ROOM INTERVIEWS 
Bob Bradley will escort those writers wishing to go to the Clemson 
dressing room, while the visiting SID will make the trip to the opponent's 
dressing area. This usually takes place with about three minutes left on the 
scoreboard clock. The dressing areas are located under the West end zone 
stands, opposite the scoreboard end of the field . 
RESTRICTIONS 
Our press box is operated for the convenience of the working press only. 
No women, other than accredited sportswriters or photographers will be 
admitted, and no one under 16 will be admitted. 
We certainly appreciate the coverage you have given the Tigs over the 
years, and we look forward to working with you this fall. 
Bob Bradley, Sports Information Director 
Box 632, Clemson, S. C. 29631 
Office Phone: 803-656-2101 
Home Phone: 803-654-5419 
Jerry Arp, Sports Promotions Director 
Home Phone: 803-654-5468 
Al Adams, Publicity Assistant 
Bob Bradley, left, and Jerry Arp are back huckin' and buckin' toward 
anoth_er fine grid season, and in '75 the duo has become a trio with the 
addition of Al Adams , right. 
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Photo Credits: Many thanks to Jim Bradley of Dallas, Tex.; 
Blake Banta of The Tiger; Ted Hughes of The Anderson 
Independent; James Wilson and George Gardner of The 
Greenville News; John M. Atkins, Jr.; Bill Setliff of Danville, 
Va.; the complete staff of Clemson's Communications Cent-
er; the drawings by Helen Weaver; and the greatest bunch of 
student photographers in the world1-TAPS, Clemson's an-
nual publication. 
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General Information 
Name: Clemson University 
Location: Clemson, Sot1th Carolina 29631 Fou~ded: 1889 
President: Dr. Robert Cook Edwards , Clemson 33 
Conference: Atlantic Coast-Clemson, Duke, Maryland, North 
Carolina, N. C. State, Virginia, and Wake Forest 
EnroUment: 10,830 
Nickname: Tigers 
Colors: Purple & Orange 
Stadium: Clemson Memorial-Death Valley (43,451 permanent 
seats) 
Student Paper: The Tiger 
Student Radio Station: WSBF 
ATHLETIC STAFF 
Faculty Chairman: Kenneth N. Vickery, Clemson ',38 
Athletic Director: H. C. (Bill) McLellan , Clemson 54 
Assoc. Athletic Director: Ralph Floyd, William & Mary '49 
Ass't Athletic Director: George Bennett , Clemson '55 
Ass't to Athletic Director: Bob Smith , Furman '34 
Comptroller & Head Golf Coach: Bobby Robinson, Furm~n '68 
Executive Secretary of IPTAY: Gene Willimon, Clemson 33 
Ticket Manager: Steve Gibert 
Head Trainer: Fred Hoover, Florida State '53 
Assistant Trainer: Walt McCombs, The Citadel '71 
Assistant Trainer: Herman McGee 
Equipment Manager: Tom Burton 
Ass't Equipment Manager: Bobby Long, Clemson '72 
Head of Athletic Grounds: P. Wee Greenfield, North Texas State 
'48 
Academic Advisor: Rick Robbins , Texas '49 
Head Basketball Coach: Bill Foster, Carson Newman '58 
Head Baseball Coach: Bill Wilhelm, Catawba '57 
Head Cross Country Coach: Jim Moorhead, Clemson '62 
Head Fencing Coach: Charlie Poteat, North Carolina '72 
Head Soccer & Track Coach: Dr. I. M. Ibrahim, Shorter '64 
Head Swimming Coach: Carl McHugh, Clemson '36 
Head Tennis Coach: Charles Kriese , Tennessee Tech '72 
Head Wrestling Coach: Hewitt Adams, U. S. Na val Academy '37 
Pilot & Coliseum Manager: Earl Ambrose 
Custodian Littlejohn Coliseum: Billie Norris 
Team Physicians: Dr. Byron Harder, Medical University of South 
Carolina '68; Dr. Jud Hair, Medical C~llege of South 
Carolina '52; Dr. Bob Burley, Medical College of South 
Carolina '52; Dr. Richard Robinson , Wayne State University 
'69. 
Sports Infor111ation Director: Bob Bradley, Clemson '51 
Sports Promotions Director: Jerry Arp, Clemson '74 
Publicity Assistant: Al Adams, Clemson '75 
Clemson President Dr. R. C. Edwards and Tiger play-by-play annot1ncer 
J 1m Ph,ll1ps honor Atlantic Coast Conference football coach-of-tl1e-year Red 
Parker and All-America tight ,end Bennie Cunningham dt1ring halftime 
ceremonies of one of Clemson; exciting ACC basketball games. 
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FOOTBALL COACHING STAFF 
Head Coach: Jimmy D. (Red) Parker, Arkansas A&M '53 
Offensive Coordinator & Quarterbacks: Don Mt1rry, Arkansas 
A&M '66 
Running Backs: Ed Emory, East Carolina '60 
Receivers: Larry Beckish , Wichita State '63 
Offensive Line: Dt1ke Owen , Georgetown '53 
Assistant Offensive Line: Ronnie Carter, Arkansas A&M '67 
Defensive Coordinator: Harold Steelman, Arkansas '55 
Linebackers: Dwigl1t Adams , Henderson State '58 
Defensive Ends: Tom Bass, Maryville '60 
Defensive Backs: Joe Burson, Georgia '66 
Assistant Defensive Backs: Tom Moore , The Citadel '67 
Jayvee Coordinator & Asst. Recruiter: Bill Swinger, S. C. State 
'65 
Jayvee Assistant: Bobby Carlton, Newberry '67 
Jayvee Assistant: Jim Holland, Appalachian State '71 
Recruiting Coordinator: Clyde Wrenn, N. C . State '65 
Graduate Assistants: Karl Andreas, Clemson '74; Rick Clifford, 
The Citadel. 
STUDENT LEADERS 
Student Managers: Barry Drake, Dick Robbins , Henry Allen, 
Scott Baker, Sammy Gough, Jack Griffin, Hal Hanvey, Den-
nis McEll1annon, Randy Steen , Randy Te1npleton. 
Student Trainers: Bill Blackstone, Michael Brown, Doak Fairey, 
Freddy Gore, Henry Judy, Stan McKinney, Hank Morrow, 
Michael Padgett, Ronnie Starnes, Paul Thacker, David Wil-
liams. 
1974 RESULTS & ATTENDANCE 
a-Tigers O Texas A&M 24 
a-Tigers 10 N. C. State 31 
h-Tigers 21 Georgia Tech 17 
h-Tigers 28 Georgia 24 
a-Tigers O Maryland 41 
h-Tigers 17 Duke 13 
a-Tigers 28 Tennessee 29 
a-Tigers 21 Wake Forest 9 
h-Tigers 54 North Carolina 32 
h-Tigers 28 Virginia 9 
h-Tigers 39 Sot1th Carolina 21 
h-Clemson 16 





1974 CUB RESULTS 
(Won 2, Lost 3) 
The Citadel 0 
Furman 0 
Georgia 27 
South Carolina 27 















NO\' . 3 
1975 CUB SCHEDULE 
GEORGIA AT CLEMSON, 3:00 p.m. 
SOUTH CAROLINA AT CLEMSON, 3:00 p.m. 
Georgia Tech at Atlanta, 7:30 p.m. 
••• 
Located in the Northwest corner of 
the State of South Carolina, and nestled 
at the foot of the Blue Ridge Mountains, 
Clemson University's tree-lined campus 
provides a panoramic background ac-
centuating the traditional and contem-
porary features of the institution's 
rapidly expanding physical plant. 
There are 600 acres of the main cam-
pus, surrounded by beautiful Lake 
Hartwell and forest-green hills, repre-
senting an investment of approximately 
$87 million in permanent facilities. 
The University offers 63 curriculums 
in nine undergraduate colleges, and 77 
programs in graduate studies. 
The academic growth and social and 
cultural development of students are the 
prime reasons for any university's exis-
tence. Since much of the students' time 
is spent outside the classroom, Clemson 
hopes that all activities of student life 
can become a part of the overall learning 
process, and that its students will bene-
fit from the social and cultural advan-
tages of campus life while acquiring a 
quality education. 
In addition to the activities in which 
students engage themselves in the im-
mediate area, Clemson is a short two-
hour drive from the majority of winter 
ski resorts in the mountains of Georgia 
and North Carolina, and a brief 90-
minute journey from the city lights of 
both Charlotte, N . C ., and Atlanta, Ga. 
Clemson University was founded in 1889 as a re-
sult of a bequest of land to the state by Thomas 
Green Clemson , a scientist and agriculturali st who 
came to South Carolina from Pennsylvania. Mr. 
Clemson's statue stands in front of Tillman Hall. 
This aerial photo shows most of the 600-acre Clemson Unive rsity campu s and part of Lake Hartwell. The 
campus proper is surrounded by 21 ,000 acres of university lands which are devoted to research in 
forestry, agriculture and engineering. 
- . 
• ---
The John C. Calhoun mansion is a historic landmark on the Clemson campus. A foremost statesman in 
South Carolina history and Vice President of the United States from 1825-32, Mr. Calhoun was the 




B me , 1:,e,er, and Manning Halls, three modem high-rise dormi tories on 
lt•m,;on, Ea,t ampus, house ome 1,500 students. 
I 






Dr. Robert Cook Edwards became the ninth president of Clemson L'ni, er-
sity in 1959. During his presidency, the University has expe rienced its most 
dramatic growth , both physically and acade mically. Dr. Edwards has 
stated , "Long afte r the present pe riod of physical change and expansion 
fades from memory , the accomplishments of those who learn here , as ,veil as 
tl1ose who teach and conduct research at Clemson, will have an im[Jact on 
the way people live. This, to me, 1s what gives purpose to our educational . . ., 
mi ssion . 
' 
I ••• r 
Tillman Hall , a campus landmark, 
once se rved as th e school 's ad-
mini stration building. Today, both 
the Army and Air Force ROTC de-
partments are headquarte red here, 
as well as the department of sociol-
ogy and the office of the Dean of the 
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TJ:'. • __. 
The three -storied Danie l Hall 
houses the classroom s for the Col-
lege of Libe ral Arts. And in the 
background is Strode Tower, tl1e 
faculty and administrative complex 
for that department. 







T he Robert \1 li ldrow Cooper Library (foreground) and Rhode~ Enginee~-
ing Re,e,trch ente r are located side-b~ -side in front of the l ni,t•r,it~ 
rt•llt'<:t1on 1)()01 . · 
ENT 
IN THE CLASSROOM, 
AS WELL AS 
IN RECREATIONAL 
AREAS. • • 
l 
« 
Students play a large part in. most of 
Clemson's ongoing research proj-
ects which range from agriculture to 
zoology. Not only do these students 
gain practical experience while 
working in laboratories or on loca-
tion , but most are paid for their con-
tributions to the research. 
.. . 
Not all of a student's education at 
Clemson takes place in the class-
room , but definitely the largest and 
perhaps the most important part of a 
student's knowledge is gained from 
a teacher conducting a class . The 
classroom atmosphere is usually in-
formal with the teacher-student re-
lationship being instructive yet 
conducive to student ideas. 
Fourteen hard-surfaced tennis courts surround the Hoke Sloan Tennis 
Center, and there's rarely a sunny afternoon that goes by when this part of 






Spaci<,>us Lake Hartwell serves as the border to Clemson's West Campus, 
and its here where students spend many hours of swimming, sun bathing, 
and skiing during the summer, and sailing during the brisk fall and winter 
afternoons. 
Registration is always a busy time around campus, and above, footballer 
David Hughston compares his classroom schedule with that of one of 
Clemson's charming coeds. 
• 
0 
A couple of students relax on the sundeck of Fike Recreation Center, 
overlooking Clemson Memorial Stadium, while others enjoy the waters of 
the eight-lane pool and separate diving tank which also serves the men's and 




Frank Johnstone Jervey Athletic Center houses not only the administrative 
and coaching offices of the department, but on the basement level are ... 
• 
A modem and well-equipped training room that includes both a steam and 
sauna room ... 
And an adjoining weight room with all the modem Nautilus equipment ... 
.... , 
.. 
And a separate carpeted dressing area for each of the Tigers' varsity teams. 
6 
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AND WITH SOME 
GIFTED ATHLETES 
Skip Wise and Tree Rollins, 
who led Clemson to a tie for 
second place during the 
197 4-75 regu Jar basketball 
season, and to a berth in the 
National Invitational Tourna-
ment. Wise led the Tigs in 
scoring and was the first 
freshman ever to land a spot on 
the All-ACC first team , 
whereas Rollins , a second 
team all-league choice, was 
1 the team's and ACC 's leading rebounder and shot blocker. 




Walling who led Clem-
son in batting last 
spring on his way to 
earning the MVP 
trophy in the ACC. Not 
only did Walling re-
write the baseball rec-
ord book, but he 
earned all-league , all-
regional , and All-
American honors as 
well . 
Clyde Browne, who Jimmy White, who led 
has led Clemson to Clemson to its second 
three consecutive soc- straight state golf title 
cer crowns, and who last spring, an All-ACC 
has earned the ACC's selection who earned a 
MVP trophy his berth in the NCAA 
freshman , sophomore, Championships. 
and junior years, and 
who looms as the heavy 
favorite to capture it 
again this fall. 
Football at its best is played on The Frank Howard Field of Clemson 

















A man for all seasons is Bill McLellan, a 43-year old native 
of Hamer, S. C. , who has crossed every plateau in Clem-
son's rapidly expanding athletic program. And since he as-
sumed the top position in the department over four years 
ago, Clemson athletics and excellence have been synony-
mous. 
One might say that Clemson has been McLellan's home 
for 25 years, because since his graduation from high school 
he's been in Tigertown. 
First, as a student-athlete when he played for the legen-
dary Frank Howard. And during his undergraduate days , 
McLellan earned a pair of grid letters and was a member of 
Clemson's 1952 Gator Bowl team. He graduated from the 
University in 1954. 
Two years later he earned his master's in agricultural 
economics , and the following two years he served the school 
in that department. 
McLellan's second and long-lasting association with 
• 
BILL McLELLAN 
Clemson's athletic family began May 1, 1958, when he was 
appointed ass is tan t business manager . 
Although he held that title until 1966, McLellan served 
the athletic department in almost every imaginable area-
from ticket managing and distribution, ordering and main-
taining the equipment for all sports, and when the regular 
office staff turned out their lights upon completion of another 
day's work, McLellan journeyed out to the football field 
where he assisted his former coach with the grid duties. 
In 1966, McLellan was appointed assistant athletic direc-
tor, was named associate athletic director a couple of years 
later, and on Feb. 4, 1971, became the school's third director 
of athletics. 
And it's been since that latter date that Clemson's athletic 
program has made tremendous strides. 
Under McLellan's leadership, the entire athletic family 
relocated in the modern Frank Johnstone Jervey Center on 
West campus, and it's in this eye-catching structure where 
'the dedicated Tiger AD makes his daily decisions in an effort 
to keep Clemson in the national limelight. 
McLellan has directed improvements in all athletic areas, 
from aluminum seats for spectator comfort in Clemson 
Memorial Stadium to the most recent improvement in the 
program-the completion of the eight-lane swimming pool 
and the separate diving tank in Fike Recreation Center. 
Certainly the men's varsity program speaks for itself-like 
the football team recording its best record a year ago since a 
9-2 finish in 1959, and like the basketball team achieving its 
first-ever national ranking and making its first-ever trip to 
post-season tournament play, and like the soccer team re-
cording its third straight ACC crown and third straight berth 
to the NCAA playoffs, and like the baseball team experienc-
ing its 18th consecutive winning campaign on its way to the 
NCAA playoffs. 
However, McLellan has directed his efforts to the overall 
program , including the intramural department for Clemson 
faculty, staff, and students alike, and the most recent addi-
tion of a women's athletic program. 
A year ago, the former was in its second year of a five-year 
McLellan-engineered plan, as the intramural department 
had grown to the point that it now requires four full-time staff 
directors. 
And last year, the Tigers fielded women's teams in fenc-
ing, swimming and tennis, with the latter posting a fine 10-2 
record. Then this winter, a Clemson women's basketball 
team will join that trio. 
So it's been a constant climb by Clemson's athletic pro-
gram under the leadership of Bill McLellan, and a climb that 
will certainly continue as the Tigers seek an overall program 
second to none. 
McLellan is married to the former Ann Rogers of Fork, 
and they have two daughters, Suzy, a sophomore at Win-
throp; and Arch Anna, and two sons, Bill and Cliff. 
7 
197 4 Atlantic Coast Conference and 
South Carolina Coach-of-the-Vear 
In just two short years at Clemson University, Red Parker 
has given Tiger fans something to howl about. And whereas 
the howl from Tigertown has been a pleasant one, a howl of 
reverent awe has been heard from Clemson opponents. 
Because in those two years:-1973 and 1974 Parker's 
Tigers have netted almost 8,000 yards of total offense, and 
have scored more points (477) than Clemson managed in 34 
previous games (475) prior to his arrival at Tigertown. 
And last fall, in just his sophomore campaign, Parker led 
Clemson to its best finish with a 7-4 won-lost figure since the 
1959 Bluebonnet Bowl Tigers posted a 9-2 slate. 
Along the way the Tigers knocked off a pair of opponents 
who would go on to post-season bowl affairs, and because of 
Clemson's tie for second place in the Atlantic Coast Confer-
ence, the Redhead was tabbed as both the league's and State 
of South Carolina's Coach-of-the-Year in 197 4. 
A native of Hampton, Ark., Parker was a standout in 
football, baseball, and track at Arkansas A&M, graduating in 
1953. 
After a couple of months in a summer baseball league, the 
Redhead was appointed prep mentor at Fordyce , Ark., High 
School, a school that was experiencing the misfortune of a 
22-game grid losing streak. 
But in eight seasons with Parker at the helm , Fordyce lost 
but a dozen games on its way to an impressive 75-12-4 record 
which included a 37-game winning streak. 
In 1961 Parker returned to his alma mater as head coach, 
remaining there for five seasons. During his stay , A&M 
posted a 29-19-2 record, including a 24-5-1 ledger from 
1963-65, and a pair of league titles. 
Meanwhile, The Citadel had launched a search for a head 
coach who had a winning tradition , and that's how the Red-
8 
head became a Palmetto State resident. 
And from 1966 through 1972, the Bulldogs established 
themselves as one of the most respected and dangerous grid 
teams in the Sot1thern Conference, all because Parker intro-
duced the veer offense to the area, and it didn't take long to 
leave its mark. 
The 1971 Cadet squad raced to a fine 8-3 record, scored 
366 points, and chalked up over 5,000 yards of total offense 
that season which ranked The Citadel as the nation's fourth-
leading producer of real estate. 
Parker's seven-year stand in Charleston gave the Bulldogs 
a 39-34 won-lost column. 
His fourth head coaching position in as many schools is the 
one for which Tiger followers are grateful, because in De-
cember of 1972, the Smilin' Redhead became Clemson's 
19th head coach. 
Armed with his potent veer offense, Parker's enthusiasm 
and determination to make the Tigers a winner resulted in a 
5-6 record his first season at Clemson and a third place finish 
in the ACC behind bowl-bound N. C. State and Maryland. 
And last season's 7-4 record gave the Redhead a two-year 
Clemson mark of 12-10, and a 14-year head coaching record 
of 80-63-2 in the college ranks. 
Prior to his initial grid campaign at Clemson, Parker prom-
ised to leave no stone unturned nor any avenue unexplored 
in an effort to put the Tigers' football fortunes along side of 
the country's top powers. 
For the past two seasons, the Tigers' football fortunes have 
definitely been on the upswing. And if his past record is any 
indication of what to expect, then Parker's Tigers should 
continue to show improvement with each grid campaign. 
Parker and his wife, the former Betty Goggans of Rison, 
Ark., have three children-Mrs. Vicki Wallace; Cindy, a 














DWIGHT ADAMS, Linebackers 
Defense is his game . And linebackers are the main concern 
to Dover, Ark ., native Dwight Adams, heading into his third 
season with the Clemson Tigers . 
A quick glance at his past record is evidence enough to 
prove that Adams and the word "successful" are synonymous. 
It all began when he was an undergraduate at Henderson 
State College where he was an all-conference gridder prior to 
his graduation in 1958. 
Then it picked up a little more momentum when Adams 
spent four impressive seasons as head coach at Pine Bluff, 
Ark. , High School , and another fine year at Lake Charles, 
TOM BASS, Defensive Ends 
The name Tom Bass is a well known one around Clemson 
football circles, because the past eight years of his life have 
been dedicated to the efforts of building the Tigers' grid 
program. 
A native of Mooresville , N. C. , Bass was a standout per-
former at Maryville College in both football and baseball, 
earning his degree in 1960. 
Bass entered the prep coaching ranks as an assistant at 
Sevier County , Tenn. , High School, and one year later he 
found himself occupying the position as head mentor at that 
institution . 
In four seasons there, he led the team to a won-lost mark of 
LARRY BECKISH, Receivers 
Larry Beckish , now in his seventh season at Tigertown, 
knows quite a bit about receivers. He should . Because he was 
an All-Missouri Valley Conference end during his playing 
days at Wichita State. 
A native of Haledon, N. J ., Becki sh also captained the 
Shockers his senior year, in 1963, then remained at his alma 
mater for the next two years as an assistant. 
His first step away from WSU was a two-year stint as 
offensive line coach at Tampa for the 1966 and 1967 grid 
campaigns, and in 1968 Frank Howard hired the youthful 
Beckish. 
JOE BURSON, Defensive Backs 
The Clemson secondary is in excellent hands with a young 
coach named Joe Burson , who is entering his sixth grid cam-
paign with the Tigers . 
A native of Newnan, Ga. , Burson used to harass the Clem-
son passing attack as a defensive back himself with Vince 
Dooley's Georgia Bulldogs . 
But things have changed, and following his '66 graduation 
from Georgia, Burson was drafted by the NFL Washington 
Redskins, however an old collegiate knee injury brought a 
RONNIE CARTER, Assistant Offensive Line 
Now in his third year at Clemson, Ronnie Carter, a native 
of Fordyce, Ark., has lite rally come up through the grid ranks 
with Red Parker. 
An outstanding prep athlete, Carter lettered in basketball 
and track and was a standout halfback for Parker at Fordyce 
High School . Then after his initial collegiate season at the 
University of Arkansas, Carter transferred to Arkansas A&M 
where Parker had assumed the head grid coaching position: 
and again took the role as his coach's top running back. 
Following graduation in 1967, Carter spent a year as assis-
La., High School. 
In 1966 he joined Red Parker at The Citadel, and in seven 
years at The Military College of South Carolina, Adams 
specialized in the defensive ends and linebackers, and still 
found time to coach the Bt1lldog track team. 
His reward for his efforts-Adams has produced eight high 
school or collegiate All-America selections, including a pair of 
all-pro gridders. 
Adams and his wife, the former Jo Bickham of Tillar, Ark ., 
have three children-Jana (16), Scott (14), and Ruth (12). 
35-7-2, and in 1964 Bass was tabbed as East Tennessee's 
Coach-of-the-Year. 
Doug Dickey , then head coach at Tennessee, l1ired Bass as 
a Vol assistant, and one season later-in 1968-he joined the 
Clemson program. The veteran of the staff as far as tenure at 
Tigertown is concerned, Bass has served as head freshman 
mentor and defensive interior coach in addition to his present 
duties . 
Bass and his wife, the former Susan Price of Knoxville , 
Tenn ., have three children-Steven (9), Laura (6), and John 
(5). 
After three campaigns at Tigertown, Beckish packed his 
bags for the University of Miami where he spent the 1971 
season as offensive backfield coach for Fran Curci' s Hur-
• r1canes . 
But in 1972 he returned to Clemson, served as Cub mentor 
that fall , and '75 will mark the third year he has spent with the 
Tig receivers . A year ago his top tight end Bennie Cunning-
ham was a consensus All-America selection. 
Beckish is married to the former Alice Morley of Wichita, 
Kan ., an honor graduate of Clemson, and they have two 
sons-Michael (10) and Chris (5). 
halt to his professional aspirations. 
He returned to his home state and coached at Griffin High 
School for a pair of grid campaigns, and then his old Georgia 
secondary coach Hootie Ingram, who had since assumed the 
Clemson reins, brought Burson to Tigertown. He has spent a 
year as JV defensive coordinator, two years as defensive end 
coach, and is now in his third season with the secondary. 
He is married to the former Denise Johanson, a Clemson 
honor graduate, of North Caldwell, N. J. 
tant at Monticello, Ark., High School, and as the head coach 
the next two seasons. 
He came to the State of South Carolina in 1970 as a grid 
assistant at Charleston's St. Andrews High School, and was 
named that school's head mentor the following season. He 
posted a two-year mark of 16-5 before re-joining Parker at 
Tigertown for the 1973 grid campaign-the first at Clemson 
for both coaches. 
Carter and his wife , the former Diane Rash of Monticello, 
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ED EMORY, Running Backs 
Ed Emory earned the title as one of the top prep coaches in 
the area, and now in his third season with the Tigers, that tag 
would seem to apply to his collegiate stint as well . 
A native of Lancaster, Emory was a standout offensive 
lineman for the East Carolina Pirates prior to his graduation 
in 1960. 
He spent a three-year assistantship at Kinston, N. C ., 
High School before assuming the top spot at Wadesboro, 
N . C. , High . Four seasons at that position and one as head 
mentor at Wadesboro' s Bowman HS earned him a spot on the 
Wake Forest staff in 1968. 
TOM MOORE, Assistant Defensive Backs 
Ente ring his fifth season on the Clemson football staff, Tom 
Moore is beginning his first season with the Tiger varsity after 
spending his first four campaigns with the Cub team. 
A native of Dayton, 0. , Moore preped at Beaver Falls, Pa., 
High School , and enrolled at The Citadel on a football scho-
larship offer from then Bulldog mentor Red Parker. 
He earned three varsity grid letters at The Citadel as a 
running back-split rece ive r , served as co-captain his senior 
season , and left the school with All-Southern Conference 
honors as well . 
However, the head position at football-rich Brevard, 
N. C . , High School came open the next fall , and in four 
seasons there he led the Blue Devils to a 35-7 record once 
' earning Western North Carolina Coach-of-the-Year honors. 
His overall prep coaching mark was a sparkling 75-17-2, 
and three times he reaped conference Coach-of-the-Year 
accolades. 
Emory is married to the former Virginia Jones of Green-
ville , N. C ., and they have three children-Ed, Jr., Lucille, 
and Battle. 
Moore spent a year in the prep ranks at Aurora Central, 
Colo., High School as offensive coordinator, and then ac-
cepted a position on the Wichita State staff as freshman coach 
in 1968. 
He was elevated to the varsity staff as receiver coach for the 
1969 and 1970 campaigns, and a year later he was back in the 
Palmetto State with the Tigers. 
Moore and his wife, the former Joyce Stewart of Clemson, 
have two children-Rhett (5) and Ashley (1). 
DON MURRY, Offensive Coordinator and Quarterbacks 
Don Murry has spent the past two seasons as Clemson's 
offensive coordinator and quarterback coach , and for the past 
two seasons the Tigers have ground out over 7,500 total 
yards . 
And the total offense marks for quarterbacks Ken Pengi-
tore, All-ACC in '73, and Mark Fellers, the Tig starter in '74, 
have read 1,941 yards and 1,227 yards respectively. 
A native of Hampton, Ark., Murry was an all-conference 
gridde r and cager at Warren High School, and a collegiate 
standout at Arkansas A&M for Red Parker before his gradua-
DUKE OWEN , Offensive Line 
Duke Owen has been at Clemson for the past five seasons, 
and he's made quite a name for himself during that period of 
time. 
A Lebanon, Ky., native, Owen joined the Tiger staff in 
1970 following a one-year term as offensive line coach at 
Cincinnati. And that fall he took a group of dedicated 
freshmen and posted a 4-1 record, including three shutouts in 
the Cubs last three outings. 
Since then , Owen has been the man in charge of the "Fox 
Hole Five," the Tiger front wall , and any Clemson running 
tion in 1966. 
He spent a season as a graduate assistant with Parker at his 
alma mater, then joined the Redhead at The Citadel for a 
seven year relationship . 
There , Murry coached the receivers, including All-
America Brian Baima who led the nation in most yards receiv-
ing in 1971. 
Murry is married to the former Libby Gibbs of Crossett, 
Ark., and they are the parents of two children-Barry (5) and 
Leslie (1 ½). 
back will attest to the superb job the offensive line does. 
Following graduation from Georgetown, Ky., College in 
1953, Owen built a prep powerhouse at Mount Sterling, Ky., 
High School with a nine-year slate of 76-29-4. 
After guiding that team to the state playoffs on a regular 
basis, the University of Kentucky obtained his services for a 
four-year term prior to his one-season at Cincinnati. 
Owen and his wife, the former Florence Deeb of Louis-
ville, Ky., have two sons-David (17) and Mitchell (15). 
HAROLD STEELMAN, Defensive Coordinator 
A lot of the success and continued improvement of the 
Clemson defense can be attributed to Harold Steelman, the 
Tigers' defensive coordinator who has been on Red Parker's 
grid staff for what is now a 14-year period. 
A native of Pine Bluff, Ark., Steelman spent two years at 
Little Rock Junior College before moving on to the Univer-
sity of Arkansas where he graduated in 1955. 
And during his two-year playing career with the Razor-
backs, Steelman played on the '54 Arkansas Cotton Bowl 
team. 
His initial taste of coaching came in the prep ranks for a six 
year period-two seasons each at the Arkansas high schools in 
Texarkana, Lewisville, and Eldorado. 
Steelman joined Parker at Arkansas A&M in 1962 and 
remained there until the latter was appointed head coach at 
The Citadel in 1966. Steelman came to Charleston that same 
year and spent seven productive campaigns with the 
Bulldogs. 
Steelman is married to the former Carolyn Corley of Little 




BILL SWINGER, Jayvee Coordinator and Assistant Recruiter 
Bill Swinger, who is entering his third season at Clemson, 
will enter the '75 campaign as both the jayvee coordinator and 
the recruiting assistant. 
A native of Anderson, Swinger led Westside High School 
to the state grid title as a prep quarterback in 1961, and went 
on to star at South Carolina State as both a signal-caller and 
defensive back, earning all-conference and all-state honors as 
a collegian. 
He served as head coach in both football and basketball for 
two years at New Deal High School in Starr following gradua-
tion from S. C. State, then spent a two-year tour of duty with 
CLYDE WRENN, Recruiting Coordinator 
Chester native Clyde Wrenn is beginning his fourth season 
on the Clemson staff, and third as the Tigers' chief recruiter . 
He came to Tigertown in 1972 and served as assistant 
junior varsity coach, got his initial taste of recruiting and 
scouting, and took over the two latter chores the next season. 
Wrenn played baseball at Spartanburg Junior College, and 
transferred to N. C. State for his final two campaigns. He 
graduated from State in 1965 with a degree in recreation and 
park administration. 
FRED HOOVER, Head Trainer 
For the past 16 years, Fred Hoover, a native of Jackson-
ville, Fla., has served as the head trainer for Clemson's entire 
athletic program. And it would be an understatement to say 
that athletes' training needs have certainly been in well-
qualified hands. 
Hoover earned his BS degree in physical education from 
Florida State in 1953, where he served as head trainer for the 
Seminoles in 1952-53 and again in 1957-58 . 
A member of the National Athletic Trainers Association, 
"Doc" Hoover has held about every position in that organiza-
WALT McCOMBS, Assistant Trainer 
Young and likeable Walt McCombs returned to his native 
state two years ago after a couple of seasons with the basket-
ball program at the University of Kentucky . 
A native of nearby Belton, ·McCombs grew up in the 
Greenville area and graduated from Parker High School. 
He enrolled at The Citadel, served as a student trainer 
while a cadet, and graduated in 1971. 
McCombs joined the Wildcat staff that fall as an assistant 
HERMAN McGEE, Assistant Trainer 
There are very few athletes who return to Clemson who fail 
to pay a social call to Herman McGee, because with 42 years 
of service at Tigertown under his belt, it's more than likely 
that Herman taped their ankles. 
Herman was 16 years old when he joined the Clemson staff 
following his graduation from Riverside (now Pendleton) 
High School in 1934, and other than a four and a half year stint 
with the Infantry, he has been a fixture around the Tiger 
athletic scene. 
the U. S. Army, including a stint in Viet Nam. 
Swinger was an assistant at Westside for three years follow-
ing discharge from the service prior to coming to Tigertown, 
where he has since earned his master's. 
A year ago Swinger received the South Carolina Excep-
tional Service to Mankind Award when his efforts helped save 
the life of a seven-year-old child, who had been presumed 
drowned, by applying heart massage and resuscitation . 
Swinger is married to the former Yvonne Carter of Ander-
son and they have two daughters-Monique (4½) and 
Melanie (2). 
He joined the staff at Southside High School in Florence 
the next fall as head baseball coach and head ass is tan t for the 
football team, and remained at that school for five years. 
Wrenn earned his master's from Western Carolina and 
then spent a two-year stand as athletic director and head 
football coach at West Florence High School. 
Wrenn is married to the former Willa Lynn of Chester, and 
they have two sons-Craig (6) and Cal (3). 
tion including national convention chairman and national 
president, an indication of the respect and ability shown him 
by his peers. 
Hoover served as the head trainer for the United States at 
the Pan American Games in Sao Paulo, Brazil in 1963, and 
was selected as a staff member for the U. S. team in the 1972 
Olympic Games in Mt1nich. 
He is married to the former Elva Cook of Mt. Vernon, Ill. , 
and they have two children-Catherine Ann (17) and Bryan 
(14). 
trainer with the football team, but legendary coach Adolph 
Rupp assigned him as Kentucky's head cage trainer. Follow-
ing Rupp 's retirement, McCombs stayed with Joe Hall and 
the Wildcats for one campaign before returning to South 
Carolina. 
McCombs, who is single, has an older brother, Cal, who is 
a football assistant at The Citadel. 
He has served as both assistant and head trainer as well as 
equipment manager during his tenure, which now stands as 
the longest by a current staff member. 
Herman has been on the sidelines at all of Clemson's seven 
post-season bowl games, and many a student athlete in all the 
Tigers' varsity sports will tell you that their experience at 




Rick Robbins probably spends more time with the more than 300 
Clemson athletes than any other individual on the staff, because for 
the entire school year, the Austin, Tex., native is the Tiger ''Brain-
h '' coac . 
A graduate of the University of Texas , Robbins, or ''Colonel'' as he 
is referred to by the athletes, spent 25 years with the U. S. Ai 111 y, and 
retired with the rank of lieutenant colonel. 
He has been assistant professor of military science at both the 
University of Houston and at Clemson. 1975 will be his ninth year on 
the Tig athletic staff. 
Robbins is married to the former Clare Eaves of Palestine, Tex., 
and they have two sons-Dick (21), a senior at Clemson and football 
manager, and Tommy (17). 
Equipment Staff 
Tom Burton - Bobby Long 
Tom Burton gained a great amount of organizational ability during 
his 22-year career in the United States A1111y, and he's certainly put it 
to good practice during the past six years that he has been Clemson's 
equipment manager. 
Born in Richmond, Va., Burton's military career carried him to 
active duty in eight foreign countries, including three tours of the Far 
East. 
He joined the Clemson ROTC staff and spent seven years at 
Tigertown in that area, then spent one year at Furman with the 
ROTC program. 
''Sarge'' Burton is married to the former Bea Davis of Lynchburg, 
Va., and they have two married daughters-Jan (22) and Jerri (21). 
Then last year Bobby Long, a Clemson graduate and fo1·111er staff 
member, re-joined the Tiger program as Burton's assistant and as 
strength coach. 
A native of Savannah, Ga., Long was a defensive back for the Tigs 
in the mid-1960' s, and following his stint on the gridiron, he helped 
with the football recruiting chores. 
He is married to the former Becky Rice of Anderson, and they have 
two children,-Deena (7) and Dean (4). 
Staff Telephone 
Numbers 
Clemson's athletic staff is housed in the new 
and modem Frank Johnstone Jervey Athletic 
Center which is located on west campus and just 
across the street from Littlejohn Coliseum. 
There are six direct lines to the Jervey Center, 
all rotating from 656-2101. Should you experi-
ence difficulty in reaching a coach who has an 
office other than the one in Jervey, you may leave 
a message with the receptionist, Mrs. Martha 
Garrison, at the Center. 
Al Adams, Publicity 
Dwight Adams, Football 
Hewitt Adams, Head Wrestling 
Earl Ambrose, Pilot & Col. Mgr. 
Jerry Arp, Publicity 
Torn Bass , Football 
Larry Beckish, Football 
George Bennett, Asst . AD 
Bob Bradley, Publicity 
Joe Burson, Football 
Torn Burton, Equipment Mgr. 
Bobby Carlton, Football 
Ronnie Carter, Football 
Ed Emory, Football 
Ralph Floyd, Assoc. AD 
Bill Foster, Head Basketball 
Steve Gilbert, Ticket Mgr. 
P. Wee Greenfield, Mgr. Ath. Fae. 
Fred Hoover, Head Trainer 
Frank Howard 
I. M. Ibrahim, Head Soccer-Track 
Joe Kingery, Basketball 
Charles Kriese, Head Tennis 
Bobby Long, Equipment Asst. 
Walt McCornbs, Trainer 
Hennan McGee, Trainer 
Carl McHugh, Head Swimming 
Bill McLellan, Ath. Director 
Torn Moore, Football 
Jim Moorhead, Head Cross Country 
Don Murry, Football 
Billy Norris, Col. Custodian 
Duke Owen, Football 
Red Parker, Head Football 
Charlie Poteat, Head Fencing 
Dwight Rainey, Basketball 
Rick Robbins, Academic Advisor 
Bobby Robinson, Head Golf-Cornptr. 
Bob Smith, Asst. to AD 
Harold Steelman, Football 
Bill Swinger, Football 
Ken Vickery, Fae. Chm. of Ath. 
Bill Wilhelm, Head Baseball 
Gene Willimon, Exec. Sec. IPTAY 
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Ralph Floyd 
Associate Athletic Director 
Gene Willimon 
Exec. Secretary of IPTAY 
Dr. Byron Harder 
Team Physician 
Clyde Leopard 




Assistant Athletic Director 
P. Wee Greenfield 
Manager of Athletic Grounds 





Assistant to Athletic Director 
Earl Ambrose. 











Dr. Jud Hair 
Team Physician 
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1975 TIGER OUTLOOK-48 Lettermen Back, But Parker Looks For 
QB Replacement And Senior Leadership 
Red Parker, who led his second 
Clemson football team to an exciting 7-4 
finish in '74 and was named both the 
Atlantic Coast Conference and State of 
Sot1th Carolina Coach-of-tl1e-Year along 
tl1e way , l1as 48 lettermen back from that 
tea1n which gave the Tige1·s their best 
finish since the 1959 squad. 
Bt1t before Clemson fans begin cele-
brating, Parker quickly reminds Tiger 
followers that high on the list of 
priorities are, (1) finding a replacement 
for qt1arterback Mark Fellers , and (2) 
replacing that tangible-intangible com-
bi11ation that goes together in giving a 
tea1n se11ior leadership. 
Fellers led the Tigers in real estate 
with 1,227 yards of total offense, passed 
for 10 tot1chdowns , and ran for nine 
more. And senior leadership ''was the 
finest I've ever been involved with dur-
ing my 22-year coaching career," ob-
served Pa1·ker. 
Then to compound matters , Clemson 
replaced ACC foe Virginia-a team it 
had beaten in all 16 previous 
1neetings-with tough independent 
Tulane, and dropped Tennessee in favor 
of Alabama,-a team that went 11-1 last 
fall and just missed a national title to 
give the Tigers one of their most rugged 
schedt1les ever. 
Senior tackle Gary Alexander returns for what 
should be an outstanding campaign for the Tiger 
lineman. 
The 1975 season has been termed 
''Paws For Excitement," and regardless 1 
of the obstacles, Parker and his staff are 
directing their efforts toward another 
exciting year for Clemson football. 
OFFENSE 
When Parker came to Tigertown prior 
to the 1973 season, he brought a potent 
veer offense with him , and in two grid 
campaigns, Clemson has amassed al-
most 8,000 yards of real estate and 
scored almost 500 points. 
The Parker system, or Tiger Triple, is 
a split dt10 of running backs behind the 
signal-caller, and requires a quarterback 
adept at quick decisions while reading 
tl1e oppone11t defense. 
Offensive Line 
Graduation ripped the heart out of the 
offensive line as center Maret Cobb, and 
guards Ken Peeples, All-ACC the past 
two seasons, and Curt Buttermore are 
gone. That left tackles Neal Jetton and 
Gary Alexander as the lone returning 
starters, and the latter finished the 
spring drills behind red-shirt sopho-
more Breck Culler. 
Senior letterman David LeBel, 
sophomore Billy Hudson, and junior 
George Hyams, a non-letterman, were 
all looking for a tackle spot in the spring, 
and if those two positions look young as 
far as depth is concerned, only two of the 
top five guards for '75 lettered last fall. 
Sophomore Lacy Brumley and senior 
Ed Homonoff carry the letterman tag, 
and Homonoff was number two behind 
sophomore Jimmy Weeks when the off-
' 
And for 1975, Parker has 19 offensive 
lettermen returning, including six start-
ers from the '7 4 unit. 
Tight end Bennie Cunningham led Clemson in recei~ing_ last fall and with touchdo~ receptions (7) as 
well. The consensus All-American is shown here hauling m what was a 65-yard sconng pass-run against 
Tennessee a year ago. 
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In just his sophomore season, Ken Callicutt led the Clemson ground attack 
last fall with 809 yards. Shown above, Callicutt crosses the goal line against 
arch-rival South Carolina in a game he rushed for a career high 197 yards. 
Don Testerman breaks up the middle on his way to a 68-yard TD scamper 
against Tennessee last fall. A senior in '75, Testerman rushed for 146 yard on 
11 carries against the Vols and was named Rookie-of-the-Week by the ACC 
for his performance. 
season drills ended. Two more sopho-
mores, Archie Reese, and red-shirt 
David Morris are impressive but lacking 
• on experience. 
And speaking of experience, senior 
Frank Bethea has that, but not at the 
spot he played in the spring__,center. 
Bethea moved over from his tackle spot, 
finished the spring as a still-shakey 
number one, and has junior letterman 
George Jehlen and junior Gregg Smith, 
and sophomore Steve Kenney behind 
him. 
Needless to say, this position could 
determine how successful the Tigers are 
early in the year. 
Receivers 
This looks to be Clemson's most 
depth-laden area on the entire team, 
with seven of the top nine gridders who 
fill the three positions-tight end, split 
receiver, and flanker-·returning let-
term en. 
Tight end Bennie Cunningham led 
the Tigers in receiving last fall (24 recep-
tions for 391 yards and 7 touchdowns), 
and went on to earn first-team All-
America honors from AP , UPI, and 
Kodak-the Coaches' A-A squad. 
A senior this fall, Cunningham has 
adequate backing from junior Harold 
Cain and red-shirt soph Richard Ibach. 
Steve Gibbs broke into the starting 
unit at split receiver as a freshman in '7 4, 
and did a superb job, especially with his 
16 
blocking assignments. He's backed up 
by junior Rickey Bustle, who was second 
to Cunningham in receiving, and red-
shirt soph Rich Bollinger. 
The top three flankers, senior Craig 
Brantley, junior Joey Walters, and 
sophomore Warren Ratchford, are all 
lettermen with good speed and sure 
hands, and all are considered as deep 
threats. 
Backs 
Quarterback, of course, is Parker's 
main concern, and of replacing Fellers . 
Junior Mike O'Cain , who played 
number two in '7 4, finished the spring as 
the heir-apparent to that spot, despite 
the fact that he was bothered by a slight 
shoulder separation during the middle 
of the off-season work. 
~ 
Sop~omore Jeff :-1ills (66), ab«?ve left, leads a host of his teammates in swanning a Georgia tech ball 
barker ,hand s_en1or Jerome Hill (64), above right, applies the pressure on a South Carolina quarter-
ac . T e pair return as starters at the defensive tackle spots. 
O'Cain' s competition will come from 
sophomore Rick Weddington, who di-
rected the jayvee offense a year ago, and 
who is a much-gifted athlete, and junior 
Rut Livingston, who turned in an im-
• • press1ve spring. 
Still, O'Cain would have to get the 
nod, on experience alone, but a lot could 
happen during the fall workouts and the 
first couple of games in 1975. 
Regardless of who starts at quarter-
back, he will have some talented run-
ning backs in lettermen Ken Callicutt, 
Don Testerman, Leon Hope, and Wil-
liam Scott, red-shirt Bob Coffey, and 
soph Thomas Eley. 
Callicutt led the Tigs in rushing with 
809 yards as a soph last fall, Testerman 
added 368 yards, and Hope netted 115 
yards. Scott is no doubt the fastest, and 
Eley adds size to excellent speed, 
whereas Coffey is known for his sheer 
power. 
DEFENSE 
Defensively, Clemson employs what 
is known as the ''50'' or ''52'' alignment, 
with a five-man front-four interior de-
fenders and a middle guard-an,d a pair 
of linebackers. 
The secondary consists of two corner-
backs, a free safety, and a strong-side 
safety, commonly called a rover, or 
Tiger by Clemson terminology. 
Twenty-nine of the returning letter-
men are defensive performers, includ-
ing seven starters from 1974. 
Defensive Line 
Sophomore Jeff Mills and senior 
Jerome Hill, both bona fide all-star can-
didates, are returning starters at the two 
tackle spots, and senior G. G. Galloway 
could be considered a third starter. 
Junior Nelson Wallace, lightning-
quick, who started at middle guard as a 
freshman and played behind Willie An-
derson there last fall, is back in a starting 
role, and listed behind him is sopho-
more Thad Allen, who lettered at tackle 
a year ago. Junior letterman Mike 
Gravely should also see playing time 
here in '75. 
Senior Frank Wise had a superb 
spring at end, and his running mate 
looks to be junior letterman Gary 
Kesack. But senior Tim Blackwelder 
and junior C. H. Ducworth, two letter-
men, and red-shirt soph Chris Clifford 
will all have something to say about the 
starting duo at end. 
Linebackers 
These two spots are manned by six 
returning lettermen, headed by senior 
all-star candidate Jimmy Williamson, 
• 
Senior Frank Wise experienced a most impressive spring session, and the defensive end may be one of 
the best the Tigers have had at this position in a few years. 
Senior Jimmy Williamson, a Rookie All-American selection as a sophomore, puts an abrupt halt to a 
Tennessee Volunteer runner. A bona fide all-star candidate, Williamson ranks as one of the top 
linebackers in the South. 17 
Clemson's leading tackler in 1974. 
A Rookie All-America choice as a 
sophomore, Williamson will hold down 
one of the starting spots, with junior Tim 
Stough and sophomore Ronnie Smith 
running a neck-and-neck battle for the 
other first team berth. 
Senior Dennis Silver and two soph 
lette11nen-Garry McDowell and Mark 
Heniford are destined for a considerable 
amount of playing time in '75, as is red-
shirt soph Travers Webb who lettered as 
a freshman in 1973, but missed the '74 
season because of a back ailment. 
Secondary 
Again, letterman is the key word. Of 
the four positions, Parker and his staff 
will pick from 11 returning letter win-
ners. 
Senior Lynn Carson regained his old 
cornerback spot in the spring after mis-
sing the last 10 games in '74, replacing 
junior Bill Wingo who spent the off-
season as an All-ACC second baseman 
on the Tig diamond team. 
Junior Mark Lee should hold his old 
starting spot at the other corner, and 
Malcolm Marler and Mike Cornell offer 
adequate back-up. 
Soph letterman Ogden Hansford 
looks to be the replacement for All-ACC 
strong-side safety Jim Ness, with junior 
Brian Kier and soph Mike Baldwin, both 
letter winners, behind Hansford. 
Dennis Smith started the last nine 
games as Clemson's free safety a year 
ago and led the team and ACC in inter-
ceptions, and he was actually filling in 
for injured All-ACC safety Peanut Mar-
tin. So the Tigs rank as having the best 
one-two punch in the league at this posi-
tion with seniors Smith and Martin. 




After earning All-ACC honors at his safety spot as 
a sophomore in 1973, Peanut Martin suffered a 
broken leg in the seco~d game ';If the y~ar last fa!l 
and missed Clemson s last nine outings. He s 
back, and appears to be headed for a good senior 
• campaign. 
as well as any of the other three secon-
dary spots. 
SPECIALISTS 
Graduation stripped Clemson of 
punter Mitch Tyner, who had a better-
than 40-yard average per kick in both '73 
and '7 4, and placekicker and kickoff man 
Bob Burgess. This left the Tigers with a 
handful of non-scholarship candidates in 
the spring for these two important 
duties, and these may loom as Parker's 
toughest rebuilding areas. 
Warren Ratchford, the speedy flank-
er, led Clemson in kickoff returns as a 
freshman last fall with 480 yards on 20 
returns, finished second in punt re-
turns, and although he failed to break 
one for a varsity TD, he caused a flutter 
in the hearts of quite a few opponents. 
Fell ow flanker Joey Walters also 
handled some return duty as did Wil-
liam Scott, giving Clemson a trio of 
dangerous kick return specialists. 
SUMMARY 
The offense may sputter at the begin-
ning, mainly due to the uncertainty at 
both center and quarterback, but Parker 
is hoping that the improved Tiger de-
fense can take up the slack until the 
offense gets rolling. Just how long the 
defense can hold up is unknown, as 
Clemson faces four offensive toughies to 
start the season in Tulane, Alabama, 
Georgia Tech and Georgia. 
Speedy Warren Ratchford led Clemson in kickoff 
returns last fall as a freshman, and here he _re-
turns a North Carolina kick 55 yards. Agamst 
UNC Ratchford returned four kickoffs for 156 
' yards, or better than a 30-yard return average. 
CLEMSON TRADITIONS 
School Colors and Nickname 
The late William J. Latimer, a 1906 
graduate of Clemson College, did some 
extensive research on the football pro-
gram at his alma mater, and offered the 
following in regard to the school's 
nickname and colors: 
Professor Walter Merritt Riggs, who 
coached Clemson's first varsity football 
team in 1896, and who also served as 
head coach again in 1899, is said to have 
''planted the seed'' for the school's grid 
program. 
In referring to the players from that 
frrst team, Latimer said, ''Due to the 
lack of helmets and head protection they 
18 
(the players) wore long hair. These long 
manes might have gained them the 
name of Lions had it not been for the 
orange and purple striped jerseys and 
stockings that resembled tigers. The lat-
ter nickname seemed to stick.'' 
Latimer then observed about John 
Heisman's 1900 Clemson team: ''They 
had been called Tigers early in their 
career. And Clemson used the insignia 
of a Tigers' head with bared fangs, with 
the motto 'Eat Em Up Clemson' before 
Heisman' s day.'' 
Latimer's findings are substantiated 
by the fact that Riggs had played football 
at Auburn (nicknamed Tigers) and that 
its colors were orange and blue. 
The official colors of the school are 
Northwest Purple and Burnt Orang~, 
with the predominant colors on todays 
athletic uniforms being orange and 
white. 
The Clemson Tiger was modified 
somewhat in the summer of 1970, and to 
separate him from the other tigers at 
other schools the University adopted 
the Tiger Paw'. The Paw did not replace 
the Tiger, but the two go hand-in-hand, 
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OG GARY McKENZIE (GARY) ALEXANDER 
6-6 ... 234 ... Sr . .. . Seneca 
A rugged offensive lineman with both the mental and 
physical capabilities to become one of the best ever in the 
school's history ... preped at nearby Seneca High School 
with teammate and roommate Bennie Cunningham ... 
Gary has seen action in both a starting and reserve role 
during his Clemson career, and has played both guard and 
tackle ... most of his time was spent at the latter spot in the 
spring, but he has the poise and the knowledge to play either 
position ... no doubt that Gary is the most experienced of 
the Tiger linemen going into the 1975 campaign ... with a 
little more work on improving his foot speed and his explo-
siveness, Gary could be headed for a tremendous senior year 
... born 1/16/54 ... industrial education major. 
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FLK CRAIG DEATON (CRAIG) BRANTLEY 
6-1 ... 176 ... Sr .... Charlotte, N. C. 
From the football-rich program at Myers Park High 
School in the Queen City, Craig is the swiftest receiver on 
the Clemson squad . . and if he continues in his same 
receiving pattern then he'll likely go down as one of the most 
impressive pass-catchers ever in the school's history · · · 
Craig boasts a two-year reception figure of 280 yards on five 
aerials for a 56.0 yard per catch average ... and three of 
those five aerials went for long tou'chdowns-a 53-yarder 
against Georgia Tech in '73, and a 55-yarder and school-
record 97-yarder against Virginia last fall ... so it's easy to 
see why Craig is called the best deep threat on the team · · · 
he had an outstanding spring practice and finished the off-
season as the top flanker . . . born 8/6/54 . . . recreation and 
park administration major. 
• 
' 
TE BENNIE LEE (BENNIE) CUNNINGHAM 
6-5 ... 239 ... Sr .... Seneca 
Clemson's leading receiver for the past two seasons, Ben-
nie became just the third Tiger gridder, third South Carolina 
collegian, and only second Palmetto State native (Great Falls 
product Banks McFadden was the first in 1939) to earn 
consensus All-America honors on the gridiron when he 
reaped AP, UPI, and Kodak first-team accolades last fall ... 
the massive Tiger tight end is extremely dangerous as a 
clutch receiver, and almost 30 per cent of his receptions 
went for touchdowns a year ago>--the longest a 65-yarder 
against Tennessee ... Bennie is a rugged ball-carrier, and 
most adept as an open-field blocker . . . he's been labeled a 
great player by college and professional coaches alike . . . 
born 12/23/54 ... secondary education major. 
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DT RAY JEROME (JEROME) HILL 
6-2 ... 235 ... Sr .... Pilot Mountain, N. C. 
Came to Clemson prior to his junior campaign after a 
highly-successful JUCO career at Lees-McRae where he 
earned first-team All-America honors and the tab as the 
Coastal Conference's Lineman-of-the-Year ... and after his 
initial day on the Tiger practice field, Clemson coaches knew 
his honors were justified ... after landing a spot on the 
starting defensive line, Jerome went on to finish the season 
as the Tigers' eighth leading tackler, being credited with an 
11-game total of 63 stops ... the big defender possesses 
outstanding speed which is most vital for that defensive 
tackle slot, in addition to being extremely competitive 
... one of the team's true leaders, Jerome needs to be a tad 
more aggressive around the ball in order to insure him of 
all-star honors and the chance for a nice professional pact 
... born 11/18/53 ... education major. 
21 
OT NEAL CARSON (NEAL) JETTON 
6-3 .. . 232 .. . Sr . .. . Charlotte, N. C. 
Neal began a hill climb in the spring before his junior 
campaign at Tigertown, and on the eve of his final season in 
the Orange and White, the Charlottean could be considered 
Clemson's finest overall offensive lineman ... Red Parker 
once described Neal by saying'' the opponent may whip him, 
but no one will ever out tough him," to exemplify the kind of 
determination that this rugged gridder possesses ... his 
burning desire to win and to be a great player earned him a 
spot on Clemson's starting line last fall, and from all indica-
tions of last spring's practice session, Neal looks to be headed 
down the stretch in high gear ... a definite all-league per-





DB EDWARD DENNIS (DENNIS) SMITH 
6-0 ... 166 ... Sr .... Elba, Ala. 
' 
In the words of Clemson coach Red Parker, ''Dennis was 
the most improved player we had on the 1974 football team 
,, 
... after spending a freshman year at split receiver, Dennis 
played in a reserve role to All-A CC safety Peanut Martin his 
sophomore season, and looked to be headed down that same 
path a year ago ... but an injury in Clemson's second game 
of the year sidelined Martin for the last nine encounters, and 
Dennis turned in as fine a performance as any other back in 
the league . . . not only did he pace the Tigers in intercep-
tions, but his six was also an ACC high ... his most memora-
ble came with just 12 seconds showing on the clock in the 
season finale against USC when he returned an aerial 31 
yards for Clemson's final TD in the Tigs' 39-21 win . . · may 
switch from safety as a senior, but should still rank as one of 





LB JAMES ARTHUR (JIMMY) WILLIAMSON 
6-1 .. . 208 .. . Sr . .. . Walterboro 
Without a doubt, Jimmy Williamson ranks as one of the 
finest linebackers in not only the ACC, but the entire South 
as well ... Jimmy reaped Rookie All-America honors by the 
FOOTBALL NEWS as a sophomore in 1972, but missed the 
majority of the '73 year because of a knee injury ... the 
rugged defender returned to the Tiger lineup last fall and 
finished the season as the team's leading tackler, being 
credited with a total of 123 stops on enemy ball carriers ... 
according to the coaching staff, Jimmy experienced the best 
spring ever in his Tiger career ... he is bigger and stronger 
than he has ever been, and his lateral movement ranks him 
with anyone in the country ... this should be a great fall for 
Jimmy Williamson ... born 11/25/52 ... administrative 
management major. 
DE FRANK EDWARD (FRANK) WISE 
6-2 ... 221 .. . Sr . .. . Columbia 
Frank Wise lettered for the Tigers at linebacker as both a 
freshman and sophomore, was even considered as a possible 
defensive secondary prospect because of his skills, but was 
moved to defensive end because of a lack of depth ... and 
after a full season at that latte1· spot a year ago, Frank earned 
the title as ''the best defensive end we have had in three 
spring practices'' from Tig head coach Red Parker . . . in 
summing up his performance, the coaches observe that this 
Columbia native does everything like it should be done ... 
preped at Eau Claire High School, the same one that pro-
duced Tom Boozer, one of Clemson's starting defensive 
ends last fall ... had a 36-yard return of an intercepted pass 
for a TD against Wake Forest in '73 ... a real team leader ... 
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Steve Christopher (Steve) Addis 
170 So. Seneca 
Walk-on candidate from nearby Seneca High School where he earned two 
letters each in football , golf, track, and wrestling . . . was a jayvee per-
former last fall and will provide back-up in Tiger secondary this season ... 
· diagnoses well ... born 7/3/56 ... majoring in secondary education. 
MG 
6-2 235 
Thaddeus (Thad) Allen 
So. Charlotte, N. C. 
Prep All-American at Garinger High School who experienced a good year 
with the Tig varsity as a freshman in '74 . . . drew some starting roles at DT a 
year ago, then got his try at MG in spring ... has exceptional speed and 
quickness , and with a little more aggressiveness should be headed for a 




Russell George (Russell) Allison 
140 So. Anderson 
Came to Clemson without a scholarship, but earned a spot on the jayvee 
unit last fall as a freshman ... a soccer-style hoote r with surprising strength 
for his diminutive size ... a hard worker who will have a chance to boot for 




Charles Bradley (Brad) Ashley 
178 Jr. Greensboro, N. C. 
A returning non-letterman who spent the '74 season with the junior 
varsity squad . . . could a)so see action at defensive back or as a punter ... 
earned two prep letters in football and one in baseball at Grimsley High 








Michael Paul (Mike) Baldwin 
193 So. Baltimore, Md. 
• 
Earned a varsity le tter for the Tige rs as a freshman last fall ... a strong 
hitte r with much football savvy and the kind of knowledge about the game to 
become a real winner . . . an all-conference and all-state prepster at 
Archbishop Curley where he was an outstanding running back ... born 
4/3/56 . . . recreation and park administration major. 
DB 
5-11 
Jeffrey Scott ( Jeff) Barton 
188 So. Seneca 
Defender on last year's Cub team , Jeff came to Clemson without a 
scholarship and has continued to make strides . .. figures to help in the 
secondary with the varsity as he acquires experience and maturity ... born 
4/25/56 .. . majoring in industrial education. 
DL 
6-3 
Lawrence Dean (Larry) Beasley 
230 Fr. Raleigh, N. C. 
All-conference lineman at The Patterson School in Lenior where he 
averaged 14 tackles per game ... also tabbed as team 's most valuable 
lineman . . . earned prep letters in basketball , track, and baseball . .. born 
12/30/55 ... plans to major in psychology . 
RB 
6-1 
Jerome (Jerome) Benjamin 
175 Fr. Holly Hill 
Speedy running back from Holly Hill High School ... rushed for 2,300 
yards and scored 37 TD's as prep senior on his way to earning Class A 
Back-of-the-Year honors ... member of'75 South team of SC All-Star Game 
• • • undecided on college major. 
C 
6-0 
Frank Gibson (Frank) Bethea 
222 Sr. Springfield 
Starter for the past two seasons at tackle , and ste llar line performer for tl1e 
Tige rs ... because of a graduation loss at center, Frank was switched to that 
spot in the spring and made tremendot1 s strides at this difficult-to-play 
position ... and because of the complexity of the spot, will still have to 
improve in the fall workouts to maintain that nt1mber one position he held at 
the end of spring drills ... All-American prepster at Hunter-Kinard ... 







Everett Mitchell (Mitch) Blackman 
200 Fr. Clinton, N. C. 
Earned 10 prep letters at Harrells Academy in football, baseball, basket-
ball, and track ... three-time all-conference linebacker who averaged 14 
tackles a game as junior and 17 as a senior . . . Harre:ls earned four 
consecutive Eastern NC titles ... conference discus champ ... born 5/14/57 
... plans to major in biology. 
DE Thomas Marvin (Tim) Blackwelder 
6-4 225 Sr. Charlotte, N. C. 
Has excellent size and speed to play his position, and probably no one 
wants to play anymore than Tim ... a hard-hitter who is destined to be 
a superb performer in this his final season if he acquires the needed 
discipline required for defensive ends ... preped at both South Mecklen-
burg and Olympic High Schools in the Queen City ... born 9/24/51 ... 
recreation and park administration major. 
SR 
6-5 
Richard Leon (Rich) Bollinger 
199 So. Denville, N. J. 
A red-shirt sophomore with excellent athletic ability ... was the jayvee' s 
leading receiver as a freshman, and even got in on some varsity playing time 
that year .. . with his hands and speed, fuch should make a solid contribu-
tion to the Clemson grid program for the next three seasons ... born 11/6/54 
... industrial education major. 
DL 
6-4 245 
Joe Earl (Joe) Bostic, Jr. 
Fr. Greensboro, N. C. 
One of most sought-after prepsters in North Carolina at Ben L. Smith 
High School ... all-conference , All-South , and All-America lineman who 
started on victoriou s Shrine Bowl team ... all-conference and school 
record holder in shot put, and State heavyweight wrestling champion . .. 







Lloyd Clifton (Cliff) Bray, Jr. 
210 Fr. Stone Mountain, Ga. 
Hauled in 24 passes for 528 yards and eight TD's at Tucker High School , 
same prep team that sent now Pittsburgh Steeler TE John McMakin to 
Clemson ... member of Georgia's North All-Star squad ... All-America 
selection who was voted team captain and top offensive lineman . . . 




Jonathan (Jonathan) Brooks 
200 Fr. Saluda 
Received four grid letters in football and three each in basketball and 
track at Saluda High School . . . two-time all-state and all-conference 
selection who reaped All-South accolades as senior .. . member of South 
Carolina Shrine Bowl Team .. . led prep team in receiving .. . born 
6/22/57 . . planning to major in administrative management. 
OG 
6-7 
Lacy Eugene (Lacy) Brumley 
258 So. Kannapolis, N. C. 
Probably as fine an offensive line prospect as there is in the entire country 
... played in a reserve role for the Tigers as a freshman , lettered a year ago, 
and looms as a favorite for a starting role this fall . .. to heavy in the spring, 
but by shedding a few pounds and with some improved quickness Lacy has 
the potential for stardom . . . born 4/10/56 . . . recreation and park 
administration major. 
DB 
6-3 179 Jr. 
Jeffrey (Jeff) Buesing 
Pompton Plains, N. J. 
Came to Clemson as a receiver, but because of the solid corps of per-
formers at the two wide-out spots, was shifted to the secondary in the spring 
drills . .. improved throughout the off-season workouts while making his 




Rickey Norman (Rickey) Bustle 
189 Jr. Summerville 
Considered to be the best clutch receiver on the squad by the Tiger 
coaching staff ... although not necessarily the swiftest of the receivers, 
Rickey seems to possess the knack for doing the right things at the right 
moment . . . was second leading receiver on team las t fall with nine 










Harold Dewitte (Harold) Cain 
228 Jr. Columbus, Ga. 
Although listed as the number two tight end, Harold is one of the finest 
players at his position as there is in the league . .. was a defensive end as a 
freshman , but threat as offensive player prompted the move to tight end 
spot . . . not only a gifted receiver, but an excellent blocker as well . .. 
expected to see a considerable amount of playing time this fall . . . born 
12/31/54 . .. administrative management major. 
RB 
6-1 
Kenneth Byron (Ken) Callicutt 
192 Jr. Chester 
In just a brief two seasons, Ken Callicutt has established himself as one of 
the truly great Tiger running backs in the school's history . . . set school 
records for most yards rushing as a fre shman (505 yards) and sophomore 
(809), and led the team in that department last fall ... named to UPI 
National Backfield-of-the-Week with 170 yards rushing and 60 yards passing 
against UNC, but best ground effort came in 39-21 win over USC when Ken 
rushed for 197 yards ... passed for two TDs last fall and rushed for five ... 
experienced an outstanding spring practice and should reap all-star honors 
this fall .. . born 8/20/55 ... recreation and park administration major. 
DL 
6-4 225 
Joseph Otto (Joe) Carolan 
Fr. Grosse Pointe, Mich. 
First-team all-conference selection for the past two years as a defensive 
tackle at University Liggett School . .. a standout baseball player as well , 
Joe was captain and all-league diamond performer in high school ... also 
earned four wrestling le tte rs .. . born 1/26/57 ... looking for a career in the 
fie ld of management. 
DB 
5-11 
Lynn Lionel (Lynn) Carson, Ill 
162 Sr. Upper St. Clair, Pa. 
Lynn went through an impressive spring practice session afte r sitting out 
the last 10 games of the '74 campaign . .. came to Clemson without a 
scholarship, led the Cubs in ru shing as a freshman , and jumped right into 
the starting secondary as a sophomore-the same year he paced the team in 
interceptions ... a probable starter somewhere in the Tiger secondary this 












Richard Fricks (Rick) Carter 
187 So. Walhalla 
Rick spent his freshman season as a split receiver, and spent last fall as a 
red-shirt defensive back, a spot he occupied this past spring ... but because 
of his exceptional cutting ability and fine speed, will likely be shifted to a 
permanent running back spot in the fall ... good athlete and hard worker . . 
born 6/26/54 ... recreation and park administration major. 
QB 
6-4 
Dwight Edward (Dwight) Clark 
195 Fr. Charlotte, N. C. 
Impressive signal-caller at Charlotte's Garinger High School, Dwight 
could see action as a receiver at Tigertown . . . earned three letters each in 
football, basketball, and track . . . was captain and all-county this past fall . .. 
born 1/8/57 . . plans a career in the business field . 
DE 
6-4 212 
Chris Paul (Chris) Clifford 
So. Coral Gables, Fla. 
A highly-recruited defensive back as prepster at Coral Gables High 
School, Chris was shifted to defensive end because of his physical tools . . · 
although he has been nursing injuries for the past two spring sessions , Chris 
has unlimited potential as a DE, and closed out this recent off-season session 
in strong fashion . .. should see a lot of action this fall . . . born 7/29/55 · · · 
administrative management major. 
RB-TE 
6-5 205 
Mark James (Mark) Clifford 
Fr. Coral Gables, Fla. 
The sixth in a family of six brothers to earn a college grid scholarship . · · 
outstanding prep athlete at Coral Gables Sr. High where he averaged better 
than 6.0 yards per carry over the past two seasons, was team's leading 
receiver as a junior, and led the cage team in rebounding .. . ran 100-yd. 




Eddie (Eddie) Clifton 
Fr. Statesboro, Ga. 
An all-area selection at Statesboro High School for the past two grid 
campaigns · .. also lette red in baseball , basketball , and track .. . was a 
standout guard on the cage team and set school scoring titles on the 







Robert Christopher (Bob) Coffey 
192 So. Linwood, N. J. 
A hard-running ball carrier, Bob spent the 1974 season as a red-shirt ... 
has good moves and will definitely figure in the running back plans this fall 
. . . must overcome the tendency to cough up the football . . . was a 
standout runner at Holy Spirit who ground out more than 2,000 yards in his 
prep career ... born 10/16/54 .. . liberal arts major. 
DB 
5-9 
Michael Neal (Mike) Cornell 
165 Jr. Delaware, 0. 
Mike entered Clemson without a scholarship , but that certainly didn't 
stop him from earning varsity grid letters in both his freshman and sopho-
more seasons for the Tigers . . . a reserve defensive back, Mike is a solid 
contributor to the speciality teams, and is quite adept at kickoff coverage . . . 
coached in high school by his father . .. born 7/7/55 . . . administrative 
management major. 
LB James Henson (James) Cotten, Jr. 
6-2 205 Fr. Chapel Hill, N. C. 
Preped at Patterson School in Lenior, N. C. , where he was a linebacker 
and an all-conference fullback ... earned all-county and prep All-America 
honors as a senior ... tabbed team MVP .. . also lettered in basketball and 




Charles Edward (Eddie) Crawford 
195 Jr. Pelzer 
Was a highly-touted prep quarte rback at Palmetto High School, has seen 
action there and at defensive back for the jayvee unit, and has now settled 
into a spot at defensive end . . . was one of top performers there for Cubs last 
fall , and also got into enough varsity action to earn a letter ... will give 
Tigers depth at DE in '75 . . . born 1/30/54 . . . recreation and park 






Donald Breck (Breck) Culler 
235 So. High Point, N. C. 
Here's a young man who was one of the real bright spots in the off-season 
workouts . .. a red-shirt soph last fall , Breck has delighted the coaching staff 
with his changed attitude and tremendously overall improved play . . . his 
physical qualities and talent will give him a strong edge for one of the top 




James (James) Cunningham 
190 Fr. Winston-Salem, N. C. 
Outstanding prepster at R. J. Reynolds High School in both football and 
basketball . .. All-Central North Carolina4-A selection in both ... after fine 
senior season as DB and SR on gridiron, led team to a 4-A State title where 
he was named as the 4-A Most Outstanding Player .. . born 4/2/56 .. . plans 
to major in administrative management. 
p 
6-1 
Murray Lamar (Lamar) Davis, Jr. 
188 So. Spartanburg 
Non-scholarship kicker who handled the punting chores for the Cubs a 
year ago ... came to Clemson from Spartanburg High School where he was 
a three-year punter for Bill Carr's Vikings . . . was only experienced punter 




Charles H. (C. H.) Ducworth 
198 Jr. Anderson 
The fourth in a line of Ducworth brothers to play for the Tigers ... 
although C. H . does not possess the great physical qualities which most 
defensive ends have, his attitude, desire , and knowledge make him a 
valuable team player . . . in fact , he has been referred to as the toughest 
defensive end on the squad . . . all-conference at Hanna High School ... 
born 5/27/54 . .. secondary education major. 
DB 
6-1 
Joseph Blane (Blane) Dunahoo 
170 Fr. Decatur, Ga. 
Baseball and football letterman at Shamrock High School . .. tabbed as 
the team's most outstanding defensive back as well as the most valuable 
player . . . earned HM All-Metro honors . .. an all-county selection . .. born 
10/22/57 . . . undecided on college major. 
27 
l Edwards Eppes 
I 
Galloway Eley Erwin 
RB 
6-1 
Fritz Kaline (Fritz) Edwards 
199 So. Gresham 
Young sophomore running back with a great deal of potential ... led the 
Cubs in rushing last fall with a 5.4 yard per carry average ... needs the 
varsity experience, and has the chance to be an outstanding collegian .. . 
prep All-America selection at Johnsonville High School where he earned 12 




Thomas Earl (Thomas) Eley 
186 So. Rocky Mount, N. C. 
Entered Clemson last fall, but dropped out of school for personal reasons 
before the '74 campaign began . . . returned to Tigertown in January, and 
although slowed with an injury problem in the early spring, Thomas showed 
flashes of brilliance at his running back spot ... the coaches are hopeful of 
great things from Thomas, who possesses sprinter's speed ... brother of 




Roy Colie (Roy) Eppes 
So. Anderson 
Roy, probably the fastest defensive back on the Tiger squad, spent the 
197 4 season as a red-shirt ... he has the keen ability to diagnose, and the 
potential to make a strong contribution to the team ... outstanding athlete 
at Westside High School , and has lettered for the Tig track team as a hurdler 
. . . born 7/22/54 ... majoring in recreation and park administration. 
OT 
6-1 
Ronald Kenneth (Kenneth) Erwin 
206 So. Kannapolis, N. C. 
Preped at A. L. Brown High School with Tig guard Lacy Brumley ... 
spent the entire '74 campaign with the jayvee squad ... worked hard in the 
off-season practice session, and is right in the thick of the fight for a spot on 







Stephen Ray (Steve Fuller) 
195 Fr. Spartanburg 
Perhaps the most heralded high school prospect in the entire Southeast, 
Steve cast his lot with Clemson after leading Spartanburg High School to a 
24-2 two-year grid mark with 3,500 yards of total offense ... prep All-
American gridder, and all-conference in basketball, baseball, and track ... 
ranked first in graduating class of826 . . . born 1/5/57 . . . major undecided. 
TE 
6-4 
Bruce Mantrell (Bruce) Fults 
205 So. W. Springfield, Va. 
A reserve tight end who came to Tigertown without a scholarship but 
landed a spot on last year's jayvee unit ... will add depth to the receiving 
corps this fall . .. played at Chotahawtachee High in Ft. Walton Beach, Fla., 
and W. Springfield High ... father is in Air Force ... born 7/22/55 ... 
majoring in administrative management. 
DT 
6-5 
Harry Lee (Harry Lee) Fulwood 
250 Jr. Sumter 
A hard-working defensive lineman who carried too much weight during 
the spring workouts ... has brute strength to match his mammoth size, and 
with additional weight loss, Harry Lee can make a big contribution to the 
Tiger defense ... U. S. Army veteran and former service gridder ... 
married ... born 1/27/50 .. . industrial education major. 
RB 
5-11 
Robert Michael (Michael) Gaddis 
190 Jr. Greenville 
Mike has jumped around from flanker, defensive back, and now has found 
himself at a running back spot .. . hard worker who has spent most of his 
career with the Cub unit . .. preped at Wade Hampton High School where 
he earned letters in football and track . . . born 5/2/52 . . .. majoring in 
administrative management . 
DT 
6-4 
Gerald Glenn (G. G.) Galloway 
236 Sr. Anderson 
One of two Tig gridders who has already earned three varsity letters · · · 
played varsity ball his freshman campaign, started at DT as a sophomore, 
and was one of top four tackles on team last fall .. . although hampered by a 
painful foot injury in the spring, G. G. showed a solid improvement in the 
off-season, and looks to be headed for a good senior campaign . .. with more 
aggressive play. could be one of the top tackles in the league . . · prep 
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Gibbs 
Stephen Michael (Mike) Gero 
230 So. Greensboro, N. C. 
A fire-plug looking gridder who always shows 100 per cent when he's on 
the field ... was originally a linebacker, then moved to center, and now 
finds himself at an offensive guard slot ... needs experience with added 
playing time ... born 12/13/55 ... majoring in secondary education. 
SR 
6-3 205 
Steve (Steve) Gibbs 
So. Greer 
Came right out of Greer High School into a starting role for the Tiger 
varsity last fall ... Steve's exceptional ability in blocking the opponents' 
secondary probably proved to be the catalyst in the rapid development of 
the running game last fall . .. caught seven aerials for 90 yards as a freshman 
... held tight on starting spot throughout spring ... MVP in both football 




Mitchell Harold (Harold) Goggins 
185 Fr. Clinton 
Rushed for unbelievable 2,172 yards and scored 22 TD' sat Clinton High 
School this past season . . . twice rushed for over 250 yards in a single game 
... State's 3-A Back-of-the-Year, All-Southern, and All-American a year 




John Allan (John) Goodloe, Ill 
170 So. Chester, Va. 
A walk-on defensive back, John has the potential to make a definite 
contribution to the program ... standout on last year's Cub team, l1e preped 
at Thomas Dale High School where he was tl1e team MVP and all-state 
gridder . . . also lettered in track, baseball , and basketball ... has a chance to 
play as a soph this fall . .. born 8/10/54 ... majoring in administrative 
management. 
Gero Hag Ian 
Goodloe Hansford Gordon 
OT 
6-3 
Charles Andrew (Chuck) Gordon 
243 Jr. Charlotte, N. C. 
One of the representatives of the large contingent from Charlotte ... 
although a non-letterman, Chuck has worked hard to improve his play, and 
he will be in the running for a spot on one of the top two teams in the fall .. . 
all-county uneman at Olympic High School where he lettered in track and 




Michael Kelley (Mike) Gravely 
205 Jr. Pickens 
Lettered for the Tigers in a reserve role last fall and as a member of the 
specialty teams ... definitely one of the best hitters on the team who can 
trade licks with anyone ... possibly will be looked at for the nose guard 
spot, and is being counted on for two strong years ... all-state and Shrine 
Bowl product from Pickens High School ... born 2/10/55 ... administra-
tive management major. 
QB 
6-1 
Joseph David (J. 0.) Haglan 
183 So. Conway, Pa. 
All-America signal-caller at Freedom High School, but was slowed last 
fall as a freshman by painful ankle injury ... began coming around in the 
spring and is fighting his way back to a top spot that the coaches always felt 
he should occupy ... hit more than 60 per cent of his passes as a prep senior 
for 1,300 yards ... born 7/4/56 . .. administrative management major. 
DB 
6-1 
Ogden (Ogden) Hansford, Jr. 
179 So. Macon, Ga. 
Talented defensive back who seems to be the heir-apparent to the strong 
safety spot left vacant by the graduated All-ACC performer Jim Ness ... a 
tremendous athlete with good size and speed who needs only the game 
experience to pick up where his predecessor left off ... team captain and 
most valuable back at Central High School . .. born 9/11/54 ... majoring in 








Mark Eric (Mark) Heniford 
21 O So. Loris 
A walk-on sophomore linebacker who was one of the pleasant SLtrprises in 
1974 ... contrib11ted on most of the special teams last fall ... con tin Lied to 
show impro,·e ment during the spring, and was in the running for a spot on 
one of the first two Ltnits ... preped at Loris High School and Fork Union 
Military Acade m,• ... born 10/24/55 . .. majoring in admini strative 
manageme nt . 
P Richard Edward (Richard) Holliday 
6-2 190 Fr. Belton 
All-aroL1nd a thle te irom Be lton -Honea Path High School ... all -
confe rence in both fo, tball a.nd track, captain of baske tball team, and .465 
hitte r for baseball sq • ad . . . a, ·e raged be tte r than 40 yards pe r punt during 
three-year prep care-! r , with longest boot be ing a 69-yarde r ... born 7/18/57 
. . . plans a major in pre-med . 
OG 
6-3 
Edward Steven (Ed) Homonoff 
210 Sr. Los Angeles, Calif. 
Experie nced two-year le tte rman who is looking fo r a home on the otten -
si,•e line . .. knowledgeable gridde r with great desi re ... has seen re sen e 
action at guard since com ing to C le mson fro m Los Ange les \ 'al ley College 
where he was an all-conference selection .. . le tte red in footab ll and 
wrestling at Canoga Park HS . . . born 12/9/54 ... textile scie nce major. 
(Prono11nced Hom-a-noffi . 
RB 
5-11 200 
Leon (Leon) Hope 
Sr. York 
A solid and dependable running back who plays and contnbutes ,n e, er) 
single game Leon 1s the fourth leading rusher returning from ·,-1 . ha, inJ!: 
earned the p111:skin 23 t,me for 11 5 yards last fa ll and a fine 5 0, a.rd perc-a.m 
a,erage one of the tn,e leaders on the lem-.on tea.m . Leon 1, .1 ,ot1ng 
man who knows nothing le.__, thru, LOO t)er cent pL.1,ed no,e ~,ard a, .1 
freshman State 3-A Back of the \ ear as a prep ,en,or . . l>orn 1 12/52 






William Copeland (Billy) Hudson 
227 So. Columbia 
Promising yoL1ng offensive tackle from Columbia's A. C. Flora High 
School ... Billy spent the vast majority of the '74 campaign with the Cub 
team , and with a little more experience and game exposL1re, this hu sky 
lineman is going to be p11shing some people for a starting role ... Shrine 
Bowler and Columbia area Lineman of the Year at Flora ... born 2/4/56 
... administrative management major. 
DE 
6-5 
David Webb (Dave) Hughston 
213 Jr. Charlotte, N. C. 
David came to Cl emson as a d efe nsive e nd from Garinger High School, 
was shifte d aroL1nd the offensive line, and the n this past spring found himself 
back at his o ld home ... will add need ed de pth to his posi tion this fa ll . . . an 
outstanding young man and one of top stude nts as well . .. born 6/9/54 .. . 
majoring in textile che mistry . 
OT 
6-5 
George Vincent (George) Hyams 
220 Jr. Silver Spring Md. 
Geo rge is a gifted athle te who is capable of p laying a n11mber of 1')()si t1ons. 
and d uring his C lemson career he has seen action both offens,,e l) and 
defensi, ·e l)' ... strength and quickness make h im a talen ted OT who sho11 ld 
see action th is fal l ... cou ld also snap on pun ting sitt1at1ons . . team captain 




Richard Ervin (Richard) Ibach 
192 So. Fort Myers, Fla. 
A red-shirt t1gl1t end "ho 1, c11rrentl, listed behind unn1ngham and 
• 
ain on tl1e depth chart ha, 011tstand1ng athletic .ib,hn·, and altho,,e:h 
• 
not as b,g nor as strong .1.., .1 TE should Ix Richard " ·ill contr1h11te ,is 11 · e;a,n, 
e"Cperience .. "a, an all -league defen,,, e back a, pre1>sler ,1t Fort \I , t'r, 
11111:h School . born 9 9 '55 . c1,il engineering ma1or (Pronount«I 





Daniel Roger (Danny) Jaynes 
227 So. Charlotte, N. C. 
Tight end in high school at East Mecklenburg, moved to center as a 
freshman , and then switched to defensive tackle during the spring ... and as 
he acquires physical maturity, Danny should develop into one of the pre-
mier players at his position ... lettered in football , baseball , and basketball 




Kenneth Roy (Ken) Jeffcoat 
234 So. Anderson 
Ken was an all-conference and all-state lineman at nearby Westside in 
Anderson who came to Clemson without a scholarship ... performed well 
for the Cubs last fall, and worked hard this past spring looking for a spot on 
the offensive line ... most valuable lineman and Shrine Bowl member as 
prepster ... born 8/30/54 ... majoring in administrative management . 
C 
6-2 
George Carl (George) Jehlen, Jr. 
218 Jr. Glen Ridge, N. J. 
A hard-nosed competitor , George was moved to the offensive line from 
his nose guard spot, and came on strong during the latter stages of the spring 
workouts ... lettered at MG last fall, and with a little more experience at his 
new position, he will be given a shot at a starting role ... all-conference at 
Glen Ridge HS ... born 12/22/55 ... administrative management major. 
(Pronounced Jay-Lun). 
RB Charlie Lee (Charlie) Johnson, Jr. 
6-1 205 Fr. Miami, Fla. 
highly sought-after running back from North Miami Sr. High School ... 
an all-city selection and leading ground gainer for prep team . . . speedster 
who has run both dashes and handled field events .. . named most valuable 
,n track born 12/10/55 .. will likely seek degree in administrative 
management. 
Jaynes Keahon Kenyon 
-
Jeffcoat Kenney Kesack 
QB 
5-11 
Willie Louis (Willie) Jordan 
180 Fr. Griffin, Ga. 
Flashy signal-caller who led Griffin High School to a pair of state titles ... 
passed for 2,813 yards and threw 34 TD' sin his illustrious three-year career 
.. . hit on 65 per cent of his passes as a senior ... MVP as prepster who 




Thomas Nelson (Tom) Keahon 
196 So. Westwood, N. J. 
A walk-on defensive lineman , Tom spent the entire '74 slate with the 
jayvee unit, and then came on to impress the coaching staff with steady 
improvement throughout the spring ... all-league and all-county at 
Westwood Regional HS . . . born 6/25/56 ... majoring in forest manage-
ment. (Pronounced Key-on). 
C 
6-4 
Stephen Faucette (Steve) Kenney 
233 So. Raleigh, N. C. 
Steve is an up-and-comer for the Tigers at center as he gains experience .. 
has..a tremendous attitude to go along with his good size and speed ... was 
an All-East linebacker at Raleigh Sanderson High School where he also 
lettered in basketball ... father was gridder at UNC and grandfather played 
at Wake Forest ... born 12/26/55 ... administrative management major. 
DB 
6-1 
Rick Wayne (Rick) Kenyon 
174 So. Bellevue, Pa. 
Sophomore defensive back from the Pittsburgh area with fine speed and 
quickness ... was quarterback at Bellevue High School, split receiver as a 
freshman, and moved to the secondary in the spring where he showed some 
real potential during the off-season ... a most promising athlete ... born 
7/5/55 . . recreation and park administration major. 
DE 
6-2 
Gary Michael (Gary) Kesack 
201 Jr. Bethlehem, Pa. 
Lettered for the Tigers in a reserve role last fall, went through an 
impressive spring, and was right near the top for a starting spot .. . Gary is a 
knowledgeable and alert defensive end, but needs to be more aggressive 
and make things happen .. . in line to see a considerable amount of action 
this fall .. MVP and all-state selection at Freedom High School . .. born 






Kier J. Kreis 
Brian Eugene (Brian) Kier 
174 Jr. Haines City, Fla. 
Brian ranks as one of the most improved players on the Tig squad ... after 
a mediocre freshman campaign, he came around as the top DB on the Cub 
squad last fall, leading the team in interceptions with three ... also got in 
enough playing time for a varsity letter in '74 ... will definitely figure in 




Anthony (Anthony) King 
190 Fr. Cornelia, Ga. 
Another highly-touted freshman running back from the prep ranks who 
figures to get in varsity playing time this fall ... in addition to earning MVP 
honors at Habersham Central High School, Anthony was an all-state selec-
tion as a prep senior and winner of the 1974 2-A Back-of-the-Year trophy 
... also earned prep letters in basketball, baseball, and track ... born 
6/14/57 . . . plans to major in math . 
LB 
6-1 218 
Earl J. (Jay) Kreis, Ill 
Sr. Birmingham, Ala. 
A knee injury and subsequent operation forced Jay to miss the '74 season 
and spring practice as well ... hopefully, he will be able to fully recover and 
add depth at the linebacker spot in the fall ... a tremendous attitude makes 
Jay one of the most popular members of the team ... played one year at Ole 




Kevin Joseph (Kevin) Kreis 
205 So. Baltimore, Md. 
Kevin worked at both linebacker and defensive end in the spring, but will 
likely be moved back to his old high school spot at center, to take advantage 
of his added bulk as well as a need for playable depth at that spot ... football , 
baseball, and wrestling standout at Mount Saint Joseph High School .. 
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K. Kreis Lee 
LeBel Livingston 
David Phillip (David) LeBel 
239 Sr. Jacksonville, N. C 
David possesses the size, speed, and quickness necessary to be a fine 
offensive lineman, and if he overcomes a tendency to be hampered by 
nagging injuries, should have a superb senior campaign ... although a tight 
end as a prepster, David spent his first two years at Tigertown on defense 
. .. outstanding prepster in both basketball and football at Jacksonville 
High School ... born 10/25/53 .. . recreation and park administration 
major. (Pronounced La-bell). 
DB 
6-2 181 
Mark Steven (Mark) Lee 
Jr. Spartanburg 
Returning starter at cornerback, Mark showed the coaches an impressive 
spring practice ... picked off one opponent pass a year ago ... his speed and 
quickness give him the ability to come up with the big play, and by some 
improvement on his reaction time when the ball is in the air, Mark can 
establish himself as one of the best in the league ... Shrine Bowl standout at 




Robert Rutledge (Rut) Livingston 
186 Jr. Hendersonville, N. C. 
A highly-recruited single-wing tailback at Hendersonville High School, 
Rut began his Clemson career as a quarterback, saw action at both defensive 
back and split receiver, and returned to the spot under center and showed 
flashes of running brilliance in the spring ... if he overcomes tendency to 
throw the ball away , Rut will figure heavily in QB plans ... Shrine Bowler. -
born 10/15/54 ... recreation and park administration major. 
QB 
6-2 
Robert Raymond (Bob) McCarthy 
190 So. Silver Spring, Md. 
Bob has not participated in football since his prep days at Good Cot1nsel 
High School ... he came to Clemson in the fall of'73, dropped out of school 
for personal reasons, underwent surgery on an old back injury, and returned 
to Tigertown a year ago although he did not play ball . . . all-state signal 
caller with over 1,200 passing yards as prep senior ... born 8/16/55 .. -
administrative management major. 

(,,) 1975 CLEMSON VARSITY FOOTBALL TIGERS ALPHABETICAL ... 
Steve Addis, DB 
74 Gary Alexander, OT 
No. Name Pos. Blrthdate Hgt. Wgt. Ltra. Class Hometown, High School, High School Coach 75 Thad Allen, MG 
1 Peanut Martin DB 7-17-54 6-3 180 2 Sr. Abbeville, S. C., Abbeville, Preston Cox Russell Allison, PK 
Brad Ashley, SR 2 Wamtn Ratchford FU( 1-5-56 5-10 151 1 So. Gaffney, S. C., Gaffney, Denny Williams 
5 Rut Uvlngaton QB 10-15-54 6-2 186 0 Jr. Hendersonville, N. C., Hendersonville, Joe Hunt 
7 Brian Kier DB 5-6-55 6-1 174 1 Jr. Haines City, Fla., Haines City, Don Herndon 26 Mike Baldwin, DB 
8 Whit Plyler FLK 3-13-56 6-1 175 0 So. Seneca, S. C., Seneca, Tim Bice Jeff Barton, DB 
9 John Goodloe DB 8-10-54 5-11 170 0 So. Chester, Va., Thomas Dale, Ed Carpas 72 Frank Bethea, C 
10 Joey Walter& FLK 10-29-54 6-0 167 1 Jr. Florence, S. C., West Florence, Gerald Holley 90 Tim Blackwelder, DE 
11 Mike O'Caln QB 7-20-54 6-0 178 1 Jr. Orangeburg, S. C., Orangeburg-WIikinson, Dick Sheridan 49 Rich Bollinger, SR 
12 Rick Weddington QB 9-1-55 6-2 186 0 So. Charlotte, N. C., Myers Park, Gu Purcell 24 Craig Brantley, FLK 
13 Eddie Crawford DE 1-30-54 6-1 195 1 Jr. Pelzer, S. C., Palmetto, Charlie Martin 69 Lacy Brumley, OG 
14 J. D. Haglan QB 7-4-56 6-1 193 0 So. Conway, Pa., Freedom, Len Waitkus Jeff Buesing, DB 
15 Roy Eppu DB 7-22-54 6-1 180 0 So. Anderson, S. C., Westside, WIii Roberts 19 Rickey Bustle, SR 
18 BIii Wingo DB 10-31-54 5-8 170 2 Jr. Union, S. C., Union, Rick Carlisle 
17 Mike Cornell DB 7-7-55 5-9 165 2 Jr. Delaware, 0 ., Rutherford 8 . Hayes, Gerald Cornell 81 Harold Cain, TE 
18 Ogden Hansford DB 9-11-54 6-1 179 1 So. Macon, Ga., Central, Gene Brodie 44 Ken Callicutt, RB 
18 Rickey Buetle SR 8-23-53 5-11 189 1 Jr. Summerville, S. C., Summerville, John McKlsslck 40 Lynn Carson, DB 
20 Wllllam Scott RB 10-22-55 5-10 160 1 So. Wrlghtsvllle, Ga., Johnson County, Mike Gates 46 Rick Carter, RB 21 Chris Clifford, DE 21 Chrts Clifford DE 7-29-55 6-4 212 0 So. Miami, Fla., Coral Gables, Gary Ghormley 
22 Malcolm Marler DB 7-8-55 5-9 162 2 Jr. Gardendale, Ala., Gardendale, Dennis Love 43 Bob Coffey, RB 
23 O. J. Tyler DB 7-7-52 5-11 164 1 Jr. Fernandina Beach, Fla., Fernandina Beach, Talmadge Riner 17 Mike Cornell, DB 
24 Craig Brantley FLK 8-6-54 6-1 176 2 Sr. Charlotte, N. C., Myers Park, Gus Purcell 13 Eddie Crawford, DE 
25 Dennie Smith DB 7-12-53 6-o 166 2 Sr. Elba, Ala., Elba, Leon Aklna 67 Breck Culler, OT 
26 Mike Baldwin DB 4-3-56 6-1 193 1 So. Baltimore, Md., Archbishop Curley, Dick Patry 85 Bennie Cunningham, TE 
r, Rick Kenyon RB 7-5-55 6-1 174 0 So. Bellevue, Pa., Bellevue, Earl Ceh 
28 Mark Lee DB 4-4-54 6-2 181 1 Jr. Spartanburg, S. C., Spartanburg, BIii Carr Lamar Davis, P 
28 Richard Ibach TE 9-9-55 6-5 192 0 So. Fort Myers, Fla., Fort Myers, Sam Sirianni 88 C. H. Ducworth, DE 
31 Leon Hope RB 1-12-52 5-11 200 2 Sr. York, S. C., York, Jimmy Wallace 45 Fritz Edwards, RB 
38 Jay Kreis LB 10-4-52 6-1 215 0 Sr. Birmingham, Ala., Mountain Brook, Darrell Fitts 42 Thomas Eley, RB 
38 Ronnie Smith LB 12-10-SS 6-2 210 1 So. Sylva, H. C., Sylva-Webster, Babe Howell 15 Roy Eppes, DB 
39 Dennis Sliver LB 7-12-52 6-1 214 1 Sr. Asheville, N. C., North Buncombe, BIii Ensley Kenny Erwin, OT 
40 LynnCaraon DB 3-4-54 5-11 162 1 Sr. Upper St. Clair, Pa., Upper St. Clalr, WIiiiam Merritt Bruce Fults, TE 
41 Frank WIN DE 6-18-54 6-2 221 3 Sr. Columbia, S. C., Eau Claire, Bobby cartton Harry Lee Fulwood, OT 42 Thomae Eley RB 8-24-55 6-1 186 0 So. Rocky Mount, N. C., Northern Nash, J. E. Worthington 
43 Bob Coffey AB 10-18-54 6-0 182 0 So. Linwood, N. J., Holy Splrtt, Lou Paludl Mike Gaddis, SR 
44 Ken CaUlcutt AB a,.20-55 a,.1 192 2 Jr. ChNter, S. C., Cheater, Jim Klmmell 62 G. G. Galloway, OT 
45 Frtlz Edwanla AB a,.13-51 8-1 199 0 So. Greaham, S. C., Johnsonville, Bob Rankin Mike Gero, OG 
48 Rici( Cllrter RB &-26 54 5-11 187 0 So. Walhalla, S. C., Walhalla, Bob Mauro 80 Steve Gibbs, SR ,1 Tlmlmugll LB 8-NS a,.2 219 2 Jr. Levlttown, PL, Bishop Egan, Bernard Farrell 
9 John Goodloe, DB 41 Dan "lj1 b. cc.a., AB 11-7-52 8-2 215 1 Sr. South Boeton. VL, Hallfu County, Coleman Starnea 
83 Chuck Gordon, OT • llcltlollln11r SR 11154 8-5 199 0 So. Denvllle, N. J., Morrta Knole. John Delbert 59 Mike-Gravely, MG • QIQrlaJlblln C 12r?215 8-2 218 1 Jr. Glen Ridge, N. J., Glen Ridge, WIiiiam HoNY 11 JILLwhf Wda 0G 9-3-58 8-1 218 0 So. Graenvllle, S. C., J. L Mann, Jim Slaton 14 J. D. Haglan, QB 
• Jln111ay WlltlfflllOII LB 11-25-52 8-1 208 2 Sr. Walterboro, S. C., Walterboro, Dick Covington 18 Ogden Hansford, DB • llawKan.-, C 12-26-55 M 233 0 So. Raleigh, N. C., Ralelgh Sanderson, Jim Brown 98 Mark Heniford, LB .. llobllHlrpe C 4-15-54 8-1 202 0 Jr. Anderson, S. C., T. L Hanna, Jim FraNr 64 Jerome Hill, OT 
II David Moma OB P 312---55 l-0 217 0 So. Haines City, Fla., Heines City, Don Herndon 78 Ed hdft&i,t;ff, OG 
58 wavne Neely OT 4-27-54 6-2 215 0 Jr. McConnells, S. C., York, Jimmy Wallace 31 Leon Hope, RB 
58 GNgg Smith C 6-3-55 6-3 203 0 Jr. Toccoa, Ga., Stephens County, C. S. Veazey 77 Billy Hudson. OT 59 Mike Gravely MG 2-10-55 6-0 205 1 Jr. Pickens, S. C., Pickens, BIii Issacs 
David Hughston, DE 
80 Nelaon Wallace NG 11-21-54 5-10 203 2 Jr. Pageland, S. C., Pageland, BIii Few 76 George Hyams, OT 
11 Kevin Krela DE 5-7-55 6-2 205 0 So. Baltimore, Md., Mount St. Joseph, Gene Nelberllen 
ea G. G. Gallaway DT 9-10-53 8-4 229 3 Sr. Anderson, S. C., T. L. Hanna, Jim Fraser 29 Richard Ibach, TE 
13 Chuck Gonion OT 7-19-54 1-3 243 0 Jr. CharlotlB, N. C., Olympic, Joe White 71 Danny Jaynes, OT .. Jerome HIii OT 11-18-53 8-2 235 1 Sr. PIiot Mountain, N. C., Eat Surry, Owen Fulk 
Ken Jeffcoat, OT I& Archie Aa1ae 0G 2 4 58 8-3 235 0 So. Mayeevllle, S. C., Mayawood, EHie Palmer 
50 George Jehlen, C • Jeff Mlle OT 8-,24 51 1-3 228 1 So. Greenville, S. C., J. L Mann, Jim Slaton ff1 8NcllCuller OT 5-19-51 8-4~ 236 0 So. High Point. N. C., AndNwa, Bob BNwell 70 Neal Jetton, OT 
88 Dllvld Lellel OT 10-25-53 M 229 2 Sr. Jackaonvllle. N. C., Jackaonvlffe, Cameron Uttle 
Tom Keahon, LB • Lacy 8rumllly 0G 4-1CMil a,.7 251 1 So. Kanftlllpol9, N. C., A. L Brown, WIii Campagna • 53 Steve Kenney, C 
70 ..... Jeltiht OT 1N1-53 8-3 228 2 Sr. Charlot•, N. c., WNt llacklenburg, Clyde Peek 27 Rick Kenyon, RB 
71 Diliftj' Jayna• OT 214 58 8-6 227 0 So. ChartotlB, N. C., Eut Meckenburg. Don Hippe 94 Gary Kasack, DE 
11 F,anlrBelllN C ·~ 5-111,'i 222 2 Sr. Spl1n,glleld, S. C., Huntar-Klnard, John Weathllra 7 Brian Kier, DB 74 Gary Alexander OT 1-1154 M 234 2 Sr. S1n1ai, S. C., Seneca, Eddie Buck 36 Jay Kreis, LB 71 11111d Allen MG 12115 8-2 235 1 So. Chartolte, N. C., Garlrt Ir, Aon Wright 61 Kevin Kreis, DE 71 GaorgeHpma OT 1-14-54 1-5 220 0 Jr. Sliver Spltng, Md~ Good Couneel, AndNW Guida 
ff lllllyttuclmn OT 2-4 58 M 227 0 So. Columbia, S. c., A. C. Flora, ChartN Macaluao 68 David LeBel, OT 
71 Ed ltomonefl 00 12964 8-3 210 2 Sr. Loe AngelN, Celt., Canoga Park, Jim Fazio 28 Mark Lee, DB 
11 Jtmrn1,: Ws Jka 00 11-415 M 228 0 So. Rocky Mount. N. c ., Rocky Mount. Walt wtalna 5 Rut Livingston, QB 
IO ....... SR 8-12-68 8-3 205 1 So. Gl'NI', S. C., Gl'Nr, Jim Few 22 Malcolm Marler, DB .. tlllllltlCeln TE 12-31-54 M 221 1 Jr. Columbua, Ga., Hardaway, Sammy Howard 
1 Peanut Martin, DB • laftnle Cunningham TE 12-2154 M 239 2 Sr. Sen, i:a. S. c.. Sane ca, Eddie Buck • C. M, Ducwarth DE 5-27-64 5-11 198 1 Jr. Anderaan, S. C., T. L Hanna, Jim FnNr Bob McCarthy, QB • a.,,, MoDaweH LB 1-15-18 1-3 203 1 So. Grttftn, Ga., Griffin, Mu Dowla Roger Mccrary, RB 89 Garry McDowell, LB • nm IIJl.ckwelder DE 9-24-51 M 225 1 Sr. Chatotllt, N. C., Olymplc, Joe Whll.t 66 Jeff MIiis, OT • ..,. W.ldlel OT 7-4 55 1-5 230 0 So. Whlllhall, Pa., Whllahal, Andy lleloeky 55 David Morris, 0G • Tn.wa1Wabb LB 1661 8-2 220 1 So. Graham, N. C., Grahan. BIii Joye .. Clill'f KII1=t DE 9-15-64 8-2 201 1 Jr. Bethlehem, Pa., Fra1dom, Wllllam MoH 56 Wayne ~leely, OT • llal'lltfanlfonl LB 10-24 55 5-11 210 1 So. Lorie, S. C., Lotti, Donald Graham Mike Newsome, OG 
•••Addia DB 7-311 l-0 170 0 So. Sen1ca, S. c ., Seneca, nm Bice 11 Mike O'Cain, QB ......... Alllaon PK 5 20 55 5-8 140 0 So. Anderaon, S. C., Weatalde, WIii Roberta 
BrldAlhley SR 12-2-64 5-11 178 0 Jr. Green1boro, N. c ., Grlmalay, Bruce Morton Ciro Plcclrlllo, OG 
Jeff Barton DB 4-25-11 5-11 188 0 So. Seneca, S. c., Seneca. nm Bice Harry Plexlco, FLK , ........ OB 1-1W5 1-3 171 0 Jr. Pompton Plalna, N. J., Pequannock Townehlp, Fred HIii 8 Whit Plyler, FLK 
LMlll'DaVII p 3-2-11 1-1 188 0 So. Spartanburt, S. C., Spartanburg, BUI Carr David Poole, DB IC.ennylfwln OT •asa 8-1 20I 0 So. Kannapolla, N. C., A. L Brown, WIii Campagna 
2 Warren Ratchford, FLK 
Lamll'Davla p 3-2-58 a,.1 118 0 So. Spartanburg, S. C., Spartanburg. BIii Carr 65 Archie Reese, OG 
Brucll Fullll TE 7.22-55 M 205 0 So. Weet Sprlngfleld, VL, Chotahawta.:hee, TownNI Godwin Royce, PK Hany LN Fulwood OT 1-27-50 8-5 250 0 Jr. Sumter, S. C., Eaatem, W. G. Wrtght 
Illa Gadd• SA 5-2-52 5-11 190 0 Jr. Greenville, S. C., Wade Hampton, BIii Phllllpa Wallace Seaborn, LB -.aero OQ 12-13-55 5-7 230 0 So. Graeneboro, N. C., Ben L. Smith, Claude Manzi 20 WIiiiam Scott, RB 
David Hughaton DE 8-8-54 M 213 0 Jr. Charlotte, N. C., Garinger, Ron Wright Richard Shafer, OT 
Ken Jeffcoat OT l-30-54 8-2 234 0 So. Anderson, S. C., Westalde, WIii Roberta 54 Bob Sharpe, C 
Torn ICNhen LB &-25-56 6-l'I 196 0 So. Westwood, N. J., Westwood Regional, Patrick Bower 39 Dennis Silver, LB 25 Dennis Smith, DB Bob McCarthy QB a,.1s-ss 6-3 190 0 So. Sliver Spring, Md., Good Counsel, Andrew Guida 58 Gregg Smith, C 
"•· Mccrary AB 12-22-54 5-11 194 0 Jr. Greenville, S. C., Greenville Sr., Sllck Moore 
Mike Newaome OG 7-29-55 6-5 248 0 So. East Point, Ga., Headland, Ralph Lynch 38 Ronnie Smith, LB 
w Ciro Plcclrlllo OG 10-6-56 8-1 222 0 So. Elberton, Ga., Elbert County, BIii Cloer 47 Tim Stough, LB en Harry Plexico FU( 4-20-55 5-10 151 0 Jr. Columbia, S. C., Columbia, John Daye Pat Swisher, RB 
David Poole DB 3-16-56 6-2 1n 0 So. Columbia, S. C., Dreher, Doug Charlton 
48 Don Testerman, RB 
Gedwin Hor• PK 5-21-51 5-10 150 0 Jr. Coral Gablee, Fla., Adelphi High, Ellla Dame• 23 O. J . Tyler, DB 
Wel...,.Seellom LB 5-NI 8-3 198 0 So. Gaffney, S. c., Gaffney, Denny Wllllam1 Dale Ulmer, DB ......... OT 1-1-11 1-2 218 0 Jr. Fort Myara, Fla., Fort Mr•l"Bt Sam Sirianni 
,_.,. tar RI 10>8 54 5-1 187 0 Jr. Charlotte, N. C., South Mecklenbu'I, Bob Patton Stuart Vaughn, DE 
.. Ulmer DB 7 .. 7-u 5-10 171 0 Jr. lalandton, S. C., Ruffin, Owen McAllalltr ... Yr.,.. DE ..... 1-1 190 0 So. Rocky Mount, N. C., Rocky Mount, Wah Wiggin• 60 Nelson Wallace, MG 
J1mw, .... L8 11+55 5-1 193 0 So. Mauldln, S. C., J. L. Mann, Jim Slaton 10 Joey Walters, FLK 
:,, 93 Travers Webb, LB 12 Rick Weddington, QB 
79 Jimmy Weeks, OG 
92 Ken Weichel, DT 
51 Jimmy Wells, OG 
52 Jimmy WIiiiamson, LB 
16 BIii Wingo, DB 
41 Frank Wise, DE 
Jim Wyman, LB 
1975 CLEMSON FRESHMEN 
Name Poa. Blrthdate Hgt. Wgl Hometown, High School, High School Coach 
Lany B, •• .., DL 12-30-55 6-3 225 Raleigh, N. C., Patterson School, Maxie WIiiiams 
Jerome Benjamin AB 3-9-57 6-1 175 Holly HIii, S. C., Holly HIii, Larry Clark 
Mitch BJackman LB 5-14-57 6-5 200 Clinton, N. C., Harrell's Academy, Gary Lewis 
Joe IINllc DL 4-20-57 8-4 248 Greensboro, N. C., Ban L. Smith, Claude Manzi 
Cllff Bray SA 3-18-57 8-4 205 Stone Mountain, Ga., Tucker, Kenneth Townley 
J0t•ll1..n Brooka TE-DE 8-22-57 6-3 200 Saluda, S. C., Saluda, Bettis Herlong 
Joe Cmolan DL 1-26-57 t -4 225 Grosae Pointe Fanns, Mich., University Liggett, Tom Taber 
Dwight Clartc QB 1-8-57 6-4 195 Charlotte, N. C., Garinger, Ron Wright 
llerk Cllfford AB 10-23-56 6-5 205 Miami, Fla., Coral Gables, Gary Ghormley 
Eddie Cllfton DB 8-24-55 6-3 1n Statesboro, Ga., Statesboro, Ronnie Hodges 
Janae Cotton LB 8-24-55 6-2 205 Chapel Hill, N. C., Patterson School, Maxie WIiiiams 
JamN Cunningham DB 4-2-56 6-3 190 Winston-Salem, N. C., R. J. Reynolds, Doug Crater 
Blane Dunahoo DB 10-22-57 6-1 170 Decatur, Ga., Shamrock, Jim Cates 
Stave Fuller QB 1-5-57 6-3 195 Spartanburg, S. C., Spartanburg, BIii Carr 
Harold Goggin• RB 5-9-57 5-11 185 Clinton, S. C., Clinton, Keith Richardson 
Richard Holliday P-DE 7-18-57 6-2 190 Belton, S. C., Belton-Honea Path, Jim Nelson 
Charlie Johnson RB 12-10-56 6-1 205 Miami, Fla., N. Miami Sr., Jim Rogers 
WHIie Jordan QB 4-1-57 5-11 180 Griffin, Ga., Griffin, Max Dowis 
Anthony Klngi RB 6-14-57 6-2 190 Cornella, Ga., Habersham Central, Fred McManua 
Darrell Misenheimer DL 7-22-57 &-4 245 Salisbury, N. C., East Rowan, W. A. Cline 
Tracy Perry RB-LB 5-11-57 8-o 200 Roxboro, N.C., Person Senior, Larry Dixon 
Mike Pueey QB 11-2-57 8-1 185 Bannar Elk, N. C., Avery County, Elmer Aldridge 
Randy Scott RB 9-13-57 5-11 200 Wayc,ou, GL, Waycrou, Dale wtlllams 
Gordon Watson DL 1-20-57 6-2 220 Forayth, Ga., Mary Peraona, Dan Pitta 
Gary Webb DB 3-30-57 5-9 175 Graham, N. C., Southam Alamance, Sam Story 
Jim Wlffaox DI. 11-13-58 8-1 225 Aaheboro, N. c ., A1habo:o, Nelaon Grawtt 
Romie WINlama SA 5-30-65 5-11 175 Ja11119 laland, S. C., Jllfflla laland, Raad Charpia 
1974 CLEMSON JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL STATISTICS 
TEA.\f STATISTICS cu OPP INDI\IDUAL RUSHING 
J<'II~s·r DCJ\\NS 64 61 Long 
Rushing 47 42 
Player TC Yds Avg TD Run 
Passi11g 17 14 Ed\\',lrds 36 194 5.4 1 23 
Penalty .'3 5 \Veddir1gton 62 lfl4 3.0 2 33 
NET TOTAL OFFEN Sf: 1356 1024 Jasi11ski 30 169 5.6 0 17 
Total Nt1mber Pla)'S 283 344 Allen 16 100 6.3 0 39 
1\,g Gain Per l'lay 4 .8 3.0 Bosse 11 62 5.6 0 26 
NET Rl'SIIING OFFENSE 901 761 Haglan 43 39 0.9 1 19 
Total Nt1n1lier Rttsl,es 232 283 Swisl1er 4 30 7.5 0 24 
Avg Gain Per Rush 3 .9 2.7 l',lcCran· 2 24 12.0 0 16 
455 263 
• 
NET PASSING OFFENSE Anderson 7 17 2.4 0 6 
Att . -Completions 51-27 61-23 Cape 3 14 4.6 l 7 
Pct. -Ccimplt•tions .529 .377 Wyman 1 6 6.0 0 6 
llad Interce1Jted 5 9 Team 2 -41 
Toucl1downs 3 2 TOTALS 232 901 3.9 5 44 
Avg Gain Per Attemft 8.9 4.3 
A, g Gain Per Comp etion 16.8 11.4 
PUNTING (No-Yds) 33-1022 43-1553 INDIVIDUAL RECEIVING 
Avg Per Pt1r1t 31.0 361 
IIad Bloc·ked 2 0 Player Yds 
Long 
PUN1' RETl,R;'JS (No-Yds) 22-145 15-142 
TC Avg TD Gain 
A,·g Per Return 6 .6 9.5 Ratchford 5 180 36.0 1 63 
KICKOFF RETURNS (No-Yds) 16-397 15-271 \Vebber 8 104 13.0 0 17 
Avg Per Rett1rn 26.3 18.1 Pate 3 49 16.3 0 21 
YDS J;'JTCPTS RETURNED 9-158 5-99 Toth 2 37 18.5 0 29 
PENALTIES (No-Yds\ 32-314 39-390 Barton l 25 25.0 0 25 
Fl' \IBLES (No-Lost) 25-19 15-9 Cain 2 24 12.0 1 17 
"I'OTAL POINTS 73 72 Allen 2 16 8.0 0 26 
TOl'ClfDO\\'NS 10 9 Edwards 3 15 5.0 0 9 
Rt1shi11g 5 7 Weddington 1 5 5.0 0 5 
Passinlf 3 2 TOTALS 27 455 16.9 2 63 
Kicko Re tt1rn 1 0 
Interception Rt' tt1n1 1 0 
Ft1n1f>le Ret11m 0 0 
PAT (Kicki11g) 2x6 3x7 
INDIVIDUAL PUNTING 
P.AT (R11sl1i11g) 3x3 lx:3 Long 
PAT (Passing) lxl 0 Player No Yds Avg HB Punt 
SAf'ETY 0 2 Davis 31 1022 33.0 0 49 
J<JELI) G01\LS lx3 3x4 Team 2 0 0 2 0 
TOTAL 33 1022 31.0 2 49 
REIURNS 
TOI AL OF'F'ENSE Player Punts Kickoffs Intits 
Player Plays Rush Pass Total No-Yds-'I'D No-Yds-TD No-Y s-TD 
\Veddingtc111 90 184 251 43.5 Ratchford 8-59-0 .5-199-1 
Haglan 62 39 196 235 Pate 14-86-0 
1''.d\\•,1rds 37 194 0 194 Ke11vo11 1-14-0 
Jasinski 
• 
,'31 169 0 169 Kier 3-62-0 
A]]p11 18 100 8 108 t.1cDo,vell 
1-61-1 




11 62 0 62 S,visher 7-125-0 
Sw1sht r 4 30 0 30 Rotrse 
1-10-0 
l', I c·C rarv ·) 24 0 24 Goodloe 
1-25-() -
Andtrso11 - 17 0 Jasinski 1-14-0 i 17 
c:a11e 3 14 0 14 Cornell 
1-0-0 
\\-yrnan I 6 0 6 H,insford 
1-()-0 
·re,1111 ,) -41 0 -41 TC)T1\L 22-145-0 15-397-1 9-15H-l -
f(JT\l ,S 21';3 001 45,5 13.56 
SCORING 
Player TD Pat FG Total 
\\! eddingtri11 2 2-R1111 0 16 
INDI\'IDl'AL PASSING Ratclifiird 2 0 
0 12 
Cai,1 1 1-Rt'c () 
.<j 
Player Att Comp 
Long Cape 1 0 0 6 
Int Yds Pct 'I'D Pass Ecl\v,1rds 1 () 0 6 
\\ c-,ld1ngt, in 28 15 I 251 53.'5 2 63 llaglan 1 0 0 6 
ll.ig!a:i1 19 11 1 19(1 57l) I 
• 6 51 \lcDc>\Vt'll 1 () 0 
,\lle 11 " I 0 8 50() 0 8 Totl1 0 6 - I 0 
Ed"•arcl, 1 0 0 0 .000 0 0 ·\.ll1sci11 !x3 " 
j .l\In<ki 
0 2x6 ,') 
l 0 () 0 000 0 0 \lle11 0 I-Rec () 
() -





Roger Allen (Roger) Mccrary 
194 Jr. Greenville 
Rugged and tough running back who was injured in the spring ... appears 
to be working back into form and should give the Tigers depth in the 
offensive backfield this full ... non-scholarship player who earned a spot on 
the team ... all-conference and all-state gridder at Greenville Sr. High 
School ... born 12/22/54 ... zoology major. 
LB 
6-3 203 
Garry (Garry) McDowell 
So. Griffin, Ga. 
Garry lettered for the Tigers as a freshman last fall, and after brief stints at 
defensive end and strong safety, returned to linebacker in the spring ... a 
most gifted athlete who has all the potential of becoming a truly great player 
. . . had one interception and 61-yard TD return during brief stay with JV 
unit a year ago ... MVP in both track and football at Griffin HS ... born 
1/15/56 ... recreation and park administration major. 
DB 
5-9 
Malcolm Lewis (Malcolm) Marler 
162 Jr. Gardendale, Ala. 
Malcolm has certainly been a steady performer for the Tigers during the 
past two seasons, earning varsity letters both years ... he has started and 
performed well, and he has been a solid individual playing in a reserve role 
. . . and on top of that, Malcolm is a big plus on all Tig specialty teams ... 
winner is the best word to describe this young man ... dedicated FCA 
worker ... born 7/9/55 ... psychology major. 
DB 
6-3 
James Alvin (Peanut) Martin 
180 Sr. Abbeville 
An All-ACC safety who possesses tremendous athletic ability ... Peanut 
picked off a pass in the season opener against Texas A&M last fall , and one 
game later a freak accident resulted in a broken leg which sidelined him for 
the remainder of the year ... he came right back and experienced a fine 
spring practice , and looks to be in even better form than his sophomore 
season when he picked off five passes and earned all-league honors ... 
all~onference in football , baseball , and basketball as a prepster ... born 









Jeffery Sutton (Jeff) Mills 
228 So. Greenville 
Jeff broke into the starting lineup as a freshman last fall and finished the 
season as Clemson's seventh leading tackler, with 71 stops, and ranked first 
with most tackles which threw the opponent for a loss (7) ... the former J. L. 
Mann All-American experienced a tremendous spring practice and looks to 
be headed for an even better '75 ... a true all-star candidate who could 
become one of the best ever to play at Tigertown ... born 8/24/56 ... 
recreation and park administration major. 
DL 
6-4 
Darrell Coy (Darrell) Misenheimer 
245 Fr. Salisbury, N. C. 
All-conference selection in football, wrestling, and track at East Rowan 
High School ... offensive tackle starter on North Carolina Shrine Bowl 
team, and member of West team in NC East-West contest .. . won WNC 
shot put title as junior and senior, and broke 15-year old state record ... 
CHARLOTTE OBSERVER'S pick as North Carolina Athlete of the Year 
... born 7/22/57 ... plans to major in recreation and park administration. 
OG 
6-0 
David Douglass (David) Morris 
217 So. Haines City, Fla. 
Husky red-shirt lineman who made a good showing in the spring work-
outs, especially at his new spot at offensive guard . : . was a defensive end 
and middle guard in the past, but David made some great strides at OG ... 
depending on the playable depth at MG, he could also see action there, but 
regardless, the coaching staff is counting on this young sophomore this full .. 
born 5/12/55 ... education major. 
OT 
6-2 
Claude Wayne (Wayne) Neely 
215 Jr. McConnells 
An experienced offensive lettc;irman who could play almost any position 
across the "Fox Hole Five" ... fought back to overcome a freshman injury 
which sidelined him that entire campaign . . . two-time all~onference 
gridder and team co-captain at York High School for coach Jimmy Wallace .. 
. born 4/27/54 ... majoring in administrative management. 
OG 
6-5 
Michael William (Mike) Newsome 
248 So. East Point, Ga. 
Has all the physical attributes to make the Tigers a standout offensive 
lineman ... a red-shirt sophomore ... earned two letters each in football , 
basketball, and track at Headland High School . . . father is a structural 







Thomas Michael (Mike) O'Cain 
178 Jr. Orangeburg 
Dedicated signal-caller who twice last fall was tabbed as the Atlantic 
Coast Conference Rookie-of-the-Week as he guided Clemson to·successive 
wins over Georgia Tech and Georgia ... finished the year as back-up to 
Mark Fellers, but after experiencing a most impressive spring practice 
session, Mike appears ready to assume full duties at the throttle of the Tiger 
Triple option ... third leading total offense producer returning, and one of 
the most dedicated athletes on the team . . . All-America prepster at 




Tracy (Tracy) Perry 
Fr. Roxboro, N. C. 
Tracy was an outstanding fullback at Person Senior High School in 
Roxboro as well as a rugged linebacker, and he was a starter at the latter spot 
for the victorious North Carolina Shrine Bowl team . . . in addition to his 
grid accomplishments, Tracy was an all-conference wrestler and an out-
standing trackster as well ... born 5/11/57 . .. major undecided. 
PK-OG Ciro Roy (Ciro) Piccirillo 
6-1 222 So. Elberton, Ga. 
Circo came to Clemson without a scholarship, but earned a spot on the 
squad last fall as a place kicker and offensive guard ... will be given a hard 
look in the fall . . . preped at Elbert County High School and earned one 
track, three baseball, and two football letters ... hit 25 consecutive extra 
points as prepster ... born 10/6/56 .. . majoring in industrial manage-
ment. (Pronounced Pick-a-rillo). 
FLK 
5-10 
Harry Allen (Harry) Plexico 
151 Jr. Columbia 
Non-scholarship gridder who began his Clemson career as a split re-
ceiver, but moved to the secondary last fall ... returned to the receiving 
corps in the spring ... football , baseball, and soccer letterman at Columbia 







• . . , 
• ' • > • . L_-_ ...;.. 
Ratchford 
Whit Holleman (Whit) Plyler 
175 So. Seneca 
A walk-on split receiver who very well may possess the best hands on the 
entire squad ... will certainly figure in the varsity plans as he acquires 
additional strength and experience . . . all-conference and most valuable 
gridder at Seneca High School ... also lettered in baseball , basketball, and 
track as prepster ... born 3/13/56 . .. administrative management major. 
DB 
6-2 
David Nathan (David) Poole 
177 So. Columbia 
Young sophomore who came to Tigertown without football aid, but found 
a home with the Cubs last fall ... has good hands and could play split 
receiver, but athletic ability could have this gridder fighting for a spot at 
safety ... football , basketball , and track letterman at Dreher High School .. 
born 3/16/56 ... financial management major. 
QB 
6-1 
Michael Dean (Mike) Pusey 
185 Fr. Banner Elk, N. C. 
Passed for over 3,000 yards in three-year career at Avery County High 
School .. . member of Shrine Bowl team, East-West Classic, and All-WNC 
All-Star team ... was MVP as prepster in football , basketball, and baseball 
. . . born 11/2/57 . . . plans to pursue degree in recreation and park 
administration. (Pronounced Pew-see). 
SR 
5-10 
Warren L. (Warren) Ratchford 
151 So. Gaffney 
Highly-competitive gridder with tremendous speed, Warren made his 
greatest contribution to the 1974 Tigers, his freshman campaign, as a deadly 
kickoff return specialist, and led the team in that area . .. worked at both 
running back and receiver in spring, but sl1ot1ld settle at SR in fall ... also 
paced Cubs in receiving and both punt and kickoff returns ... nicknamed 





Archie R. B. (Archie) Reese 
235 So. Mayesville 
Archie has outstanding potential as either an offensive or defensive 
lineman for the Tigers ... worked both ways in the spring and both staffs 
were impressed with his ability ... the final decision on this rugged lineman 
will be made in the fall, but regardless of his position, Archie should see a 
considerable amount of playing time in 1975 ... born 2/4/56 ... industrial 
education major. 
PK Godwin Okorafor (Godwin) Royce 
5-1 O 150 Sr. Coral Gables, Fla. 
Came to Clemson from Miami-Dade Junior College where he was an 
All-America soccer player ... lettered for the ACC champion Tigers last fall, 
and came out in the spring to try his "foot" at kicking ... did not have any 
previous grid experience .. . born 5/29/51 . . . electrical engineering 
major. 
LBGeorge Wallace (Wallace) Seaborn 
6-3 197 So. Gaffney 
Came out for football in the spring, Wallace may settle into a linebacking 
role or defensive end role before the fall session ends ... earned the best 
lineman award at Gaffney High School where he also lettered in basketball . 




William Randolph (Randy) Scott 
200 Fr. Waycross, Ga. 
Waycross High School product who was team MVP as a sophomore 
linebacker ... moved to tailback as junior and led the team in scoring, 
receiving, and punt and kickoff returns ... named most valuable back that 
season ... gained 357 yards rushing in first two games senior year before 
calcium deposit sidelined Randy for remainder of year ... born 9/13/57 ... 






William (William) Scott 
So. Wrightsville, Ga. 
Much improved at his running back spot in the spring drills, William 
seems headed for a fine sophomore season ... has tremendous speed ... 
was Georgia 100-yard dash champion at Johnson Co. High School, and Jr. 
Olympic sprinter as well ... averaged 6.4 yards per carry as a freshman on 
the varsity unit last fall , had a couple pass receptions, and got in on the punt 




Richard Hough (Richard) Shafer 
218 Jr. Fort Myers, Fla. 
A linebacker and tight end as prepster at Fort Myers High School, 
Richard moved to the offensive line last fall , and is now listed as a middle 
guard . .. missed the spring session because of an automobile accident ... 




Robert George (Bob) Sharpe, Jr. 
202 Jr. Anderson 
Bob was a fullback at T . L. Hanna High School, and remained there 
throughout his freshman year at Clemson . .. he was shifted to the defensive 
unit and has seen action at linebacker and defensive end ... could also be 
utilized as a snapper for punting situations ... MVP winner at Hanna .. . 
father was standout center at Clemson in 1930' s ... born 4/15/54 .. . 
administrative management major. 
LB 
6-1 
Dennis Lane (Dennis) Silver 
214 Sr. Asheville, N. C. 
Dennis has been plagued by a history of knee problems, but is a solid 
hitter and a knowledgeable gridder ... lettered for the Tigers in a reserve 
capacity last fall, and again slated to see considerable amount of action for '75 
... all-conference and all-county at North Buncombe High School ... 
















Gregg Alan (Gregg) Smith 
203 Jr. Toccoa, Ga. 
A reserve offensive lineman who is fighting for a starting role at center ... 
tabbed as the most outstanding lineman at Stephens County High School as 
a junior and senior ... also lettered in basketball and track as prepster ... 




Ronald G. (Ronnie) Smith 
210 So. Sylva, N. C. 
Ronnie was a much-sought-after prepster at Sylva-Webster High School 
where he rushed for over 4,000 yards ... moved to the defensive unit last 
fall and lettered for the Tigers as a freshman at LB ... picked off a pair of 
opponent passes ... he will get bigger and stronger, and as he acquires the 
experience with each game , Ronnie will be a tremendous linebacker at 
Clemson ... born 12/10/55 ... pre-architecture major. 
LB 
6-2 
Timothy Joseph (Tim) Stough 
210 Jr. Levittown, Pa. 
Returning two-year linebacker starter who was "outstanding" in the late 
spring according to the Tig coaching staff ... hard-hitter and aggressive 
defender who should be headed for two more superb years with the Tigers 
... picked off one pass last fall, against Tennessee, and returned it 28 yards 
... was all-city and all-area gridder, as well as All-State at Bishop Egan 
High School ... born 8/9/55 ... recreation and park administration major. 
(Pronounced Stow, rhymes with How). 
RB 
5-8 
Patrick Lee (Pat) Swisher 
167 Jr. Charlotte, N. C. 
A reserve running back who came to Clemson without a scholarship, and 
has had his moments, despite being hampered by leg problems ... was the 
most valuable back at South Mecklenburg High School in the Queen City 
... an all-county selection for two years and baseball and basketball letter-








Donald Ray (Don) Testerman 
215 Sr. South Boston, Va. 
Second leading rusher returning, Don averaged 5.8 yards per carry last 
fall ... transferred to Clemson from Ferrum JC ... an excell ent ball carrier 
who is always dangerou s whether running inside or outside ... had a 
68-yard scoring jaunt against Tennessee last fall when he crashed through 
the middle and raced down the sidelines Ltntouched ... needs to improve 
blocking and faking ... prep All-America selection at Halifax Co. High 
School ... born 11/7/52 ... libe ral arts major. 
DB 
5-11 
O'Neal (0. J.) Tyler 
164 Jr. Fernandina Beach, Fla. 
0. J. missed the off-season workouts with an injury, but figures in the 
secondary plans for 1975 ... l1as good speed and quickness and showed 
bright moments in the secondary last fall ... a n1nning back for the jayvee 
unit two years ago, and l1ad a couple of long runs-76 and 80 yards . . . 
lettered in football , basketball , track at Fernandina Beach High School . . . 
born 7/7/52 ... recreation and park administration major. 
DB 
5-11 
William Dale (Dale) Ulmer 
176 Jr. lslandton 
Dale is another non-scholarship player who has worked hard and landed a 
spot on the team ... also worked with the Tig baseballers ... missed the 
majority of the spring drills due to baseball , but will be given a shot in the fall 
. .. born 7/7/53 ... majoring in agricL1ltural edL1cation. 
DE 
6-1 
Stuart Russell (Stuart) Vaughn 
190 So. Rocky Mount, N. C. 
A walk-on defensive end, Stuart possesses a good knowledge of football .. 
· performed well for the jayvee unit last fall , worked l1ard in the spring, and 
together with his strong desire to play, should figure in the defensive plans 
this season ... all-conference at Rocky Mount High School. , . born 4/20/56 




T. Webb Weddington 
Nelson Lynn (Nelson) Wallace 
203 Jr. Pageland 
Nelson walked right out of Pageland High School two years ago and right 
into a starting role at middle guard as a freshman ... played behind Willie 
Anderson last fall ... he experienced a most impressive spring, and looks 
ready to step back in to tl1at old familiar starting role at MG in the fall ... 
Shrine Bowler from Pageland ... born 11/21/54 ... majoring in psychology. 
FLK 
6-0 
Joey Laverne (Joey) Walters 
167 Jr. Florence 
Third leading receiver on the team last fall, Joey has good hands to match 
his excellent athletic ability, and he's a solid performer at split receiver ... 
on tl1e receiving end of two long scoring bombs last fall-a 45-yarder against 
Wake Forest, and a 60-yarder against North Carolina ... averaged better 
than 25 yards per catch ... all-city and all-conference prepster at West 
Florence ... born 10/29/54 ... recreation and park administration major. 
DLGordon Douglass (Gordon) Watson 
6-2 200 Fr. Forsyth, Ga. 
Started 33 consecutive games for Mary Persons High School and led team 
to 29-4 overall record ... in addition to earning best lineman honors on 
team, tabbed as Middle Georgia Lineman-of-the-Year and to the All-State 
team . . . born 1/20/57 . . . undecided on college major. 
DB 
5-9 
Gary Coleman (Gary) Webb 
175 Fr. Graham, N. C. 
Younger brother of Tiger linebacker Travers Webb ... an all-conference 
selection for three years, twice at Grallam High School and as a senior at 
Southern Alamance ... an all-league wrestler and hurdler on conference 
championship track team ... played in East-West All-Star Game ... born 
3/30/57 ... plans to major in financial management. 
Weeks 
Weichel Walters 
LB George Travers (Travers) Webb, Ill 
6-2 220 So. Graham, N. C. 
Travers appears ready to return to full speed action after missing the 197 4 
season and last spring with a serious back injury which resulted in surgery 
... has tremendous size and agility, and unlimited potential ... strong 
linebacker who lettered as a freshman in '73 . . . Shrine Bowl standout from 
Grallam High School ... born 5/6/55 ... majoring in industrial manage-
ment. 
QB Richard Gaston (Rick) Weddington 
6-2 186 So. Charlotte, N. C. 
Rick has as much ability and potential as any quarterback around ... total 
offense and passing leader on the Cub team last fall, and saw spot varsity 
action as well ... is extremely dangerous with the pigskin, but must 
improve his passing game and tendency to make the minor execution 
mistakes ... MVP and most valuable back at Myers Park High School ... 
preped a year at Massanutten in Woodstock, Va .... born 9/1/55 ... political 
• • science maJor. 
OG-OT James Leggett (Jimmy) Weeks 
6-4 226 So. Rocky Mount, N. C. 
Jimmy spent most of his time with the jayvee unit last fall, but came 
around strong in the spring and finished the off-season drills with a starting 
role at guard ... although just a sophomore, this lineman is headed for a 
strong season for the "Fox Hole Five" in '75 ... Shrine Bowl player at Rocky 
Mount High School ... born 11/4/55 ... political science major. 
OT 
6-5 
Kenneth Harry (Ken) Weichel 
230 So. Whitehall, Pa. 
A red-shirt defensive tackle who got in some playing time for the varsity 
his freshman year ... hampered by a weight problem, but came around in 
the spring and showed marked improvement ... can add that needed depth 
at DT this fall ... Whitehall High School captain as senior ... born 7/4/55 .. 






James Duncan (Jimmy) Wells, Ill 
216 So. Greenville 
A tough , solid player, Jimmy was injured in the spring .. . with more 
physical maturity , Jimmy is destined to contribute to the offensive line 
picture .. . preped at J. L. Mann High School where he was most valuable 
lineman and an all-conference guard ... father, Jimmy, and uncle, Joel , 
both played football at Clemson ... born '9/3/56 ... pre-med major. 
DL 
6-1 225 
James Lee (Jim) Willcox 
Fr. Asheboro, N. C. 
Jim is one of the five signees from North Carolina who was a starter (at 
offensive guard) for the Tar Heels in the Shrine Bowl game last December 
... was the team's outstanding lineman at Asheboro High School, an 
all-conference and all-state selection , and a prep All-American as well ... 
born 11/13/56 ... undecided on college major. 
SR Jerome Alonzo (Ronnie) Williams 
5-11 175 Fr. James Island 
A swift and sure-handed receiver, Ronnie accounted for more than 2,000 
yards of offense and scored 24 touchdowns in 1974 in leading James Island to 
a perfect 14-0 mark and the state championship ... in four varsity seasons at 
James Island he scored a total of 60 touchdowns, was an all-conference 
selection each season, three times an all-state choice, and '74 Back of the 
Year .. . Shrine Bowl choice .. . born 5/30/55 .. . undecided on major. 
DB 
5-8 170 
Willie B. (Bill) Wingo 
Jr. Union 
Two sport letterman for the Tigers, Bill was a starting cornerback for the 
football team , and All-Atlantic Coast Conference second baseman for the 
base ballers, hitting a hot. 371 . . . although he missed the spring because of 
his baseball, Bill's a solid performer in every sense of the word, and you can 
rest assured that come fall , he'll be one of the leading candidates to start in 
'75 ... born 10/31/54 ... liberal arts major. 
LB 
5-9 
James Hurst (Jim) Wyman 
193 So. Mauldin 
Jim was a running back as a prepster at J. L. Mann High School ... 
moved to linebacker and looks to be a strong contender for playing time in 
the fall ... an outstanding young man who will also be a top candidate for all 
special teams ... most valuable back at Mann and leading rusher ... born 
11/9/55 ... chemical engineering major. 
44 
CLEMSON TIGERS 
ON THE AIR 
Jim Phillips , four times selected as the South Carolina 
Sportscaster-of-the-Year, is entering his eighth season as the 
Voice of the Clemson Football Tigers. 
A native of Alliance , 0., Phillips, sports director at 
WFBC-TV in nearby Greenville, has been bringing Clem-
son football into the homes of Tiger fans since 1968, and Scott 
Shannon joined the radio team as color man for the 1972 
• campaign. 
In addition to a radio network of approximately 40 sta-
tions, Phillips serves as host of the ''Red Parker Show'' each 
Sunday as the Tiger Voice and Coach review all the excite-
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TULANE 
Sept. 13 at Clemson, 1 :00 p.m. EDT 
Location: New Orleans, La. 70118 
Enrollment: 9,153 
Conference: Independent 
Athletic Director: Dr. Rix Yard 
Head Coach: Bennie Ellender 
Assistants: Vic Eumont, Marvin Hagaman, Don Jackson, Joe 
Jones, Billy Laird, Oscar Lofton, Tony Misita, Ron Toman 
Publicity Director: M. L. Lagarde 
(Office Phone: 504-865-4392) 
(Home Phone: 504-885-7967) 
Assistant: Val Perkins (Homce Phone: 504-865-6163) 
Trainer: E. J. ''Bubba'' . Porche -
Stadium & Capacity: Superdome (75,000) 
Team Colors: Olive Green and Sky Blue 
Nickname: Green Wave 
1974 Overall Record: 5-6 
Lettermen Lost: 19 
Lette1·111en Returning: 40 
STARTERS RETURNING 
OFFENSE: WR Jaime Garza, TE Darwin Willie, OG Mike 
Arthur, C Cameron Gaston, RB Steve Treuting, RB Miles 
Clements .,., 
DEFENSE: DE Bryan Alexander, DE Blane Woodfin, DT 
Nathan Bell, MG Mark Olivart, LB Jim Gueno, DHB Wyatt 
Washington 
- -
. PROMISING NEWCOMERS 
TE Zack Mitchell, DT Harold Villere, DT Gene Forte, RB 
Elphage Caillouette, -RB Wesley Hodge, OT Eric baakso, 
OT Gerry Sheridan, LB Keith Alexander 
1975 SCHEDULE 
Sept. 13 at Clemson 
Sept. 20 OLE MISS 
Sept. 27 SYRACUSE 
Oct. 4 VANDERBILT 
Oct. 11 at Boston College 
Oct. 18 at West Virginia 
Oct. 25 GEORGIA TECH 
Nov. 1 at Kentucky 
Nov. 8 AIR FORCE 
Nov. 15 NORTH CAROLINA 







(Won 5, Lost 6) 
10 Ole Miss 26 
-17 SW Louisiana 16 
31 Army 14 
17 West Virginia 14 
10 Air Force 3 
30 The Citadel 3 
7 Georgia Tech 27 
7 Kentucky 30 
3 Boston College 27 
22 Vanderbilt 30 











Sept. 20 at Tuscaloosa, 7:30 p.m. CDT 
Location: Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401 
Enrollment: 14,696 
Conference: Southeastern 
Athletic Director: Paul W. Bryant 
Head Coach: Paul W. Bryant 
Assistants: Sam Bailey, Clem Gryska, Paul Crane, Louis 
Campbell, Ken Donahue, Curly Hallman, Dude Hennes-
sey, Bobby Marks, John Mitchell, Mal Moore, Bill Oliver, 
Dee Powell, Jack Rutledge, Shorty White 
Publicity Director: Charley Thornton 
(Office Phone: 205-348-6084) 
(Home Phone: 205-553-1731) 
Assistant: Kirk McNair (Home Phone: 205-556-4980) 
Trainer: Jim Goostree 
Stadium & Capacity: Denny Stadium (59,000) 
Team Colors: Crimson and White 
Nickname: Crimson Tide 
1974 Conference Record: 6-0 
1974 Overall Record: 11-1 
Letter1nen Lost: 19 
Lette1·1nen Returning: 38 
STARTERS RETURNING 
OFFENSE: SE Oz:zie Newsome, OT Jerry Washco, OT 
Buddy Pope, OG Larry Ruffin, TE Je.rry Brown, QB Richard 
Todd, OHB Willie Shelby, FB Calvin C\llliver 
DEFENSE: DE Leroy Cook, DT Bob Baumhower, LB 
Woodrow Lowe, LB Greg Montgor_nery, DHB Wayne 
Rhodes, SS Alan Pizzitola 
PROMISING NE-WCOMERS 
FB Johnny Davis, DT Walter Robelot, OG Bob Cryder, C 
Terry Jones 
1975 SCHEDULE 1974 RESULTS 
Sept. 13 MISSOURI, B'harn (Won 11, Lost 1) 
Sept. 20 CLEMSON 21 Maryland 16 
Sept. 27 at Vanderbilt 52 Southern Miss 0 
Oct. 4 OLE MISS, B'harn 23 Vanderbilt 10 
Oct. 11 WASHINGTON 35 Ole Miss 21 
Oct. 18 TENNESSEE, B'harn 8 Florida State 7 
Oct. 25 TCU, B'harn 28 Tennessee 6 
Nov. 1 at Mississippi State 41 Texas Christian 3 
Nov. 8 at LSU 35 Mississippi State 0 
Nov. 15 SOUTHERN MISS 30 LSU 0 
Nov. 29 AUBURN, B'harn 28 Miami 7 
17 Auburn 13 
11 Notre Dame 13 
(Orange Bowl) 
Overall Series 
Garnes Won Lost Tied Pts. Opp. 
13 3 10 0 122 300 
(Series Scores Page 67) 
BRYANT TODD 
GEORGIA TECH 
Sept. 27 at Atlanta, 2 :00 p.m. EDT 
Location: Atlanta, Ga. 30332 
Enrollment: 6,820 
Conference: Independent 
Athletic Director: R. L. ''Bobby'' Dodd 
Head Coach: Pepper Rodgers 
Assistants: Ken Blair, Bud Casey, Frank Brooks, Dick 
Bestwick, Dave Fagg, Robbie Franklin, Dave Braine, Rus-
sel Charles, Bill McCullough, Jack Thompson, Jim Luck, 
Jimmy Higdon _ _ 
Publicity Director: .Ned West , 
.-(Office Pµ9ne: 404-894-5445) 
(Home Phone: 404-237-3167) 
Assistant: Dave Kaplan (Home Phone: 404-243-1113) 
Trainer: Bill McDonald . 
Stadium & Capacity: Grant Field (58,121) 
Team Colors: Old Gold and White 
Nickname: Yellow Jackets ·· 
1974 Overall Record: 6-5 
Lettermen Lost: 15 
Letter·rnen Returning: 44 
STARTERS RETURNING 
OFFENSE: HB David Sims, QB Danny Myers, HB Adrian 
Rucker, TE SteveRaibl~; TJeffUrczyk, G Mark Hunter, C 
Leo Tierney 
DEFENSE: CB Gi1 Kyle, FS- Eddie Porter, SS Danny 
Rhino, T Red McDaniel, T Rick Gibney, E Tony Daykin, LB 
• 
Lucius Sanford, LB Bob Bowen 
- l - - --
- - - - -
PROMISING NEWCOMERS 
LB Lawton Hydrick, DE Reggie Wilkes, DE Freeman Col-
bert, DB John Steele, OG Randy Pass 
1975 SCHEDULE 1974 RESULTS 
Sept. 13 at South Carolina (N) (Won 6, Lost 5) 
Sept. 20 MIAMI 7 Notre Dame 31 
Sept . 27 CLEMSON 35 South Carolina 20 
Oct. 4 FLORIDA STATE 17 Pittsburgh 27 
Oct. 11 VMI 17 Clemson 21 
Oct. 18 AUBURN 28 Virginia 24 
Oct. 25 at Tulane (N) 29 North Carolina 28 
Nov. 1 DUKE 22 Auburn 31 
Nov. 8 at Notre Dame 27 Tulane 7 
Nov. 15 NAVY 0 Duke 9 
Nov . 29 GEORGIA 22 Navy 0 
34 Georgia 14 
Overall Series 
Games Won Lost Tied Pts. Opp. 
44 10 33 1 472 925 
(Series Scores Page 67) 
MYERS 
GEORGIA 
Oct. 4 at Athens, 2:00 p.m. EDT 
Location: Athens, Ga. 30602 
Enrollment: 21,233 
Conference: Southeastern 
Athletic Director: Joel Eaves 
Head Coach: Vince Dooley 
Assistants: Erskine Russell, Bill Pace, Jimmy Vickers, Pat 
Hodgson, John Kasay, Mike Cavan, Jim Pyburn, Chip Wis-
dom, Sam Mrvos, Sam Mitchell 
Publicity Director: Dan Magill 
(Office Phone: 404-542-1621) 
(Home Phone: 404-543-8086) 
Assistant: Benjy Anderson (Home Phone: 404-548-2386) 
Trainer: Warren Morris 
Stadium & Capacity: Sanford Stadium (59,200) 
Team Colors: Red & ,Black 
Nickname: Bulldogs 
197 4 Conference Record: 4-2 
197 4 Overall Record: 6-6 
Lettermen Lost: 24 
Lettermen Returning: 42 
STARTERS RETURNING 
OFFENSE: SE Mark Wilson, LG Steve Wilson, RC Randy 
Johnson, TE Richard Appleby, QB Matt Robinson, RB 
Glynn Harrison, FLK Gene Washington, PK Allan Leavitt 
DEFENSE: WE Rusty Russell, LB Sylvester Boler, S 
David Schwak, P Bucky Dilts 
PROMISING NEWCOMERS 
OG Steve Collier, RB Tony Kight, CB Johnny Henderson, 
RB Dave Boersig 
1975 SCHEDULE 1974 RESULTS 
Sept. 6 PITTSBURGH (Won 6, Lost 6) 
Sept. 20 MISS. STATE 48 Oregon State 35 
Sept. 27 at South Carolina (N) 14 Miss. State 38 
Oct. 4 CLEMSON 52 South Carolina 14 
Oct. 11 at Ole Miss 24 Clemson 28 
Oct. 18 at Vanderbilt 49 Ole Miss 0 
Oct . 25 KENTUCKY 38 Vanderbilt 31 
Nov. 1 RICHMOND 24 Kentucky 20 
Nov. 8 at Florida 24 Houston 31 
Nov. 15 AUBURN 17 Florida 16 
Nov. 29 at Georgia Tech 13 Auburn 17 
14 Georgia Tech 34 
10 Miami, 0. 34 
(Tangerine Bowl) 
Overall Series 
Games Won Lost Tied Pts. Opp. 
43 11 29 3 441 756 





Oct. 11 at Clemson, 1 :00 p.m. EDT 
Location: Winston-Salem , N. C. 27109 
Enrollment: 2,900 
Conference: Atlantic Coast 
Athletic Director: Dr. Gene Hooks 
Head Coach: Chuck Mills 
Assistants: Jim LaRue, Steve Bernstein , Harry Elliott, Bill 
Hayes, Gene McKeehan , Cliff Yoshida, Mike Cook 
Publicity Director: Charlie Dayton 
(Office Phone: 919-722-1455) 
(Home Phone: 919-768-1016) 
Assistant: Bruce Her111an (Home Phone: 919-725-0881) 
Trainer: Doc Martin 
Stadium & Capacity: Groves (30,500) 
Team Colors: Old Gold & Black 
Nickname: Demon Deacons 
1974 Conference Record: 0-6 
1974 Overall Record: 1-10 
Letter·men Lost: 14 
Lette1·1nen Returning: 38 
STARTERS RETURNING 
OFFENSE: TE Tom Fehring, T Lew Hende rson , G Randy 
Woodle, G Tom Parker, WR John Zeqlinski , FL Walte r 
Sims, QB Mike McGlamry, RB Frank Harsh, RB Clark 
Gaines 
DEFENSE: DE Dave LaCrosse , DE Doug Benfie ld, MG 
John Bryce, LB Randy Carroll, DB Ed McDonald, DB Bill 
At 111strong, DB Gary Gegh 
PROMISING NEWCOMERS 
WR Alan Zyskowski, QB Jerry McManus, DT Larry Rogers, 
DT Dan White 
1975 SCHEDULE 
Sept. 6 SMU 
Sept. 13 at N. C. State 
Sept. 20 APPALACHIAN ST. 
Sept. 27 KANSAS STATE 
Oct. 11 at Clemson 
Oct. 18 MARYLAND 
Oct. 25 at Virginia 
Nov. 1 at North Carolina 
Nov. 8 DUKE 
Nov. 15 at South Carolina 









(Won 1, Lost 10) 
15 N. C. State 33 
6 William & Mary 17 
0 North Carolina 31 
0 Oklahoma 63 
0 Penn State 55 
0 Maryland 47 
0 Virginia 14 
9 Clemson 21 
7 Duke 23 
21 South Carolina 34 













Oct. 18 at Durham, 1 :30 p.m. EDT 
Location: Durham , N. C . 27706 
Enrollment: 5,200 
Conference: Atlantic Coast 
Athletic Director: Carl James 
Head Coach: Mike McG ee 
Assistants: Dick Towe rs, D ennis Satyshur , Je rry McGee, 
John Gutekunst , Lee Moon , Bish op H arris , L eo H art, Brad 
Pancoast, and Bob Brush 
Publicity Director: Richard Giannini 
(Office Pl1one : 919-684-2633) 
(Hom e Phone: 919-471-1473) 
Assistant: Tom Mickle (Home Phon e: 919-477-6948) 
Trainer: Mike Ritz 
Stadium & Capacity: Wallace W ad e (44,000) 
Team Colors: Blue & White 
Nickname: Blue D evils 
1974 Conference Record: 2-4 
1974 Overall Record: 6-5 
Lettermen Lost: 35 
Lettermen Returning: 21 -
STARTERS RETURNING 
OFFENSE: SE Troy Slade , FL Larry Up sh aw , OT Gary 
Pellom, C Bill Bryan , QB H al Spears, TB Art Gore 
DEFENSE: DE Dave Dusek, MLB Ernie C lark, OLB 
David Me ier , DB Earl Cook, DB Lanie l C rawford 
PROMISING NEWCOMERS 
TB Bob Pruitt, OT Mike Sandusky, OG Matt C umbe rworth , 
P Vince Fusco , QB Mike Dunn 
1975 SCHEDULE 1974 RESULTS 
Sept . 12 at Southern Cal (Won 6, Lost 5) 
Sept. 20 SOUTH CAROLINA 21 N. C. State 35 
Sept . 27 VIRGINIA 20 South Carolina 14 
Oct. 4 at Pittsburgh 27 Virginia 7 
Oct . 11 at Army 16 Purdue 14 
Oct. 18 CLEMSON 33 Army 14 
Oct . 25 at Florida 13 Clemson 17 
Nov. 1 at Georgia Tech 13 Florida 30 
Nov. 8 at Wake Forest 9 Georgia Tech 0 
Nov . 15 N . C . STATE 23 Wake Forest 7 
Nov. 22 NORTH CAROLINA 13 Maryland 56 
13 North Carolina 14 
Overall Series 
Games Won Lost Tied Pts. Opp. 
19 9 10 0 228 289 
(Series Scores Page 67) 
McGEE SLADE 
) .. I 
N.C.STATE 
Oct. 25 at Clemson, 1 :00 p.m. EDT 
Location: Raleigh, N. C. 27607 
Enrollment: 15, 790 
Conference: Atlantic Coast 
Athletic Director: Willjs Casey 
Head Coach: Lou Holtz 
Assistants: Chuck Amato, Larry Beightol, Bob Boswell, 
Brian Burke, Robert Harrison , Dale Haupt, Dick Kemp, 
Jerry Kirk, Richard Mays 
Publicity Director; Ep Seaman 
(Office Phoi;1e: 919'-737-2102) 
(Home Phone: 919-829-9186) 
Assistant: Walt Atkins (Home Phone: 919-876-3613) 
Trainer: Herman Bunch 
Stadium & Capacity: Carter (41,000) 
Team Colors: Red and White 
Nickname: Wolfpack 
1974 Conference Record: 4-2 
1974 Overall Record: 9-2-1 
Lette1·1nen Lost: 22 
Lettermen Returning: 38 
STARTERS RETURNING 
OFFENSE: SE Don Buckey, T Mike Fagan, G Tom Serfass , 
QB Dave Buckey, Flk (TE in 1974) Pat Hovance 
DEFENSE: E Ron Banther, E Clarence Cotton, MG Tom 
Higgins, LB Jack Hall, CB Ralph Stringer, S Eddie Poole 
PROMISING NEWCOMERS 
G Ed Callaway, DE Jeff Easter, RB Buster Ray 
1975 SCHEDULE 1974 RESULTS 
Sept. 6 EASTCAROLINA (N) 
(Won 9, Lost 2, Tied 1) 
Sept. 13 WAKE FOREST (N) 33 Wake Forest 15 
Sept . 20 FLORIDA (N) 35 Duke 21 
Sept. 27 at Michigan State 31 Clemson 10 
Oct. 4 INDIANA 28 Syracuse 22 
Oct. 11 at Maryland 24 East Carolina 20 
Oct. 18 NORTH CAROLINA 22 Virginia 21 
Oct . 25 at Clemson 14 
North Carolina 33 
Nov. 1 SOUTH CAROLINA 10 Maryland 20 
Nov . 8 at Penn State 42 South Carolina 27 
Nov. 15 at Duke 12 Penn State 7 
35 Arizona State 14 
31 Houston 31 
(Astra-Bluebonnet Bowl) 
Overall Series 
Games Won Lost Tied Pts. 
Opp. 
43 28 14 1 556 
371 
(Series Scores Page 67) 
HOLTZ DAVE BUCKEY 
FLORIDA STATE 
Nov. 1 at Clemson, 1 :00 p.m. EST 
Location: Tallahassee, Fla. 32306 
Enrollment: 20,000 
Conference: Independent 
Athletic Director: John Bridgers 
Head Coach: Darrell Mudra 
Assistants: Gary Grouwinkel , Eddie Wilson, Bob Harbison, 
Pete Rodriquez, Gene McDowell , Cal Jones, Deek Pollard, 
Frank DeBord, Larry Pendleton 
Publicity Director: Lonnie Burt 
(Office Phone: 904-644-4038) 
(Home Phone: 904-385-4480) 
Assistant: Hank Schomber (Home Phone: 904-576-8922) 
Trainer: TBA 
Stadium & Capacity: Doak S. Campbell (40,500) 
Team Colors: Garnet and Gold 
Nickname: Seminoles 
1974 Overall Record: 1-10 
Lettermen Lost: 9 
Lettermen Returning: 39 
STARTERS RETURNING 
OFFENSE: WR Roger Overby, T Bruce Harrison, G Jeff 
Gardner, C Smokey Ragins, T Billy McPhillips, RB Larry 
Key, RB Leon Bright, WR Mike Shumann 
DEFENSE: E Rudy Maloy, E Randy Coffield, T Doug 
Dane, T Greg Johnson, NG Phil, Jones, CB Lee Nelson, CB 
Bobby Jackson, SS Joe Camps, WS Andy Stockton 
PROMISING NEWCOMERS 
DB Gary Woolford, LB Dickie Vasquez 
1975 SCHEDULE 1974 RESULTS 
Sept. 13 at Texas Tech 
(Won 1, Lost 10) 
Sept. 20 UTAH STATE 6 Pittsburgh 9 
Sept. 27 IOWA STATE 7 Colorado State 14 
Oct . 4 at Georgia Tech 9 Kansas 40 
Oct. 11 at Virginia Tech 17 Baylor 21 
Oct. 18 at Florida 7 Alabama 8 
Oct. 25 AUBURN 14 Florida 24 
Nov . 1 at Clemson 6 
Auburn 38 
Nov. 8 MEMPHIS STATE 14 
Memphis State 42 
Nov. 15 MIAMI 21 
Miami 14 
Nov. 22 at Houston 21 
Virginia Tech 56 
8 Houston 23 
Overall Series 
Games Won Lost Tied Pts . 
Opp. 
1 0 1 0 13 
38 








Nov. 8 at Chapel Hill, 1 :30 p.m. EST 
Location: Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514 
Enrollment: 19,400 
Conference: Atlantic Coast 
Athletic Director: Homer Rice 
Head Coach: Bill Dooley 
Assistants: Pat Watson, Jim Dickey, Al Groh, Vito Ragazzo, 
John Matlock, Charlie Carr, Jack Stanton, Sandy Kinney, 
Jim Donnan, Tom Fletcher, John Guy 
Publicity Director: Rick Brewer 
(Office Phone: 919-933-2123) 
(Home Phone: 919-929-2721) 
Trainer: John Lacey 
Stadium & Capacity: Kenan Memorial (47,000) 
Team Colors: Carolina Blue a::1d White 
Nickname: Tar Heels 
1974 Conference Record: 4-2 
197 4 Overall Record: 7 -5 
Lette1·1nen Lost: 19 
Lette1·1nen Returning: 31 
-
STARTE RS RETURNING 
OFFENSE: TB James Betterson, G Mark Griffin, C Mark 
Cantrell 
DEFENSE: T Rod Broadway, E Bill Perdue, T Dee Hardi-
son, HB Ronny Johnson, HB Russ Conley, HB Bobby Trott 
PROMISING NEWCOMERS -
DB Allen Caldwell, FBTony Mills, QB Johnny Stratton, TE 
Mike Finn 
Sept. 6 WILLIAM & MARY 
Sept. 20 MARYLAND 
Sept. 27 at Ohio State 
Oct. 4 at Virginia 
Oct. 11 NOTRE DAME 
Oct. 18 at N. C. State 
Oct. 25 EAST CAROLINA 
Nov. 1 WAKE FOREST 
Nov. 8 CLEMSON 
Nov. 15 at Tulane (N) 








(Won 7, Lost 5) 
42 Ohio 7 
31 Wake Forest 0 
12 Maryland 24 
45 Pittsburgh 29 
28 Georgia Tech 29 
33 N . C. State 14 
23 South Carolina 31 
24 Virginia 10 
32 Clemson 54 
56 Army 42 
14 Duke 13 












Nov. 15 at Clemson, 1 :00 p.m. EST 
Location: College Park, Maryland 20740 
Enrollment: 24,128 
Conference: Atlantic Coast 
Athletic Director: Jim Kehoe 
Head Coach: Jerry Claiborne 
Assistants: John Devlin, Jerry Eisaman, George Foussekis, 
Joe Krivak, Thomas Groom, John ''Jake'' Hallum, Gothard 
Lane, Thomas Park, Gib Romaine, Dick Redding 
Publicity Director: Jack Zane 
(Office Phone: 301-454-2123) 
(Home Phone: 301-322-3265) 
Trainer: William ''Spider'' Fry 
Stadium & Capacity: Byrd Stadium (35,000) 
Team Colors: Red and White; Black and Gold 
Nickname: Terrapins (Terps) 
1974 Conference Record: 6-0 
1974 Overall Record.: 8-4 
Lettermen Lost: 25 
Lettermen Returning: 31 
STARTERS RETURNING 
OFFENSE: TB Rick Jennings, TB Jamie Franklin, TB John 
Schultz, QB Mark Manges, OG Ed Fulton, OT Tom Schick, 
TE Bop Raba, OG John Nash 
DEFENSE: DB Jim Brechbiel, DT Ralph Fisher, DC Paul 
Divito, DE Leroy Hughes, LB Kevin Benson, DT Joe 
Campbell 
PROMISING NEWCOMERS 
QB Larry Dick, DC Ernie Salley, FB Chuck Moss, TE 
Vince Kinney, KS Mike Sochko 
1975 SCHEDULE 1974 RESULTS 
Sept. 6 Villanova (Won 8, Lost 4) 
Sept. 13 at Tennessee (N) 16 Alabama 21 
Sept. 20 at North Carolina 10 Florida 17 
Sept. 27 at Kentucky 24 North Carolina 12 
Oct. 4 Syracuse 31 Syracuse 0 
Oct. 11 N. C. State 41 Clemson 0 
Oct. 18 at Wake Forest (N) 47 Wake Forest 0 
Nov. 1 Penn State 20 N . C. State 10 
Nov. 8 at Cincinnati 17 Penn State 24 
Nov . 15 at Clemson 41 Villanova 0 
Nov. 22 Virginia 56 Duke 13 
10 Virginia 0 
3 Tennessee 7 
(Liberty Bowl) 
Overall Series 
Games Won Lost Tied Pts . Opp. 
23 10 12 1 314 375 
(Series Scores Page 67) 
CLAIBORNE BRECHBIEL 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Nov. 22 at Columbia, 1 :30 p.m. EST 
Location: Columbia 29208 
Enrollment: 27,000 
Conference: Independent 
i\.thletic Director: Harold ''Bo'' Hagan 
Head Coach: Jim Carlen 
Assistants: Richard Bell, Jack Fligg, Bob Brown, Marc 
Dove, Dale Evans, Bob Gatling, Dennis Ford, Larry New, 
Dick Rader, Jerry Sullivan, Harold White 
Publicity Director: Julian Gibbons 
(Office Phone: 777-4277) 
(Home Phone: 772-7054) 
Assistant: Jack Wilson (Home Phone: 777-3283) 
Trainer: Dave Huffstetler 
Stadium & Capacity: Williams-Brice (54,564) 
Team Colors: Garnet & Black 
Nickname: Fighting Gamecocks 
1974 Overall Record: 4-7 
Lette1·1nen Lost: 14 
Lettermen Returning: 39 
STARTERS RETURNING 
OFFENSE: QB Jeff Grantz, FB Kevin Long, OG Brad 
Kline, C Mike McCabe 
DEFENSE: DT Kerry DePasquale, DE Russ Manzari, LB 
Garry Mott, LB Grahl Phillips, DT Hayden Duncan, DB 
Andy Nelson, DB Henry Laws, DB Bill Currier 
• 
1975 SCHEDULE 
Sept. 13 GEORGIA TECH (N) 
Sept. 20 at Duke 
Sept. 27 GEORGIA (N) 
Oct. 4 BAYLOR (N) 
Oct. 11 VIRGINIA (N) 
Oct. 18 at Ole Miss 
Oct. 25 at LSU (N) 
Nov. 1 at N. C. State 
Nov. 8 APPALACHIAN ST. 
Nov. 15 WAKE FOREST 









(Won 4, Lost 7) 
20 Georgia Tech 35 
14 Duke 20 
14 Georgia 52 
14 Houston 24 
17 Virginia Tech 31 
10 Ole Miss 7 
31 North Carolina 23 
27 N. C. State 42 
21 Appalachian State 18 
34 Wake Forest 21 







(Series Scores Page 67) 
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The Citadel at Clemson 
Georgia at Clemson 
Georgia Tech at Atlanta 
Tennessee at Knoxville 
Wake Forest at Winston-Salem 
Duke at Clemson 
N. C. State at Raleigh 
Florida State at Tallahassee 
North Carolina at Clemson 
Maryland at College Park 
South Carolina at Clemson 
1977 
Maryland at Clemson 
Georgia at Athens 
Georgia Tech at Atlanta 
VPI at Blacksburg 
Virginia at Clemson 
Duke at Durham 
N. C. State at Clemson 
Wake Forest at Clemson 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Notre Dame at Clemson 
South Carolina at Columbia 
1978 
The Citadel at Clemson 
Georgia at Athens 
Georgia Tech at Atlanta 
VPI at Clemson 
Virginia at Charlottesville 
Duke at Clemson 
N. C. State at Raleigh 
Wake Forest at Winston-Salem 
North Carolina at Clemson 
Maryland at College Park 
South Carolina at Clemson 
1979 
Maryland at Clemson 
Georgia at Clemson 
Georgia Tech at Atlanta 
Virginia at Clemson 
VPI at Blacksburg 
Duke at Durham 
N. C. State at Clemson 
Wake Forest at Clemson 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Notre Dame at South Bend 
South Carolina at Columbia 
51 
' 
The late Dr. Ruppert H. (Rube) Fike started the ball 
rolling 41 years ago when , in 1934, Clemson's football pro-
gram was at one of its lowest depths. 
The glory days of ex-coaches John Reisman , for whom the 
famed Reisman Trophy is named, and Josh Cody had 
passed. 
With the seed planted, someone then suggested a goal of 
$10,000 to be used entirely for athletic scholarships . But that 
was 41 years ago. 
Since that beginning, Clemson athletics have continued to 
grow at a fast pace. Jess Neely guided the Tigers to six 
consecutive non-losing grid campaigns and to Clemson's 
initial post-season encounter- the 1940 Cotton Bowl-and 
Frank Howard followed that with a 30-year tenure that 
included 165 wins and six more bowl trips. 
And that's just a small portion of what IITAY has meant to 
Clemson. 
It had all started as ''I Pay Ten A Year," but inflation hit the 
organizatiion and forced a change to ''I Pay Twenty A Year.'' 
The 1934 suggestion of $10,000 is met today by five $2000 
IITAY Scholarship donors. 
And for the past 10 years, IITAY contributions have con-
tinued to exceed those of the previous 12 months. 
But IITAY means a little more than financial support to 
the Clemson athletic scholarship fund. It means individual 
involvement as well. 
Records indicate that more people participated in IITAY 
'75, as far as individual memberships are concerned, than 
ever before in the history of the organization. 
Moreover, IITAY representatives were more dedicated 
and enthused which led to greater participation as far as the 
various local club meetings were concerned. 
IIT A Y has long been called the ''Life Blood of Clemson 
Athletics," but Tiger football coach Red Parker has added a 
little something to that. 
''Clemson is a unique institution in that there is so much 
loyalty from its graduates and supporters," Parker said. 
''That's true for not only the athletic program, but the 
entire university program as well. And IPTAY is the 
backbone of the former. " 
In just two previous years at Tigertown, Parker has be-
come encircled by the Clemson loyalty, the same kind of 
loyalty that has affected many others. 
As IIT A Y '76 begins Sept. 1st, new goals will be set, and, 
no doubt, as in the past, contributions will exceed that mark. 
But this is only possible because of the involvement and 
the efforts of this great organization's membership. And we 
urge YOU to ''Join the IPT AY Spirit of '76," so that we may 
continue our upward trend. 
Football Lettermen Since 1896 
A 
Aaron, Jack- 1961-62--63 
Abell , Frank- 1931-32 
Abrams, Jimmy-1966-67 
Adams, J. P.- 1914-15-16 
Addison, Jimmy-1965-66-67 (Capt. ) 
Alexander, Gary- 1973-74 
Alford, Hugh- 1945 
Alford, J. 1.,-1916 
Aliffi , Vio-1961-63 
Alle n, Banks-190&-07 
Alle n, Thad- 1974 
*Allison, J. W. (Switzer}-1917-1&- 19-20 
Ammons, Billy-1966-67-68 (Capt.) 
Anderson, Ber>--1970-71-72 
Anderson, Jack- 196&-69-70 
Anderson, Joe 1960-61-62 
Anderson, Sam- 19.56-59-60 
Anderson, Tony-1970-71-72 
Anderson, Willie-1972--73-74 (Co-Capt.) 
Andreas, Karl- 1971-72--73 
Andreo, Ror>--1959-60-61 (Capt.) 
Ankuta, Neuf- 1954-5.5 
Ard, Wendall- 1943-44 
Armstrong, F. E . (Boo}-1918 
(Acting Capt .) 19-20 (Capt .) 
Armstrong, Hoyt- 1921 
Armstrong, Junior- 1930 
Armstrong, Lon- 1959-60-61 
Arthur, Gary-1966-67-68 
Asbill , Henry- 1927-2&-29 
Austin, P. B. (Plowboy}-1925-26 
A very, W ingo-1953-54-5.5 
(Alt. Capt.) 
B 
Bailes, J. P.-1919-20-21 







Balles, Joe 1961-63 
•Banks, B. C . (Stumpy}-1915-16-17-18 
(Capt.), 19 (Capt.) 
Barbary, Bill- 1955-57 
Barfield, Dor>--1964-65-66 
Barnes, Gary-1959-60-61 
Barnette , Jimmy-196&-69 
Barnwell , T. G.- 1902 
Barter, Lynn-1971-72 
Bartlet, J. H.- 1917 
Barton, Tom-1950-51-52 
• Bates , Joe A. (Warhorse}-1909-10-11 
Bates, J. Mc.- 1918 
Bell , J immy-1962-63-64 (Alt. Capt.) 
Bell , Randy-1967 
Bell, Larry- I 969-70 
Bell, Wayne-1969-70 
Bellows, C . A.- 1900 
Bengel, Gordy-1971-72--73 
Berry, Net- 1934-35-36 (Capt.) 
Bethea, Frank- 1973-74 
Bissell , Paul L.- 1909-10-11 (Capt. ) 
Black, Carl- 1936-3&-39 (Alt. Capt.) 
Black, Manuel- 1934-35-36 
Black, Tommy-1961 
Black, Wendall-1959-60-61 
Blackwelder , Tim- 1974 
Blackwell , Joe-1963-64 
*Blain, J. M .-1896 
Blakeney, Rock- 1930 
*Blalock, Joe 1939-40-41 
Blease, J. W.-189&- 1900 
Blessing, Jim-1939-40 
Bolubasz, John- 1971-72--73 
Boozer, Tom- 1972-73-74 
Bosler, Bol>-1970-71-72 




Bowles, H . Julian- 1923-24-25 
Bowles, M. G. (Monk}-1929-30-31 
Boyette, Johnny-1962--64-65 (Capt.) 
*Boykin, Bolivar- 1909 
Bradley, L. T. (Prep}-1925 
*Brandon, T. B.- 1914-15-16 




Brisacher, Art- 1971-72--73 
Brisendine , Rod-[946 
*Bristol, W. H.-1912--13-14 
*Britt, Ben-1910-11°12 (Capt.) 
•Britt, D. C . (Toots}-1907-09 
*Britt, S. L.-1910 
Brodie, Bunny- 194&-49 
*Brock, W. T.-1896-97 (Capt .) 
Br.own, Dave--1962 
*Brown, H. W.- 1916 
Brown, Ricky- 1971-72--73 
*Brown, Tom l. - 19;33-34-35 
• Browne , G. H. (Skeet}-1913 
Brumley, Lacy-1974 
Brunson, Jack- 1948-49-50 
Bruorton, H. B.-. 1954-56-57 
*Bryant, Bill-,1935-36-37 
Bryant, Joe-1950-51-52 
*Bryant, Shad- 1937-38-39 
Buckner , Mik<>--1971-72--73 (Capt.) 
Bukowsky, Oick- 1969-70-71 
Bunton, Donnie-1955-56-57 
Bunton, Ted- 1962-63-64 (Capt.) 
Burbick, Bruc<>--1967 
Burgess, Robert- 1973-74 
Burgner, Grady- 1967-68-69 
*Burnett, Ceorge---1966--67-68 
Burton, C . C.-1921-22 
Burton, Dave--- 1965 
Buscher, L. E.-1934-36 
Bush, Jack- 1955-56-57 
Bussey, Charlie-1954-55-56 (Capt.) 
Bustle , Rickey-1974 
Butler, Butch-1941-42--43-44 
Buttermore, C urt- 1972-73-74 
Butz, Sam- 1945 
*Byers, Monty-1942 
Byrd , Gary-1950-51-52 
C 
Cagle , Bully-1940-41-42 
Cagle , John- 1966-67-68 
Cagle, Ma vis-1944-45-46-4 7 
Cain, Harold- 1974 
Cain, Sammy-1967-68-69 
Caldwell , C harlie--1969-70 
Callahan, Sonny-1971 
Callicutt, Ken-1973-74 
Calvert , Forrest- 1950-53 
Calvert , Jackie-1948-49-50 
*Calvert , )i rr>--1949-50 
Camr, , Bifl-1904 
Candler , Steedley-1967 
Cann, George--1920-21 
*Cannon, C . L.-1907 
Cannon, W. M.- 1915 
Caplan, Stu- 1964-65 
Carothers, Rocky- 1948-49-50 
Carson, Gene-194&-49 
*Carson, Jules L. (Doc}-1910-11-12--13 
Carson, Lynn- 1973 
*Carter, Bert- 1906 
Carter, Oscar- 1969-70 
Case, Johnny-1961-62-63 
Cassady, Sonny- 1968-69-70 
Cathcart, Joe 1933 
Catoe, Jimmy-1966-67-68 (Capt.) 
Cauble , Charlie-1969 
•Caughman, F . P.- 1907 
Caughman, Kenny-1911-12-13 
C hamberlain, Force-1970-71-72 
Chandler, Tommy- 1949 
Chappell , Henry- 1943 
Chatl in, Rabbit- 1957-58-59 
Childers, Tracy- 1962-63 (Capt.) 
Childers, Wilson- 1965-66-67 
*Childress, John- 1948-49-50 
Chipley, Bill- 1940-41 
*Chovan, Phil-1938 
*Chreitzberg, C. K.-1898 
*Chritzberg, A. M .-1896 
Chuy, Don- 1961-62 
Clanton , Ray-1945-46-47-48 
*Clardy, Warren- 1904 
Clark, Chip---1942-45-46 (Capt.) 
Clark, W. C.-1906-07 
Cleveland, Olin- 1945-46 
Cline, Doug--1957-58-59 
Cobb, Mare t- 1972-73-74 
*Cockran, J . T. (Boots}--1908-09-10 
Cockfield, Barry- 1966 
Cogburn, H. L.-1903 
*Colbert, W. C. (Jlinky}--1919-20-21 
Coleman , Bob-1959-60-61 
Coleman, Dan-1937-38-40 
Coleman , Jim- 1954-55-56 
•Coles, Marion (Pony}--1910-11, 12 
*Coles, Strick- 1906-07-08 (Capt. ) 
Collins, Joe--1928 
Con1pton, Gary- 1968-69 
Cone, Fred- 1948-49-50 (Capt.) 
*Connelly, Bill- 1909-10 
Cook, Pete--1950-51-52 
Cooper, Jay-1964-65-66 
Cooper, Richard- 1963-64 
Cordileone, Lou- 1957-58-59 
Cornell , Mike--1973-74 
Coursey, Tom- 1949 
Cox, Carol- 1945-47-48-49 
Cox, Cary- 1946-47 (Capt. ) 
Cox, Ed- 1949 
Cox , Jack- 1948-49 
*Cox, M. E.-1914-15 
Cox, Walter, Sr. - 1938-39 
Cox, Walter, Jr.-1961-62-63 
Cox, Wyatt- 1957-58 
Craig, Arthur- 1965-66-67 
Craig, Bob-1966-68-69 
Craig, Johnson-1931-32 
Craig, Marion- 1940-41-42 
(Alt. Capt.) 
Crain, Pat- 1962-63-64 
Crain, Willis-1954 
Cra,vford , Barclay-i950-51-52 









Cuttino, H . B. (Hop}--1~26 
D 
Daigneault, Doug--1958-59 







Davis, Gu y-1926-27-28 
Davis, Jerry-1972-73 
Davis, Jud- 1944-45-47-48 
*Davis, St. Clair- 1928 
Davidson, L. S.-1925-26 
Deanhardt, Luke--1946-47-4S-49 
Deanhardt , Luke, lr.-1971 
DeBardelaben, Bo 1958-59 
Decock, Bruce--1971-72-73 
DeCosta, E. J . (Beef)-1901-02 
Deitz, Frank- 1938-40 
DeLoach, Billy- 1949 
Depew, Bill- 1968-69 
*Derrick, 0 . L. (Puss}--1903-04-05-06 
DeSimone, Dick- 1954-56-57 
Dickson, Laury- 1905 
Dillard, Bill- 1932-33-34 
DiMucci, Dan-1949-50-51 
Dorn, Jim- 1969-70-71 
*Dotterer, E . G. (Gilly}--1922-23 
Dotherow , Fudge--1962 
*Douthit, Claude (Pug}-1898-99-1900-01 
(Capt.) 
Dozier, Ted- 1931-32-33 
*Duckett, Graves-1916 
*Duckworth, Joe--1898-99-1900 
Ducworth, C . H.-1974 
Ducworth , George--1968-69-70 





*Dunlap, Tom- 1919-20 
Dyer, Clint- 1945-46-48 
*Dyess, Jimmy-1929 
E 
Earle, J . C.-1900 
Eberhart , Terry- 1958 
Eidson , Wesley- 1967-68 
Ellenburg, Charlie--1966-67 
Ellison , Gill-1904-05 
Elvington, 8 . B.-1968-69-70 (Capt. ) 
Emanuel , Emmett-1920-21-22 (Capt. ) 
*Emerson, Jack-1947 
Engel, Karl- 1962 
English, Tom- 1968 
*Epps, M. H. (Pepper}--1910 
Eskew, H. L. (Bud}--1925-26-27 (Capt.) 
Etheridge, Brooks-1970 
Ethredge , Don- 1969-70-71 
Evans, Charlie--1962 
Eyle r, Rick- 1968-70 
Ezell , J. F. (Sam}--1909-10 
*Ezell , R. B. (Doc}--1912 
F 
Fabers, Leon- 1972-73 
Facciolo, M ike--1964-65-66 (Capt.) 
Farnham, Dave--1969-70-71 
Fellers, Mark- 1972-73-74 (Co-Capt.) 
Fellers, Stan-1932-33-34 
Few, Bill- 1955-56-57 
Fewell, J . A. Qake}--1924-25 
*Finklea, Gary- 1923-24-25 (Capt. ) 
Finley, S. R. G.-1916-17 
*Flathman, Gene-1938 
*Fleming, F.-1907-08 
Fleming, J. M . (Fatty}--1925 
*Fleming, Vic,--1930-31 




Fordham, Red-1930-31 (Capt.) 
Forsythe, J. A. (Pee Wee}--1901-02-03 
*Forsythe, W. C.-1898-99-1900-0l 
*Franklin, Harry- 1941-42 
*Freeman, Eddis-1943-44-45-46 








Galloway, G. G.-1972-73-74 
Galuska. Pete--1969-70-71 
Gandy, A. P. (Hop}--1909-11-12-13 (Capt. ) 
*Gantt, Jonnie-1902 
Gantt, W. A.-1905 
Garick, Richard- 1966-67-68 
*Garrison, Bill-1902-03 
Garrison , C. C.-1923 




Gassaway, Jim- 1928-29 
Gaston, R. T.-1905-06-07 
Gee, C. F . (Little Mutt}--1912-13-14 
Gee, J. G. (Mutt}--1914-15-16-17 
Gehret, Guy-1972-73-74 
Genneiich, Gary- 1970-71-72 
*Gentry, Charlie-1896-97-98 
Gentry, Frank- 1950-51-52 
George, A. P.-1899-1900 
George, Buck- 1951-52-53-54 (Capt.) 
Gerald, Henry- !965 




Gillespie, Frank- 1946-47-48 
*Gilmer, Grover G.-1917-19-20-21 





Golf, Johnnie Mae>-1958 
Goins, Gus-1936-37-38 

























Hagan, Arthur- 1944 
Hair, Billy--1950-51-52 (Co-Capt.) 
Hair, J. C.-1925-26-27 
Hall , Bill- 1938-39-40 (Alt. Capt. ) 
*Hall, R. M. (Fattyt-1926-27-28 
Hall , Wade-1960-63 
Hamer, Ray-1939-40-41 
*Hammett, L. 0 .-1918 
*Hamilton, R. G.-1896 (Capt. ) 
Hane, J . K.-1924-25 
*Hane, Kit- 1928-29 
Hankinson, Crimmins----1953-54 
Hankie, W . H.-1908-09-10 (Capt. ) 
Hansford , Ogden-1974 
*Hanvey, Ernest-1913 
*Hanvey, George-1897-98 
*Hanvey, Jock T.-1896-97-1902-03 
Hardin, L. G.-1916 
*Harmon, H. M. (Duck}--1914-15-16 
*Harmon, S. E . (Patt-1922-23-24 
Harrell, Ricky-1970-71-72 
*Harris, H. S. (Lazy Bill}--1914-15-16 
*Harris, L. 0 .-1919 
Hart , W. L. (Bub}--1916-17 
Harvey, B. C. (Chubby}--1925-26 (Capt. ) 
Harvey, Randy- 1967-68 
Harvey, S. A. (Speck}--1922 
Harvin, Lionel- 1929-30-31 
Harvley, Clyde-1931 
Hayden, C. J.-1911 
Hayes, Rudy- 1956-57-58 (Co-Capt. ) 
Hecht, Bill- 1963-64-65 (Capt. ) 
Heffner, L. B.-1920 
Hefner, Larry-1969-70-71 
Heilig, Don-1959 
Heineman!\, John-1931-32-33 (Capt.) 
*Hendee, H. M. (Tick}--1~26 
Hendley, Oick-1946-48-49-50 




Herlong, Dou~ 1948-51 
Herlong, Henry-1930 
Hicks, Harry-1954 




Holland, Joe 1904 (Capt.) 











Hubert , Pooley-1950-53 
Hudson, Billy-1954-55-56 
Hudson, Bol>--1947-48-49-50 
Hudson, J . C .-1950-51-52 
Hughes, Wade-1971-72 
Huot, Revonne-1951 
Hunter, Bill- 1942-46-47 
Hunter, Hamp---1953-54-55 
*Hunter, N. M . (Buster}--1899-1900-01 
Huntley, Chuck-1970-73 
Hydrick, Onan-1908-09 
Hynes, Dave-1960-61-62 (Capt.) 
I 
lnabine.t, B. C.-1953-54-55 




Jackson, Jackie Lee 1966-67-68 
Jackson, Kit-1965-66-67 
Jackson, M. E .-1921 
Jackson, Scott-1952-53-54 (Capt. ) 
Jackson, S. L. (Stonewall)-1922-23-24 
Jackson, Wister-1938-39 
James, M. B. (Jimmy}--1911-12-13-14 
Jameson, Hugh-1939-40-41 
Jehlen, Geor_ge-1974 
*Jenkins, Ralph-1943-44 (Capt.) 
45 (Capt. ); 46 (Alt. Capt.) 
Jennings, A. T.-1914 
*Jeter, J. P.-1913 
Jetton, Neal-1973-74 
Johnson, Bobby-1970-71-72 







Justus, Johnny-1928-29-30 (Capt;') 
K 
•Kaigler, Ben- 1902 
*Kaigler, J. G.-1898-99-1900 
Kaltenbach, Leon-1955-56-57 
(Co-Capt.) 
Kane, Mark-1963-64 (Capt.) 
*Kangeter, Jonnie---1910-11-12 
Katana, Ted--1965-66 
*Kay, L. R.-1917-19 
Keasler, A. L. (Gust-1904-05 






Kendrick, Tommy- 1969-70-71 
Kennedy, Frank- 1950-51 
Kesack, Gary-1974 
Keys, Larry- 1965-66-67 
*Keyserling, H. L. (Golden}--1920 
Kier, Brian-1974 
Killen, Pat- 1959 
King, Buddy-1970-71-72 
King, Don-1952-53-54-55 (Capt.) 
King, J ack-1968-69 
King, Jimmy-1959-60-61 
King, L_ 0 .-1901-02 
King, Tommy-1959-60-61 
*Kinsler, J . H.-1900 
Kirkconnell , Ben-1932 
Kissam, Roddy- 1933-34-35 
Kitchens, Ronnie-1967-68-69 
Knight, Hennan-1949-51 
*Klugh, W. W.-1925-26 
Knoebel , Fred-1950-51-52 
Knott, Hal- 1959 
Kormanicki , Dave-1968-69 
L 
*Lachicotte, G. E . (Boo}--1910 
Lam, Elmo-1960-61-62 (Capt.) 
Lambert, John- 1931 
LaMontagne, Joe-1951-52-53 





Lawrence, Floyd- 1956 









*Lewis, Alex P.-1911-12-13 
Lewis, Gus--1900-01 
Lewis, Harold--1935-36-37 (Capt. ) 
Lewis, J. B.-1898-99-1900 
Lewis, Merritt-1932-33-34 
Lewter, Stev&-1969-70-71 
Lhotsky, Joe 1966-67-68 
Liberatore, Frank-1964-66-67 (Capt. ) 
*Lightsey, F . B. (Bull}--1922-24-25 
*Lhditsey, L. M. (Yen}--1917-18-19-20 
Link, A. C .-1926 
*Littlejohn, C. E. (Mule}--1913-14-15 
*Locl<lair, Ed (Pop}--1941 
Locklair, Mike-1966-67-68 
Logan, Jimmy-1966 
*Logan, J. R.-1912-13 
Long, E vans-1930 
Long, Stev-1971-72 












*McConnell, H. S.-1914-15 
McConnell, R. E.-1925-26 
McConnell, s_ W.-1934-35-36 









*McFadden, R. D.-1908 
*McFacfden, R. H. (Doc}--1906-07 
Meyee, Edgar-1965-66-67 
McGill, C. A.-1925 
*McGlone, T. F .-1926 
McGuirt , Bill-1960-61 
*Mciver, Rick-1904-05 
McKenzie, W. W.-1918 
*McKeown, J. A.-1903 
McLane, Riley-1966-67 
McLaurin, Jewell-1969-70 








*McMillan, W. L. (Red}--1913-14-15 
M 
Magee, Watson- 1936-37-38 
Magilll, Dick-1927-28-29 
*Magill, W . K. (Rummyt-1913-14-15 (Capt.) 
Major, G. S. (Dopey}--1913-14-15-16 (Capt.) 
Maness, Chippy-1938-39-40 
Manos, Pete-1949-50-51 
Marazza , Dick- 1954-55-56 
Marion, Phil-1964-65-66 
Marler, Malcolm-1973-74 
*Marshall, L. E.-1926 
53 
Martin, Bol>--194&-47-48 (Co-Capt.) 
*Martin , J. M.-1909--10-11 
Martin, Peanut-1972-73 
Martin , W. N.-192.'>-27 
Masneri, Ray-19.56-57-58 
Mass, Wayne-196.5--66-67 
Massengill , Wells-1972 
Mathews , Mike-1971 
Mathews, Ray-1947-48-49-50 
Mathews, Tony-1973-74 











*Mellette, F. M.-1911 





Miller, Bol>----1931-32 (Capt.) 














(Alt. Capt ) 
Moorer, Torn--1938-39 






Mullen, Ray- 1965-66 
Mulligan, Wayne-1966-67-68 
Mullins, H. D. (Horse)--1923-24 
Murray, Al-1972-73-7 4 
N 
Ness, 1im-1972-73-74 (Co-Capt. ) 
Neville, J. L.-1943 
Newell, Mike-1969-70 




O'Dell , J. H.-1918-19 
O'Dell , Wayne-1941 
*Odom, W. F.-1908 
Okurowski, Whitey-1937-38-39 
Olson, Dave-1958--59-60 
Olson , Harold-1957-58-59 
Olszewski, Harrx-1965-66-67 
O'Neal , Belton (Speck)--1920 
O'Neal, Brad- 1969-70 
Orban, Turk-1936 
Osborne, Ronnie-1959-60-61 
Owens, J. C. (Susie)--1919-20 
p 
radgett, F. M.-1918 
Padgett, G. D.-1931 
Padgett, Jim-1957-58 
*Padgett, 0 . D.-1928-29 (Capt.) 
Padgett, Wade-1939-40-41 (Capt. ) 
Page, Wayne-1965-66 
Pagliei, Joe-1953--54-55 




*Parker, H. L.-1912-13 




Patterson , Gene-1931-32 
Patton, Bol>----1949-50-Sl (Capt.) 
Pavilack, Harry- 1959-60-61 
Payne, Booty-1940-41 
Payne, J im- 195&-57-58 
Payne, Joe 1937-38-39 (Capt .) 
Payne, Oliver- 193&-37 
Pearce, Frank- 1963--64-65 
Pearce, Roy-1939-40 
*Pearman, Fred- 1899-1900--01 
Pearson, Ben-1937-37-38 
Peeples, Ken--1972-73-74 (Co-Capt.) 
*Pegues, E . S.-1899 











Pilot, J oe-1958 
*Pinckney, E . H.-1909 
*Pitts, Lewis---1927-28 
Poe, Billy-1944-45-46 
*Pollitzer, H. R. (Polly)--1902 
Poole, Bol>----1961-62-63 
*Poole, R. F . (Sarg)--1915-16 
Portas, Lou-1964-65 
Potts, R. C. (Daddy)--1917-18-19 
Poulos, John--1944-47-48-49 
*Pressley, E . H. (Buck)--1912-13 
Pressley, 0 . K.-1926-27-28 (Capt.) 
*Pressly, Harlan--1927 
Price, John--1970-71-72 
*Price, L. C.-1925 
Priester, Buck-1930-31 
Priester, Buck-1953-54-55 











*Randle, E. L. (Cat)--1913-14-15 





Reams, T. J.-1918-22 
Reeves, Marion-1971-72-73 






Riddle, Leonard- 1943 
*Riggs , A. F .-1897-98-99 
*Rion, Aubrey-1939-40 
Rivers, Dalton-1955-56 
Robbins, Butch- 1963-64 
*Robbs, C. M.-1907-08-09 (Capt.) 
*Robinson, Charlie,-1922-23-24 (Capt.) 




Rogers , Bill-1943-46 
Rogers, Billy G.-1944-46 














Russell, J. A.-1943 
Rutledge, Bill-1943 
s 










*Schneck, J. R.-1918-19 
Schilletter, W. A. (Shorty)--1911-12-13-14 
(Capt.) 
Schroder, F. E .-1912 
Scott, Williarn--1974 
Scrudato, Ron-1959-60-61 
Sease, Tommy- 1955-56 




Sellers, J oe-1963-65 
Sharpe, Bill-1964 
Sharpe, Bol>----1938-39-40 (Capt.) 
Sharpe, F. J.-1931 







Shirley, Jim- 1950-51-52 
Shish , Paul-1969 
*Shockley, J . A.-1922 
Shore, Henry-1933-34-35 (Capt.) 
Shown, Jack-1952-53 




Simmons, T. D. (Shag)--1919 
Simmons, Ralph-1937 
Simpson , Don-1943 
*Sitton, Vet- 1902-03 
Skiffey, Jim- 1962 
Smalls, Andy--J.950-52-53 
Smartt, Bill-1944 
Smith , -Bill-1942-46 
Smith, Dennis--1973-74 
Smith , Glenn-1949-50-51 
Smith, Harold- 1959 






*Snead, W. F. (Bill)--1901 
Snowden, Moon-1927 
Snyder, Paul-1957-58-59 (Co-Capt.) 
Soloman, Horner-1930 
Southerland, lvan-1967-68-69 (Capt. ) 
*Sowell, Frank-1930 




Stanford, M. C.-1940 
Stevens, Alex-1932-33-34 
*Stevens, R. G.-1909 






Stribling, J. W.-1913-14-15 
*Strother, Frank-1923 
Sublette, Dick-1948 
*Suggs, H. L.-1914-15 
*Sullivan , Frank-1897-98-99 
SultiS, Jim- 1945-4&-47 
*Summecs, J. C . (Chuck)--1905-06 
Sursavage, Butch- 1965-66-67 
Sursavage, Jim-1968-69-70 (Capt.) 
Sutton, George-1962 
Sweatte, Johnny-1941 





Talley, J. H.-1926 
Taylor, Jerry-1961-62 
Taylor, J. W.-1943 
*Tennant, A. B. (D1,tch)--1921-22-23--24 
Testerman, Don--1974 
*Thackson, L. P.-1917-18-19 





*Thompson, J. W.-1916 
Thompson, Marion-1950-51-52 
Thompson, Oscar-194&-47-48 
Thornton, R .. E.-1918 
Thorsland, Oscar- 1960-61-62 
Tice, Johnny-1954 
*Tillman, Henry-1902 
Timmerman, W. P. (Pop)--192&-27 
Timmons, Charlie-1939-40-41 
Tinsley, Sid-1940-41-44 (Alt. Capt. ) 
Tisdale, Charlie-1938-39-40 
Todd, Moe-1969 
Tolley, Charlie-1967-69 (Capt.) 
*Tompkins, F. G.-1896 
Tompkins, James---1966-67 




Trobaugh , Earl- 1938 
Troy, Mike-1963-64 
Trumpore, Arthur- 1943 
*Troutman, John- 1933-34-35 
*Turbeville, A. C.-1912 
Turbeville, Horace 1956 
Turner, Bo-1945-46 
*Turner, H. M. (Tuck)--1907 
*Turnipseed, Rhett-1922 
Turpin, Bucky- 1966-67 
Tyler, 0 . J .-1974 
Tyner, Mitch- 1973-74 
u 
Usry, George-I 957 -58-59 
V 
Veronee, Jack-1959-60-61 
*Vogel , R. T.-1896-97 
w 
Wade, Connie-1966-67 
Wade , D. A.-1952 
Wade, Don-1950-51 
*Wade, Grady- 1920 
Wagner, Larry-1958 
Waldrep, Joe-1964-65 
Waldrep, Perry- 1967 
Walker, Henry- 194&-47 
*Walker, J. E.-1923-24-25 
*Walker, Norman-1897-98-99 
(Capt .), 1900 (Capt .) 
*Walker, R. H.-1909--10 
*Wall , J. E.-1926 
Wa)lace, Nelson- 1973-74 
Walters, Joey- 1974 
Walters, Henry- 1970-71 
Wall , Pete--1953-55 
Ward , Billy- 1962-63-64 
Ward , Jimmy-1950-51-52 




Waters , Charlie-1967-68-69 
Watson, Ben- 1969-70 
Watson, C. W.-1933-34 
Watts, Waldo-1969-70 
Weaver, Billy- 1962-63 
*Webb, Clare (Tanny)--1911-12-13-14 







Wells, Joel,-1954-55-56 (Alt. Capt. ) 
Werner, Chuck~l966-6S-69 · 
\,Verntz, Eddie--1960-61-62 
*Werts, RuJi.,s--1931-32 
Wertz, J. B.-1922-23 
West, Calvin--1959-60-61 (Capt.) 
White, Clyde-1952-53--54 (Capt. ) 
White, Harvey-1957-58-59 
(Co-Capt.) 
*White, J. D.-1896 
White, \V. P.-1908-09 
Whitmire, Jim-1943-4&-47-48 
Whitten, Red-1952-53-54 
*Wiehl, E . M.-1916 
Wiggins, Don--1969-70 
Wiggs, Milton-1945 
Wild , Ormond-1953 
Wiles, Bill-1935-3&-37 




Williams, M. H.-1917-19 
Williams, Tommie-1904 
Williams, Tommy-195:)-54 
Williamson , Jimmy-1972-7 
Willimon, Gene-1932-33 
Willis , Albert-1950 
*Willis, Don--193&-37-38 
Wilson, C. C.-1921-22-23-24 
Wilson, Jim- 1959 
Wilsop, Mac--1969-70-7! 
Wilson, Ralph-1944 




Wise, Frank- 1972-73-74 
*WiU,ers, George-1950-51-52 
*Witsell, F . L. (Fish)--1915-1&-17 (Capt.) 
Woods, Charlie-1936-37-38 (Capt.) 
\Voods, Footsie-1941-45 
*Woods, Smith-1903 
Woodruff, Foggy- 1928-29-30 
•Woodward , Henry-1932-33-34 
(Capt.) 
Woodward , H. M. Qake)--1909-10 
*Woodward , Jake-1900 
Wray, A. F . (Bull)--1921-22 
Wray, Jack- 1924-25 








Yarbrough , Al-1933-34-35 
Yauger, Ray-1968-69-70 (Capt.) 
z 
Zager, Emil-1958 
*Zeigler, F. M .-1920-21-22 
*Deceased 

Just one year ago, as a junior, Dennis Smith was pressed into a starting 
role at free safety when All-Atlantic Coast Conference performer Peanut 
Martin sustained a broken leg in the second game of the year, sidelining 
the latter for the remainder of campaign. But Smith, from Elba, Ala., 
answered the challenge with a command performance by intercepting a 
TEAM RECORDS - SEASON 
RUSHING 
Most Rushes: 698 (1956) 
Most Yards Rushing: 2800 (1950) 
Most TD'S Rushing: 35 (1950) 
FORWARD PASSING 
Most Passes Attempted: 302 (1970) 
Most Passes Completed: 145 (1970) 
Most Yards Passing: 1755 (1969) 
Most TD'S Passing: 14 (1950) 
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 24 (1969) 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
Most Total Plays: 796 (1973) 
Most Total Yards: 4211 (1950) 
PUNT RETURNS 
Ma.t Punts Returned: 5 3 (1945) 
Most Yards Returned: 700 (1948) 
Most TD's Punt Returns: 2 (1938, 1948, 1954, 1970) 
Most TD's By Blocked Punt: 3 (1940, 1948) 
56 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
Most Kickoff Returns: 57 (1970) 
Most Yards Returned: 1187 (1970) 
INTERCEPTION RETURNS 
Most Passes Intercepted: 25 (1951) 
Most Yards Returned: 361 (1951) 
Most TD's By Interceptions: 3 (1959) 
FIRST DOWNS 
Most First Downs: 204 (1973) 
Most First Downs Rushing: 147 (1974) 
Most First Downs Passing: 89 (1969) 
PENALTIES 
Most Penalties: 65 (1973) 
Most Yards Penalized: 605 (1973) 
FUMBLES 
Most Fumbles: 49 (1963) 
Most Fumbles Lost: 26 (1963) 
SCORING 
Most Points Scored: 344 (10 Games, 1950) 





, • .J ---
-t- -
team and ACC high six opponent passes. In the top left picture he holds the 
ball high after picking off an enemy aerial , and in the top right picture he is 
shown stepping in front of an intended Duke receiver to claim an intercep-
tion against the Blue Devils. 
Most Times Held Scoreless: 6 (1920-26-31) 
Most Field Goals: 11 (1971, 1972) 
DEFENSE 
Best Total Defense: 1533 (10 Games, 1939) 
Least Yards Rushing By Opponents: 904 (10 
Games, 1941) 
Least Yards Passing By Opponents: 449 (10 
Games, 1939) 
Most Points By Opponents: 311 (11 Games, 1970) 
Least Points By Opponents: 4 (7 Games, 1906) 
Most Times Held Opponents Scoreless: 7 (1928) 
OTHER 
Most Wins: 11 (1948) 
Most Ties: 3 ( 1906) 
Most Losses: 8 (1970) 
TEAM RECORDS - SINGLE GAME 
RUSHING 
Most Rushes: 7 6 vs. Sou th Carolina, 1940 
Most Yards Rushing: 516 vs. Presbyterian , 1945 
Most TD's Rushing: 11 vs. Presbyterian, 1945 
FORWARD PASSING 
Most Passes Attempted: 48 vs. North Carolina, 
1965 ; tied 48 vs. Florida State, 1970 
Fewest Passes Attempted: 0 vs. South Carolina 
1956 ' 
Most Passes Completed: 25 vs. Florida State, 1970 
Fewest Passes Completed; 0 vs. George Washington, 
1938; Presbyterian, 1942; South Carolina, 1943-
44-52-56; Fordham, 1952; VP!, 1956 
Most Yards Passing: 354 vs. Duke, 1963 
Fewest Yards Passing: - 1 vs. Maryland, 1956 
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 7 vs. South Carolina 
1945 
Most TD Passes: 4 vs. Auburn, 1947 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
Most Total Offense: 597 vs. Presbyterian, 1945 
PUNTING 
Most Punts: 17 vs. South Carolina, 1943 
PUNT RETURNS 
Most Punts Returned: 11 vs. George Washington, 
1941 
, 
:',lo t Yard Returned: 167 v~. Maryland, 1970 
KlCKO ff RET RN 
1\los t K icko(( Returns: l O v . Georgia Tech, 1944 
1\lo t Yards Returned: 198 vs. r·1or1da, 1952 
INTERCEPTIO S RETUR ED 
1ost Passe Intercepted: 6 vs. Sou 111 Carolina, 
1971 
1\lo,t Yards Returned: 14 3 on 4 Returns vs. 
1a.ryland. 1970 
FIRST DO\VNS 
!\-lost First Downs Rushing: 27 vs. Presby terian , 
1957 
Most first Downs Passing: 17 vs. Nortl1 Carolina, 
1965 
Most Total first Downs: 30 vs. Presby terian , 1957 
Fewest Total First Downs: l vs. South Carolina, 
1943 
PE ALTIES 
Most Penalties: 14 vs. Furman, 1964 
Most Yards Penalized: 180 vs. Furman, 1964 
F MBLES 
Most Fumbles: 14 vs. Presby terian, 195 3 
!\-lost Fumbles Lost 5 vs. Wake Forest, 1950 ; 
Boston College, 1953; Presby terian , 1953; Auburn, 
l 954; Maryland, 1957 ; Wake Forest, 1963 ; 
Maryland, 1974 
Most Opponent Fumbles Recovered: 6 vs. Duke , 1965 
SCORING 
Most Points Scored: 122 vs. Guilford, 1901 
Greatest Victory Margin: 122-0 vs. Guilford, 1901 
Greatest Defeat Margin: 7-74 vs. Alabama, 1931 
I DIVIDUAL RECORDS - RUSHING 
MOST RUSHES 
Game: 36, Jim Shirley vs. N. C. State , 1951 ; 36, 
Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1969 
Season: 230, Buddy Gore, 1967 
Career: 600, Buddy Gore, 1966-<i7-<i8 
MOT YARDS RUSHING 
Game: 234, Don King vs . Fordham, 1952 
eason: 1045, Buddy Gore, 1967 
Career: 2571, Buddy Gore, 1966-<i7-<i8 
BE TR HI G AVERAGE 
Ga.me: 30 .4, Ken Moore vs. The Citadel, 1954 (5 
for 152) 
ea on: 7 2, Billy Poe, 1945 (53 for380) 
Career: 3 }'Car, 5 .92, Jackie Calvert, 1948-49-50 
(194 tor 1149) 
4 }car, 5 .69. Ray tatthews, 1947-48-49-50 
!331 for 1886) 
l,O -..;G f R , FRO:',! CRJ 1i\1AGE 
90 , ard, Bue k George v, I urman, 1951. 90 yard , 
Bank \l c l:adden v • Prc,byterian. 1939 
f )R\\ ,\Rl) P \~~I "G 
~IC) IP\ ' l!. \TTI· \IPTC·.O 
C~ m 4 • To mm Kcndn k v . I lor1da talc. 1970 
s.-~ ,n · ~67 , 1 0 mm) Kcndn k , 1970 
( ,1rrer: c ai 644 . I o mmy Kendn k, 1969-70-71 
I , Do n J-::102 1952 -53-54-55 -
It was exactly l O years ago 
when quarterback Thomas Ray 
passed for 323 yards against 
North Carolina for a school rec-
ord in that department. 
Budd) Core brought a gre t 
deal of e~citement to the atur-
da) afternoon ~me, in Death 
\ alle) v.ith hi, na,h) runnin~. 
noti, e of n"' ~. ,0rc ,ttll 
hold, the ,chool record for mo,t 
)&rd, ru,hing; 1n a ,ea on ( 1 .045 
, rd ) and in Tig;care •r (2,57I 
,urd,). 
1\-10 T PA SES COl\1PLETED 
Ga.me: 25. Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida Sta te, 1970 
eason: 133, Tommy Kendrick, 1970 
Career: 3 year: 303, Tommy Kcndnck, 1969-70-71 
4 years: 134, Don King. 1952-5 3-54-55 
MOSTY RDS PASSING 
Game: 323, Thomas Ray vs. North Carolina , 1965 
Season: 1491, Jimmy Addison, 1966 
Career: 3 years: 3,893, Tommy Kendrick, 1969-70-7 l 
4 yea rs: 2,448, Bobby Gage, 1945-46-47-48 
MOST TOUCHDOWN PASSES 
Game: 4 , Bobby Gage, vs. Auburn, 1947 
Season: 11 , Bobby Gage, 1947 ; 11 , Harvey White , 
1957 
Career: 24, Bobby Gage, 1945-46-47-48 ; Tommy 
Kendrick, 1969-70-71 
LONGEST SCORING PASS 
97 yards, Mark Fellers to Craig Brantley 
vs. Virginia, 1974 
BEST PERCENT OF COMPLETIONS 
3 years: 51.4, Jimmy Addison, 1965-66-67 (202 
completions on 393 attempts) 
4 years: 44.2 , Bobby Gage, 1945-46-47-48 (123 
completions on 278 attempts) 
MOST PASSES HAD INTERCEPTED 
Game: 5, Don King vs. Auburn, 1953 
Season: 20, Tommy Kendrick, 1969 
Career: 3 years: Tommy Kendrick , 42 , 1969-70-71 
4 years: Don King , 37, 1952-53-54-55 
TOTAL Of'FENSE 
MOST OFFENSIVE PLAYS 
Game: 53, Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970 
Season: 370, Ken Pengitore, 1973 
Career: 798 , Tommy Kend rick, 1969-70-7 1 
MOST YARDS RUN AND PASS 
Game: 374, Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947 
Season: 1941 , Ken Pengi to re, 197 3 
Career: 3 years: 3464, Billy Hair , 1950-51-52 
4 years : 3757, Bobby Gage, 1945-46-47-48 
BEST AVERAGE, RU A D PAS , CAREER 
3 years: 5 .91, Jimmy Addison, 1965-66-67 (79 
rushes, 202 completions for 2788 yards) 
4 years: 6.32, Bobby Gage, 1945-46-47-48 (316 
rushes, 123 completions for 3757 yard\) 
10 T PA E C UGHT 
Game-: 11, Phil Roger\, v, 'orth Carolina, 1965 
ca on: 44, Charlie \ atcr,, 1969 
Career: 106, Phil Roger , 1965-66-67 
:'>10 I Y RD~ Ji I::0 
C,,1.tne-: 15 2 C' ra1g Brantley v,. V11gin1a, 1974 
e.i on: 7 38 , ( hctrlt~ 'h'atcr , l 969 
C.uccr: 15 76 , lcnn m1th, I 959-50-51 
.. 1o<;r10ll HD \~NP ~ f, l HT 
Came: 3, Dr tie r c; kin v uburn I 9~ 3 
C'a on: 7, c;1cnn Sm1tl1, 195 1 
~.-.r<"tr: 1 , (,l no Srnith , l 949 ,SO -S I 
57 
BEST CAREER AVERAGE PER RECEPTION 
17.8, Glenn Smith, 1949-50-51 (88 for 1576) 
INTERCEPTIONS 
MOST INTERCEPTIONS 
Game: 3, Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1965 
Season: 7 , Fred Knoebel, 1951 
Career: 15, Fred Knoebel, 1950-51-52 
MOST YARDS INTERCEPTIONS RETURNED 
Game: 100 (102 actuaJ) , Don Kelley vs. Duke, 1970 
Season: 156 , Don Kelley on 3 interceptions, 1970 
Career: 3 years: 178 , Don Kelley on 6 interceptions, 
1969-70-71 
Career: 4 years: 131 , Ray Matthews on 10 inter-
ceptions , 194 7-48-49-50 
LONGEST INTERCEPTION RETURN 
100 yards (102 actual) , Don Kelley vs. Duke , 1970 
PUNTING 
MOST PUNTS 
Game: 13 , Marion Butler vs. Wake Forest, 1942 
Season: 73, Marion Butler, 1942 ; Tony Anderso n, 1971 
Career: 186 , Tony Anderson , 1970-71-72 
BEST PUNTING AVERAGE 
Game: 48 .3 yard s Sammy Cain, 4 punts vs. Alabama , 
1967 
Season: 43 .5 yards, Banks McFadden , 65 punts, 1939 
Career: 42.0 yards, Banks McFadden , 111 punts, 
1937-38-39 
LONGEST PUNT 
81 yard s, Mitch Tyner vs. Texas A&M , 1973 
MOST YARDS PUNTED 
6839 , Tony Anderson, 1970-71-72 
MOST PUNTS BLOCKED 
2 , Wingo Avery vs. The Citadel, 1954 
58 
PUNT RETURNS 
MOST PUNT RETURNS 
Game: 10, Shad Bryant vs. Furman, 1939 
Season: 27, Shad Bryant, 1938 
Career: 88 , Marion Butler, 1941-42-43-45 
MOST YARDS PUNT RETURNS 
Game: 167 , Don Kelley on 4 returns vs. Maryland , 
1970 
Season: 487, Shad Bryant on 27 returns, 1938 
Career: 779 , Shad Bryant, 1937-38-39 
LONGEST PUNT RETURN 
100 yards (108 actual) , Richie Luzzi vs. Georgia, 
1968 
Banks McFadden was Clem-
son 's first bona fide All-
American, earning those hon-
ors in 1939. Named the nation's 
most versatile athlete for the 
1939-40 year, McFadden still 





Quarterback Ken Pengitore 
set a school record for most 
yards in one season with 1,941 
in 1973 on his way to earning 
All-ACC first team honor. 
Clemson's longest kickoff re-
turn came in 1959 when Bill 
Mathis recorded a 99-yard 
touchdown against Georgia 
Tech. Mathis went on star for 
the New York Jets in the profes-
sional ranks. 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
MOST KICKOFF RETURNS 
Game: 7 , John Shields vs. Alabama, 1969 
Season: 28, Bob Bosler , 1970 
Career: 3 years: 30, John Shields, 1968-69 
Career: 4 years: 21, Bobby Gage, 1945-46-47-48 
MOSTY ARDS KICKOFF RETURNED 
Game: 160 , John Shield s vs. Alabama , 1969 
Season: 568, Bob Bosle r, 1970 
Career: 3 years: 647, John Shields on 30 returns, 
1968-69 
Career: 4 years: 491 , Bobby Gage on 21 returns, 
1945-46-47-48 
LONGEST KICKOFF RETURN 
99 yards, Bili Ma tl1is vs. Georgia Tech , 1959 
SCORING 
MOST POINTS SCORED 
Game: 33, Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry, 1930 
Season: 92, Fred Co ne, 1950 
Career: 189, F red Co ne, 1948-49-50 
MOST TOUCHDOWNS 
Game: 5, Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry, 1930 
Season: 15 , Fred Co ne, 1950 
Career: 3 1, F red Cone, 1948-49-50 
MOST TOUCHDOWNS RUSHING 
Season: 14 , Fred Co ne, 1950 
Career: 30, Fred Co ne, 1948-49-50 
MOST TOUCHDOWNS RUN AND PASS 
Game: 5, Bobby Gage, vs. Auburn, 194 7 
Season: 15 , Bobb y Gage, 1947 
MOST TOUCHDOWN PLAYS INVOLVED IN 
39, Ray Matth ews (20 ru sh , 11 pass, 7 reception , 1 
punt return) , 1947-48-49-50 
LONGEST SCORING LATERAL 
65, yards, Don Willis to Shad Bryant vs. George 
Washington , 1938 
MOST POINTS AFTER TOUCHDOWNS MADE 
Game: 9 , Tommy Chandler vs. Presbyterian, 1949 
Season: 3 8, Jack Miller, 194 8 
Career: 70, Charley Radcliff, 1950-51-52 
MOST CONSECUTIVE EXTRA POINTS 
35 , Lon Armstrong, 1960 and 1961 
MOST FIELD GOALS 
Game: 3, Jimmy Barnette, vs. Maryland, 1969 
Season: 11 , Eddie Seigler, 1971, 1972 
Career: 30, Eddie Seigler, 1970-71-72 
LONGEST FIELD GOAL MADE 
52 yards, Eddie Seigler vs. South Carolina, 1971 
52 yards, Eddie Seigler vs. Maryland, 1972 
• 
Past Offensive Leaders 
CLEr.tSON'S PASSING LEADERS 




1959 - H 
1960- Lo 
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1964 - Davis, LHB 
1965 ~Hugh Mauldin , TB 
1966 - Buddy Gore, TB 
1967- Bliddy Gore, TB 
1968 - Buddy Gore, TB 
1969 - Ray Yauger, TB 
1970- Ray Yauger, TB 
1971 - Riclr. Gilluap, TB 
19'12 - Wade Rupei. FB 
1973 - Smiley Sanders1 TB 













CLEMSON'S SCORING LEADERS 
Year Name Poa. TD's 
19'7- Bob McCarley, FB 
l 9a8- 0. D. Padgett, WB 
1929-Goat McMillan, TB 
1930- Maxcy Welch, TB 
1931-J. M. Lambert, WB 
.--,,E. R. Patterson, E 
-Frod HDok, FB 
li32-H oodward, TB 
9~9eDe Willlmon, TB 
,,.,.Bill DiJllud, BB 
34- Hinson, TB 
35 er, FB 
6 lger, F 




n King , TB 
. If Hair, TB 
-Red Whitten, FB 
-Buck Geoap, WB 
1953-Dreher r-es!dn, LE 
1954-Jim Cola,,m, RHB 
19S5-Joe Pagtiei, RHB 


























































































































































































































Leaders By Classes 
Most Yards Rushing as a 
FRESHMAN 
Ken Callicutt 505 (I 973) Don King- 371 (I 952) 
Buck George--453 ( 1951) Bobby Gage- 214 ( I 945) 
• • • 
Most Yards Rushing as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Ken Callicutt - 809 ( I 974) 
Ray Yauger 760 (1968) 
Buddy Go re 750 (1966) 
Ray Mathews 646 ( 1948) 
Most Yards Rushing as a 
Fred Cone 635 ( 1948) 
Lawrence Gressett 590 ( 1951) 
Billy Hair - 573 ( 1950) 
Charlie Timmons 556 ( 1939) 
• • • 
JUNIOR 
Buddy Gore - ! 045 ( I 967) Billy Hair - 698 ( 195 I) 
Ray Yauger- 968 (1969) Fred Cone- 692 (1949) 
Joel Wells- 782(1955) Butch Butler- 616 (1942) 
Ray Mathews- 728 ( 1949) 
• * • 
Most Yards Rushing as a 
SENIOR 
Fred Cone- 845 ( 1950) 
Joel Wells- 803 (I 956) 
Buddy Gore - 776 ( I 968) 
Wade Hughes-76 I ( I 972) 
Jackie Calvert- 714 ( I 950) 
Ray Yauger- 711 ( 1970) 
* * * 
Most Yards Rushing in a 
CAREER 
Buddy Gore - 2,571 (I 966-67-68) 
Ray Yauger - 2,439 ( 1968-69-70) 
Fred Cone- 2,172 (I 948-49-50) 
Joel Wells- 1,937 (1954-55-56) 
Ray Mathews- 1,886 ( 194 7-48-49-50) 
Billy Hair - 1,579 (19So'.SI-52) 
* * * 
Most Yards Passing as a 
FRESHMAN 
Wells 
Don King- 317 ( I 952) Bobby Gage - 171 ( I 945) 
• * * 
Most Yards Passing as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Tommy Kendrick - 1,446 (I 969) 
Harvey White - 841 ( I 957) Don King- 706 ( 1953) 
Jim Parker- 736 ( 1961) Billy Hair - 644 ( 1950) 
• • * 
Most Yards Passing as a 
JUNIOR 
Jimmy Addison - 1,491 (1966) BobbyGage- 1,002(1947) 
Tommy Kendrick- 1,407 ( 1970) Ken Pengitore- 83 I ( I 972) 
Billy Hair - 1,004(1951) Joe Anderson- 531 (1961) 
• * • 
Most Yards Passing as a 
SENIOR 
KenPeng,tore 1,370( 1973) J1mmyAdd1 ,011 9 7 4(1967) 
Tommy Kendrick 1,040 ( 1971) Bobby Gage 887 ( 1948) 
Thomas Ray 1,0 19 {1965) L. Shingler 790 (1960) 
Billy Ammons 1,006 ( I 968) Mark Fellers 783 ( I 974) 
• • 
Most Yards Passing in a 
CAREER 
Four Years 
Bobby Gage 2,448 ( 1946-4 7-48-49) 
Don K,ng- 2,077 ( 1952-53-54-55) 
Three Years 
Tommy Kendrick 3,893 {1969-70-71) 
Junmy Addison 2,616 {1965-66-67) 
Ken Peng1tore 2,412 ( I 971-72-73) 
Harvey White 2,103 {1957-58-59) 
Jun Parker 1,895 (1961-62-63) 
Billy Hair 1,885 {1950-51-52) 




Lowndes Shingler- 1,517 ( 1958-59-60) 
Joe Anderson- 1,126 (1960-61-62) 
Billy Ammons- I , I IO ( I 966-67-68) 
• • * 
Best Total Offense as a 
FRESHMAN 
' Shingler 
Don King- 688 (1952) 
Ken Callicutt- SOS (1973) 
Buck George--463 (1951) 
Bobby Gage- 385 (1945) 
• * • 
Best Total Offense as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Tommy Kendrick- 1,335 ( 1969) 
Billy Hair- 1,217 (1950) Jim Parker-975 (1961) 
Harvey White - 1,038 (1957) Don King- 949 (1953) 
.. * * 
Best Total Offense as a 
JUNIOR 
Billy Hair - 1,702 (1951) 
Bobby Gage - 1,504 (1947) 
Jimmy Addison- 1,489 (1966) 
Ray Mathews- 1,215 (1949) 
• * * 
Best Total Offense as a 
SENIOR 
Ken Pe11gitorc 1.9-+ I ( 197 3) 
J.ickic('alvcrt 1. 7 71 (1950) 
B,,bby Gage 1.230 ( 19-+8) 
M.irk r·cllcrs 1. 11 7 ( 1974) 
Tho,n.is l{" y 1. 165 ( 1965) 
Lown de, Shingler 1.064 ( I 960) 
13.ink, McFadden 1.026 ( 1939) 
J in1 1ny Addi S\lll 1.009 ( 1'!67) 
Best Total Offense in a 




Bobby Gage- 3,757 (1,309 Rush, 2,448 Pass) (1945-46-47-48) 
Ray Mathews-2,793 (1,886 Rush, 907 Pass) (1947-48-49-50) 
Don King--2,761 (684 Rush, 2,077 Pass) (1952-53-54-55) 
Three Years 
Billy Hair- 3,464 (I ,5 79 Rush, 1,885 Pass) (1950-51-52) 
Tommy Kendrick-3,409 (484 Rush, 3,893 Pass) (1969-70-71) 
Ken Pengitore- 3,310 (898 Rush, 2,412 Pass) (1971-72-73) 
Jimmy Addison -2,788 (172 Rush, 2,616 Pass) (1965-66-67) 
Harvey White - 2,592 (489 Rush, 2,103 Pass) (1957-58-59) 
Buddy Gore - 2,571 (2,571 Rush, 0 Pass) (1966-67-68) 
Ray Yauger- 2,489 (2,439 Rush , SO Pass) (I 968-69-70) 
Jim Parker- 2,413 (518 Rush , 1,895 Pass) (I 961-62-63) 
Fred Cone- 2,183 (2,172 Rush , 11 Pass) ( I 948-49-50) 
Lowndes Shingler- 2 ,073 ( 5 56 Rush, 1,5 I 7 Pass) ( 1958-59-60) 
Joel Wells-2,052 (1,937 Rush , 115 Pass) (1954-55-56) 
Jackie Calvert- 2,034 (I ,149 Rush , 885 Pass) (1948-49-50) 
* * * 
Most Passes Caught as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Phil Rogers- 36 (I 965) Jack Anderson - 22 (1968) 
Glenn Smith - 25 ( 1949) Bennie Cunningham- 22 (1973) 
John McMakin - 24 (I 969) 
Most Passes Caught as a 
Phil Rogers - 42 ( I 966) 
John McMakin--40 (1970) 
Most Passes Caught as a 
• * • 
JUNIOR 
Wayne Bell - 25 (1965) 
Edgar McGee- 25 (I 966) 
• • • 
SENIOR 
Charlie Waters-44 {1969) Phil Rogers- 28 (I 967) 
Glenn Smith - 39 ( I 95 I) Brad O'Neal - 27 ( 1970) 
John l-icMakin - 29 (I 97 I) Wayne BeU - 23 (1966) 





Most Passes Caught in a 
CAREER 
Phil Rogers- I 06 ( 1965-66-67) 
John McMakin -93 (1969-70-71) 
Glenn Smith - 88 ( 1949-50-51) 
Charlie Waters- 68 (I 967-68-69) 
• * • 
Most Yards Receiving as a 
-, 
SOPHOMORE Rogers 
Phil Rogers- 466 ( 1965) Ray Mathews- 379 (1948) 
Glenn Smith-446 (1949) Jack Anderson- 344 (1968) 
• * * 
Most Yards Receiving as a 
JUNIOR 
Phil Rogers- 574 ( 1966) 
John McMakin- 532 (! 970) 
Glenn Smith - 498 (! 950) 
Charlie Waters- 411 (1968) 
Bennie Cunningham- 391 ( 1974) 
Wayne Bell 377 ( 1965) 
* * * 
Most Yards Receiving as a 
SENIOR 
Charlie Waters- 738 ( I 969) Phil Rogers- 429 ( I 967) 
Glenn Smith- 632 (1951) Dreher Gaskin- 426 ( I 953) 
Don Kelley - SOS (1971) John McMakin-421 (1971) 
• * * 
Most Yards Receiving in a 
CAREER 
Glenn Smith - 1,576 ( 1949-50-51) 
Phil Rogers- 1,469 (1965-66-67) 
John McMakin - 1 ,255 ( 1969-70-71) 
Charlie Waters- ] , 166 ( I 967-68-69) 
Wayne Bell - 883 ( I 964-65-66) 
Joe Blalock- 773 ( 1939-40-41) 
Bennie Cunningham - 732 (1973-74) 
* * * 
Leading Scorers as a 
FRESHMAN 
Smith 
Ray Mathews- 18 (1947) Don King- 18 (1952) 
* * * 
Leading Scorers as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Ray Mathews- 78 ( I 948) Bill McG uirt - 54 ( I 960) 
* * * 
Leading Scorers as a 
JUNIOR 
Ray Yauger - 68 ( 1969) 
Maxcy Welch - 64 ( l 930) 
Fred Cone- 55 (1949) 
Goat McMillan - 54 (I 929) 
Jim Reynolds- 48 ( 194 7) 
Jacky Jackson - 48 (I 966) 
* * * 
Leading Scorers as a 
SENIOR 
Fred Cone- 92 (1950) 
Charlie Timmons- 77 ( I 94 l) · 
Bill Mathis- 70 ( I 959) 
Mark F ellers- 54 ( l 974) 
Mac Folger- 48 ( I 936) 
Joel Wells- 48 (1956) 
Smiley Sanders - 60 ( I 973) Ron Scrudato- 48 ( I 96 1) 
* * * 
Leading Scorers In 
CAREER 
Four Years 
Ray Mathews- I 68 ( I 94 7-48-49-50) 
Bobby Gage- 67 (I 945-46-47-48) 
Three Years 
Fred Cone- I 89 ( 1948-49-50) 
Ray Yauger - 140 (1968-69-70) 
Eddie Seigler- 134 (1970-71-72) l 
Bill Mathis- 126 (1957-58-59) 1 
Ray Yauger - 110 (1968-69-70) 
* * * 
Most Touchdowns Responsibility as a 
FRESHMAN 
Yauger 
Don King- 5 (1952) Buck George - 3 (1951) 
Ray Mathews- 3 (1947) 
* * * 
Most Touchdowns Responsibility as a 
SOPHOMORE 
Ray Mathews- IS (1948) Harvey White- 12 (1957) 
Billy Hair - I 3 ( I 950) Tommy Kendrick- IO ( I 969) 
* * * 
Most Touchdowns Responsibility as a 
JUNIOR 
Bobby Gage - I 7 (1948) 
Billy Hair - 14 (1951) 
Ray Mathews- I 3 ( I 948) 
Ray Yauger - I 2 (1969) 
• * * 
Most Touchdowns Responsibility as a 
SENIOR 
Mark Fellers- 19 ( I 974) 
Fred Cone- 15 ( I 950) 
Ken Pengitore- 14 ( I 973) 
* * * 
Most Touchdowns Responsibility in a 
CAREER 
Four Years 
Ray Mathews- 39 ( I 947-48-49-50) 
Bobby Gage - 35 ( I 945-46-47-48) 
Don King- 24 ( 19 52-53-54-55) 
Three Years 
Fred Cone- 31 (I 948-49-50) 
Billy Hair - 31 (1950-51-52) 
Harvey White - 25 (1957-58-59) 
Ray Yauger- 24 (! 968-69-70) 





1c- ,., ~ 
King 
Clemson's 1000-Yard Club • • • 
(Players gaining 1,000 yards or better in total offense for a 
season) 
Player & Position 
Ken Pengitore, QB 
Billy Hair, TB 
Bobby Gage, TB 
Jimmy Addison, QB 
Tommy Kendrick, QB 
Jackie Calvert, TB 
Bobby Gage, TB 
Mark Fellers, QB 
Billy Hair, TB 
Ray Mathews, WB 
Thomas Ray, QB 
Tommy Kendrick, QB 
Butch Butler, TB 
Lowndes Shingler, QB 
Buddy Gore, TB 
Ken Pengitore, QB 
Harvey White, QB 
Banks McFadden, TB 

































































Post Season Honors 
(We ha" mad an ffort to tabulate a Ii t of Clem on 
ath l tes \vho ha" e mad All-Am rican, All- ou them Con-
t r 11c , II - ot1th, All- outh tlantic, All-Atlantic Coast 
onfi,renc,, a11d any oth r honor of sectional or national 
importanc . In ot1r re earch th first mention of an all-state 
team \vas in 1911 and the initial All- ou thern Conference 
m ntion was mad in 1902. Any additions or corrections to 
the b low-list cl names will be appreciated. All listings are 
first team unle s otherwise designated.) 
ALL-AMERICAN 
l 939 Banks Mcf·adden, back (consensus) 
l 94 0 J oc Blalock, end 
1941 Joe Blalock, end 
1945 Ralph Jenluns, cen ter (2nd) 
1948 Bobby Gage, safety 
1950 Jackie Calvert, safety 
1952 Tom Barton, guard (2nd) 
1955 Joel \Veil , back (3rd) 
1959 Lou Cord1leone, tackle 
1966 - Wayne Mass, offensive tackle 
1967 Harry Olszewski, offensive guard (consensus) 
1970 Dave Thompson, offensive guard 
1974 Bennie Cunningham, tight end (consensus) 
NATIONAL HALL OF FAME 
Banks McFadden - 1959 
HELMS FOUNDATION HALL OF FAME 
Banks McFadden - 1969 
SILVER ANNIVERSARY ALL- AMERICAN 
(Picked by Sports I llu st ra ted , 19 5 7) 
Buck Pnester, Class of 1932 
NATION' MOST VERSATILE ATHLETE 
Banks McFadden, football, ba ketball, track, 1939-40 
WEDE EL.SON SPORTSMANSIIlP AWARD 
195 3 Don King, football 
ACC PLAYER-OF-THE-YEAR 
1967- Buddy Gore, Tailback 
TEAGUE AWARD 
1940 Bank!. McI·addcn 1950- Fred Cone 
l\1cKELVIN A\YARD 
(Athlete of the Year) 
1947-48 - l· rank Gillc\pie 
LL-A1,1ERICAN CHOLA TIC 
1956 harl1e Busey, ba k (3rd) 
1957 11arve \\ 'h1te. back, (2nd) 
I 959 Lou ordilcnc, tackle 
1971 Don Kelle)' , end (2nd) 
1971 - Bcn Andcr,on, dcfen,1vc back (2nd) 
LL- 1 LA TIC CO 
1954 - Bill)· O'Dell. ba k 
1955 - ( harlu: Bu,,ey, back 
1956 - harlic Bu,,e), back 
1957 - l1arl1e llornc, bai:k 
1957 - llane, \\'hite, ba,k 
• 
1958 - D u •Cline.balk 
I 58- ilanc,· \\'hitc, t,ack 
• 
195H - J1m Padi:ett. 1 
1959 - Lou ( ordill.'one. 1 
1960- I 0,1 ndl.', • l1in •I, r, 8 
1961 Tomn1) King. I· 
196:! - 0 l ' :it 'flior l3nd. I· 
1963 - Jim P rkcr , ()13 
196 .l - fr > ( l11l tlc r , c; 
1964 J1n1n1, Hell , (.lll 
• 
1964 R1 ' h rdlo pcr, l, 
196 I r nl- f)c-ar , PK 
i 96ti - l·d r ,1 c; • L 
I bh \\' n \\ , l) T 
T CHOLA TIC 
1966 - Jimmy Addison, QB 
1966 - l·lo)d Roger. , OT 
1967- Jimm) Add 1. on, QB 
1969 - Don Kelley, DB 
1969- Rick \tcdl1n, I· B 
1969- Jim ur 3,~c. 0 · 
1970 Ben nder,on. DB 
1970 - D n Kelle)·, DB 
1970 ~Jim ur ":lt!C, LB 
1971 - 8.:n .\nder n. DB 
1971 - Bobb)' John,on, DB 
I 7 1- Don Kc lie) , 0 r: 
197:! - Bcn ,\ndc on , DB 
197 2 Karl ,\ndn• , T[· 
I 97 2 l1obb John on , 1)8 
197 3-,\rt Bn lhcr , 
197 - J,fl 't , l)l . 
197 - !,;'. rl ,\ndrc 11 
I 74 \l ar I l obb, C 
l 74 \I r I II ()11 
EARL H. BLAIK FELLOWSIIlP 
1964-Jirnmy Bell , QB 
MEDICAL AWARDS FOUNDATION AWARD 
1964-J irnmy Bell , QB 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AWARD 
(Note: Recipient shall be chosen in recognition of his influence for 
good, his excellence in maintaining high ideals_ of living, his spiritual 
qualities, and his generous and disinterested service to others.) 
1970- Jirn Sursavage, LB 
NCAA POST-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP 
1964- Jimmy Bell , QB 
1967 - Jirnmy Addison, QB 
1972- Ben Anderson, DB 
ROBERT A. BOWEN POST-GRADUATE 
SCHOLARSHlP 
1970- Jirn Sursavage, LB 
JIM WEAVER POST-GRADUATE SCHOLARSIIlP 
1972- Ben Anderson 
ALL-SOUTH ATLANTIC 
1930- Red Fordham, C 1935 - Clarence Inabinet, G 
1930- Bob Jones, E 1936 - Mac Folger, B 
1934- Randy Hinson, B 
ALL-SOUTH 
1937 - Charlie Woods, C 1939- Banks McFadden, B 
1937 - Don Willis, B 1948-Bobby Gage, B 
1938- Gus Goins, E 1950- Windy Wyndham, LB 
1938- Don Willis, B 1950- Bob Patton, T 
1939- George Fritts, T 1952-Tom Barton, G 
JACOBS BLOCKING TROPHY (ACC) 
1959- Doug Cline, FB 1967- Harry Olszewski, OG 
1966- Wayne Mass, OT 
JACOBS BLOCKING TROPHY (State) 
1928- 0.D. Padgett, BB 1957- Bill Thomas, C 
1930- Grady Salley , WB 1959 - Doug Cline, FB 
1937 - Don J. Willis, FB 1964- Billy Ward, HB 
1938- Don J. Willis, FB 1965 - Bo Ruffner, FB 
1942- Marion Craig, BB 1966- Wayne Mass, OT 
1944- Alton Cumbie, BB 1967- Harry Olszewski, 0G 
1945- Alton Cumbie, BB 1968- Joe Lhotsky, OT 
1948- Robert Martin , BB 1970- Dave Thompson, 0G 
1950- Dick Hendley , BB 1973 - Ken Peeples, OG 
1955- Dick Marazza , T 1974- Ken Peeples, OT 
ALL-SOUTHERN 
1902- Hope Sadler, E 
1902- John Maxwell , QB 
1903 - Vet Sitton, E 
1903- 0.L. Derrick, G 
1903 - John Maxwell, QB 
1903- Jock Hanvey, FB 
1904 - 0.L. Derrick, T 
1905 - 0.L. Derrick, T 
1905 - Fntz rurt1ck, HB 
1913- \V.A. Schilletter, T 
1917 \1 uttGee,C 
1919 L. 1. L1gh tse, . G 
1919 R.C. Pott . G 
1919 - Stump) Banks,B 
1920- L.'1. Light-.c). G 
1922· L.1'I. L1ghtse}, T 
19:! O.K. Pre ,te;. C 
1929 - oat \1~~1111:in, TB 
1935- Tom Bro\\n , T 
1935 - larcn e lnab1nt:I, G 
19 3 7- hart 1, \\'ood . 
1937 - Bob Baile,. B 
19 3 - u Goin . L 
19 3 - n \\'1111 , B 
1939- Joe Blalock , E 
1939-George Fritts, T 
1939- Banks McFadden , B 
1939-Shad Bryant , B 
1940- Joe Blalock , E 
1940-George Fritts, T 
1940- Charlie Timmons, B 
1941 - Joe Blalock, E 
1941 - George Fritts, T 
1941-Charlie Timmons, B 
1942-Chip Clark, E 
1944-Ralph Jenkjns, C 
1945 - Ralph Jenkin ,C 
1945 - Bob Turner, T 
1948- rrank Gille pie, G 
1948- Bobby Gage, B 
1949- rred Cone, B 
1949 - Ra) lathe\\· . B 
1950- Glcnn Smith, 
1950- ·red Cone. B 
1951 - Glenn Smith, 
1951 - Bill> Hrur. B 
1951- B1U>· Hau, B 
. A 
1953-Dr er Gaskin, E 
1954-Cl e White, T 
1954-Scott Jackson, t;:, 
.....,1955-Joel Wells, B 
·· 1956 - John.,Gidijan, G 
· 1956 - Charlie l3ussey, B 
· · 1956 - Joel Wells, B 
1957 - John ··an, G 
1957 - _te, B 
1958- asneri,:e-nd 




ary Barne~, E t , 
• oug Cline, f'B ,. x-: · 0,, 
1959-Lou Cordileone,Jf ·· ,. 
1959 - Bill Mathis, HB i( 
1959 - Harold .Ison, T 
1959 -. cr,C . 
· .. 1960-LQwnpe& Shingler, QB 
• 
·\: . . ' 
''. i~~,fpJ~~~i1~'.nf' E 
' 
' . ' 
1963 - Ted Bunton, C 
1963 - BiJiy, Wcaver, G 
1963 - ~t C(~in, Fl3 
1965 - Bu ' . ur age,TIE . ''. . 
11}65-,b:>hn , Bo · tte, OT 
19 5.-:'Bill, · , . ~ 
1 ' . ~ Hqg · Mau din;;f'B 
I . 6 - }immy Addison, QB .• , 
' ·c •, ' 
196 ea. Mass, 0 . 
' 
EMSON'S PROS OF 1975 
gan-New York Jets cent~r (7th~Year) 
-Dallas Cowb . : 1defensiveback (6th Year) 
pson · New Orl . · :s Saints center (5th Year) 
er-•G:i;een, Bay Packers' linebacker (4th Year) 
... , 1;:Makin---'-Pittsb gh St ', , tjght end (4th Year) 
· ~t Reeves,-Prula phia · -, · es ~f ensive back (2nd , . 
Year) 
' 
Jay Washington Wh)nipeg :Plue Bom running back 
(2nd Year) 





. . ~" 
Year) . 
Ken Peeples WinnipegBl 
Ye~r) • 
' . "-· . 
·'-,,emson 24 







































































































































































































































































Against All Competition ... Through The Years ... 
Clem. Opp. 
Opponent Played Won Lost Tied Pts. Opp. Vear w L T Pts . Pts. Captain Coach 
1896 2 I 0 36 I R R.G. Ham ilton W.M. Riggs 
Alabama 13 3 10 0 122 300 189 7 2 2 0 28 58 W.T. Brock W.M. Williams 
l 0 1 0 6 21 1898 3 I 0 1 I 0 
20 A. B. Shealy J.A. Pen ton Army 189 9 4 2 0 109 40 J . W. Walker W .M. Riggs 
Auburn. 4 11 31 2 356 867 1900 6 0 0 222 10 J.N. Walker Jo hn W. Heisman 
1901 3 1 I 190 38 Claude Do uthit John W. Hei 'lman 
Bingham 1 1 0 0 55 0 190 2 6 I 0 15 2 22 Hope Sadler John W. Heisman 
Boston College 12 7 4 1 245 188 1903 4 I 1 167 22 Hope Sadler John W. Heisman 1904 3 3 I 50 45 Joe B. llolland A. 8 . Shealy 
Camp Gordon 4 4 0 0 72 0 1905 3 2 1 8 I 63 0.L. Dcrnck E. B. Coc hems 
1906 4 0 3 38 4 r ntz I urti ck Bob Williams Camp Hancock 1 0 1 0 13 66 1907 4 4 0 67 45 J . M. ~1 ,Lau rin f ran k Shaughnc..:sy 
Camp Sevier 1 1 0 0 65 0 1908 I 6 0 26 102 St ricker Co ll~, J .N. Stone 
1909 6 3 0 93 43 C.M. Robbs Bob Williams Centre 3 0 3 0 7 63 19 10 4 3 1 106 54 W.fl. llankel I rank Dob,o n 
Charlotte ''Y'' 1 I 0 0 10 0 19 1 J 3 5 0 7 I l I 0 Paul 81s~cll I rank Dob,on I 9 I 2 4 4 0 179 126 W.B. Bn tt r:rank Dobson 
Citadel 31 25 5 1 524 118 19 13 4 4 0 I I 2 98 A.P. Gandy Bob Wilhams 
Col. of Pacific 1 0 1 0 7 21 1914 5 3 I 167 123 IV.A. Schilletter Bob Williams 19 15 2 4 2 I 18 48 IV.K. McGi ll Bob Will iams 
Colorado l 0 1 0 21 27 191 6 3 6 0 8 1 146 S.S. Majo r \Vay ne Il a.rt 
Cumberland 1 0 0 1 11 11 19 17 6 2 0 183 64 I .L. W11,cll I .A. Do nah ue 191 8 5 ' 0 199 10 I Stump) Banks I· .A. Don ah ue -Davidson 20 l 1 5 4 239 125 191 9 6 ' ' 15 I 55 Sturnp) Banks I .A. Do nahue - -
Duke 19 9 10 0 228 289 
1920 4 6 1 99 I 4 7 Boo Arm, t rong I .A. Donahue 
192 1 I 6 2 55 187 J.11. Spearman l· .J . "Dol·" S tewart 
Duquesne 4 4 0 0 162 53 19 22 5 4 0 170 109 1 .II. r manucl I .J. ·• Dol'" Stewart 
1923 s 1 1 9 I 65 Butch llolohan Bud Saunde r\ 
Elon 1 1 0 0 60 0 1924 2 6 0 RO 96 Charlie Rob1n,;;on Bud Saunder, 
Erskine 8 7 1 0 242 19 1925 I 7 0 1 8 160 G.I . I 1nklca Bud Saunders 1926 2 7 0 20 169 B.C. ll arvcy Cu l Ri..hard" 
Florida 13 3 9 1 161 313 Bud Saunder-. 
Florida State l 0 1 0 13 38 Bob \Vi lliam, 1927 s 3 I 74 84 Bud r· , kcw Josh Cody 
Fordham 1 0 0 l 12 12 19 28 8 3 0 I 92 77 0 .K. Prc ... , ley Jo,h Cody 
Furman 47 33 10 4 1068 375 
19 29 8 3 0 236 I I 0 O.D. Padgett Josh Cody 
1930 8 2 0 239 82 Johnnll' Ju, tu, Josh Cody 
Geo. Washington 5 3 1 1 59 13 193 1 I 6 ' 19 164 1\ .D. f" o rdhan1 J1.''-' Ne1,.' ly -. 1932 3 5 1 89 1 I I Bob M11lcr J'-''i.' Ne(' Jy Georgia 43 l 1 29 3 441 756 1933 3 6 2 50 98 John He1ncn1ann Jess N('eJy 
Georgia Pre-Flight 1 0 l 0 6 32 1934 5 4 0 89 ij5 Henry Wood'wa.rd Jc,, Nel'IY 1935 6 3 0 14 7 g9 Henry Shore J1.·,, Ne1.' IY 
Georgia Tech 44 10 33 l 472 925 1936 5 5 0 98 95 Ne t Berr~ Je, s Ne~ ly 
Guilford 1 l 0 0 122 0 1937 4 4 I 128 64 H.D. L1.''w 1, Je,;:.., Ncl..' ly 1938 7 I 1 145 56 C'har l 1c \Vood, Jl'"' Nee ly 
Howard 3 3 0 0 98 0 1939 9 I 0 165 45 Jo,: P J.}' ne Jc-...s Neely 
Jacksonville NAS 1 0 1 0 6 24 
1940 6 2 I I 81 73 Red Sharpe 1 rank Ho \.l. a rd 
1941 7 l 0 233 90 Wade Padgett I ran k Ho'.l.·ard 
Kentucky 7 1 6 0 56 117 194 2 3 6 I 100 138 Cha,l1c Wnght f" ra nk Howard 194 3 2 6 0 94 185 Ralph J e nk in, !' ran k How:i rd 
Louisiana State l 0 1 0 0 7 1944 4 5 0 165 179 Ra lph Jenkin, I rank Ho,\.'ard 
Maryland 23 10 12 1 314 375 194 5 6 3 I 2 1 I 73 Ralph Jenk in,;;; I· rank Ho,vard 194 6 4 5 0 14 7 174 Ch ip Clark Fran k Ho,vard 
Maryville 1 l 0 0 35 0 194 7 4 5 0 206 146 Cary Co, Fran k Ho,vard 
Mercer 7 4 3 0 125 49 
1948 1 I 0 0 274 76 Bob ~1Jrtin !· rank Ho,vard 
Phll Pn nc'° 
Miami (Fla.) 5 1 4 0 28 95 1949 4 4 ' 232 2 16 G~nc Moore 1 rank Hov.,ard 195 0 9 0 I 344 76 1:rcd Co ne t·rank Howard Mississippi 2 0 2 0 7 39 195 1 7 3 0 196 97 Bob Patt on f ra nk ~loward 
Mississippi State 2 l 0 l 28 14 1952 2 6 I 11 2 157 George Rodger, Fran k ~loward 1953 3 5 1 139 17 2 Dreher Gaskin:- f rank Howa rd 
Missouri 2 2 0 0 58 23 Nathan Grc,.'tC tt 1.' 
Navy 1 1 0 0 15 7 
1954 5 5 0 193 12 I Clyde \Vhite r rank Howard 
Buck Geo rge 
Newberry 6 6 0 0 288 7 Scott Ja1.·k"-OO 
North Carolina 23 13 10 0 392 392 Mark Kane 1955 7 3 0 206 144 Don King Frank Ho ..,·ard 
N. C. State 43 28 14 l 556 371 1956 7 2 2 167 10 I Charl ie Bussey Frank Howard 1957 7 3 0 2 16 78 John Grdijan frank Howa rd Oglethorpe 1 0 1 0 0 12 Leon Kaltenbach 
Oklahoma 2 0 2 0 17 83 195 8 8 3 0 16 9 138 Bill Thomas Frank Howard 1959 9 2 0 285 103 Poul Snyder Frank Howard Pensacola NAS 1 l 0 0 7 6 Harvey Whi tc 
Port Royal 1 1 0 0 19 0 1960 6 4 0 197 I 25 Lo'A•nde, Shingler !' rank Howard Dave Lynn 
Presbyterian 39 32 3 4 1136 139 1961 5 5 0 199 126 Ron Andree Frank Howard 
Rice 6 3 3 0 83 104 Calvin West 1962 6 4 0 168 130 Dave Hynes Frank Howard 
Riverside 1 1 0 0 26 0 1963 5 4 1 18 1 140 Tracy Childers Frank Ho,vard 
Sewanee 1 0 1 0 5 
1964 3 7 0 105 135 Ted Bunton Frank Howard 11 Jo hnny Boyette 
Sou th Carolina 72 41 28 3 1176 763 1965 5 5 0 11 7 137 Bill Hecht Flank Howard 
Southern Cal l 0 I 0 0 30 1966 6 4 0 
Floyd Rogers 
174 177 Mike Facciolo Frank Howard 
Southwestern 2 1 0 1 33 18 1967 6 4 () 166 128 Jimm y Addison Frank Howard Frank Liberatore 
Tennessee 17 5 10 2 108 334 1968 4 5 1 184 179 Billy Ammons Frank Howard 
TexasA&M 2 0 2 0 15 54 Ronnie Ducworth Jimmy Catoe 
Texas Christian 3 2 1 0 36 21 1969 4 6 0 178 250 Charlie Tolley Frank Howard 
Tulane 8 3 5 0 120 153 1970 3 8 !van Southerland 0 164 31 3 B.B. Elvington Hootie Ingram 
Vanderbilt 4 1 3 0 32 111 Jim Sursavage 
Villanova 1 0 l 0 7 14 1971 5 6 0 
Ray Ya.uger 
155 202 Larry Hefner Hoo tie 1 ngram 
Virginia 16 16 0 0 436 194 1972 John McMak:in 4 7 0 )43 245 Wade Hughes H1>otie Ingram 
Virginia Military 12 5 5 2 194 123 Buddy King 
Virginia Tech 15 8 6 1 194 170 19?3 Frank Wirth s 6 0 23 l 263 Mik e Buckner Red Parker 
Wake Forest 40 29 10 1 786 459 1974 7 4 Ken Pongitore 
Wofford 11 8 3 0 184 53 
0 246 250 Willie Anderson Red Parker 
Mark Fellers 
TOTALS 706 374 295 37 11419 8904 Jin, Ness 
Ken Peeples 
64 
Clemson Milestones ... 
Si11ce 1896, when Clemson's first football team took the 
field , the Tige1·s have won 374 games, lost 295 and tied 37. 
Listed below are the miles tone games: 
Victory No . 1-Defeated Furma11, 14-6, in 1896 
Defeat No . 1 Lost to South Carolina, 12-6, in 1896 
Victory No. 25>--Defeated AL1bL1rn, 16-0, in 1902 
Defeat No. 25 Lost to V.P.l., 6-0, in 1909 
Victory No. 50......._Defeated The Citadel, 17-0, in 1909 
D efeat No. 50 Lost to Geo1·gia, 13-0, in 1915 
Victory No. 75,-Defeated SoL1tl1 Carolina, 27-0, i11 1916 
Defeat No. 75 Lost to Centre, 21-0, in 1922 
Victory No. 100......._Defeated SoL1th Carolina, 3-0, in 1922 
Defeat No. 100-Lost to FL11·man, 30-0, in 1926 
Victory No. 125>-- D efeated V.M.l., 12-0, in 1928 
D efeat No. 125,--Lost to Ole Miss , 13-0, in 1933 
Victory No. 150.__Defeated Presbyterian , 6-0, i11 1934 
Defeat No. 150 Lost to AL1bur11, 28-7, in 1941 
Victory No. 175>--Defeated Kentucky, 14-0, in 1938 
Defeat No. 175>--Lost to TL1lane, 54-13, in 1946 
Victory No. 200~Defeated SoL1tl1 Ca1·olina, 18-6, i11 1942 
Defeat No. 200......._Lost to V.P.I., 18-7, in 1954 
Victory No. 225 D efeated SoL1th Carolina, 13-7, in 1948 
Def eat No. 225 Lost to SoL1th Carolina, 21-14, in 1961 
Victory No. 250 D efeated Boston College, 21-2, in 1951 
Defeat No . 250 Lost to Geo1·gia, 24-17, in 1967 
Victo1·y No. 275 D efeated Virginia, 7-0, in 1956 
Defeat No. 275 Lost to Georgia Tecl1 , 14-24, in 1971 
Victory No. 300 Defeated Texas Christian, 23-7 , in 1959 
Bluebonnet Bowl game 
Victory No. 325 Defeated Virginia, 29-7, in 1964 
Victory No. 350 Defeated Maryland, 40-0, in 1969 
• 
The Last Time ... 
A punt was returned for a touchdown: 
Clemson-85 Yards-Don Kelley vs. Maryland, Oct. 31 , 
1970, at College Park, Md. (Clemson 24, Maryland 11). 
Opponents-169 Yards-Phil Lamm of North Carolina, 
Nov . 4, 1972, at Clemson (Clemson 10, North Carolina 26). 
A kickoff was returned for a touchdown: 
Clemson,-98 Yards-Hal Davis vs. Georgia, Oct. 13, 
1962, at Clemson (Clemson 10, Georgia 24). 
Opponents-96 Yards-Gene Washington of' Georgia, 
Sept. 22 , 1973, at Athens (Clemson 14, Georgia 31). 
An interception was returned for a touchdown: 
Clemson-31 Yards-Dennis Smith vs. South Carolina, 
Nov. 23 , 1974, at Clemson (Clemson 39, South Carolina 21). 
Opponents 49 Yards-Gary Faulkner of Georgia Tech, 
Oct. 7, 1972, at Atlanta, Ga. (Clemson 9, Georgia Tech 31). 
A punt was blocked: 
Clemson-} oe Blackwell vs. North Carolina, Nov. 7, 
1964, at Clemson (Clemson 0, North Carolina 29). 
Opponents-Danny Rhino of Georgia Tech, Sept. 28, 
1974, at Clemson (Clemson 21 , Georgia Tech 17). 
A punt was blocked for a touchdown: 
Clemson,-Joe Blackwell vs. Wake Forest, Oct. 17, 1964, 
at Winston-Salem, N. C. Blackwell blocked quick kick at 
Wake Forest eight-yard line, Butch Robbins fell on ball in 
end zone (Clemson 21 , Wake Forest 2). 
Opponents-Bill Brafford of North Carolina, Nov. 6, 
1971 , at Chapel Hill , N. C., blocked a punt at the Clemson 
15-yard line and carried it in for a score (Clemson 13, North 
Carolina 26). 
A safety was scored; 
Clemson-High pass from center over the head of Mary-
land punter, Greg Fries, into the end zone for a safety, Nov. 
1, 1969 at Clemson (Clemson 40, Maryland 0). 
Opponents-High pass from center over the head of 
Clemson punter Mitch Tyner, into the end zone for a safety, 
Sept. 21 , 1974, at Raleigh (Clemson 10, N. C. State 31). 
A fumble was recovered for a touchdown: 
Clemson,-Smiley Sanders vs. Kentucky , Sept. 11, 1971, 
at Clemson (Clemson 10, Kentucky 13). 
Opponents-Eddie Porter of Georgia Tech, Sept. 28, 
1974, at Clemson (Clemson 21 , Ga. Tech 17). 
Clemson's 10 Largest Victories ... 
Year Pts. Score Score 
1901 122 Clemson 122 Guilford 0 
1915 99 Clemson 99 Furman 0 
1945 76 Clemson 76 Presbyterian 0 
1930 75 Clemson 75 Newberry 0 
1903 73 Clemson 
• 
73 Georgia Tech 0 
1929 68 Clemson 68 Newberry 0 
1957 66 Clemson 66 Presbyterian 0 
1918 65 Clemson 65 Camp Sevier 0 
1900 64 Clemson 64 Davidson 0 
1949 62 Clemson 69 Presbyterian 7 
Clemson's 10 Worst Defeats ... 
Year Pts. Score Score 
1931 67 Clemson 7 Alabama 74 
1921 56 Clemson 0 Auburn 56 
1920 55 Clemson 0 Georgia 55 
1918 53 Clemson 13 Camp 66 
1944 51 Clemso11 0 Georgia Tech 51 
1969 51 Clemson 0 Auburn 51 
1972 49 Clemson 3 Oklahoma 52 
1926 47 Clemson 0 Auburn 47 
1924 44 Clemson 6 Virginia Tech 50 




Clemson Memorial Stadium - ''Death Valley'' 
In the pas t 33 seasons, 26 team s l1ave mad e appearances in 
C le mson Me morial Stadium , now pre tty wide ly known as 
'' D eath Valley." Eight team s (George W ashington , Ken-
tucky, Villanova, Alabama, Georgia, Auburn , Texas A & M 
and Maryland) have an ed ge on the Tigers' home ground and 
four of th ese (G eorge W ashington , Ke ntucky , Villanova and 
Texas A & M) have just played one game in Me morial 
Stadium . 
C le mson has shutout opponents 28 times in '' D eath Val-
ley'' (Presb yte rian 9 times; N. C. State 4; Furman , Citade l, 
Duq uesne and W ake Fores t , twice each ; and VPI, Auburn , 
Virginia, Duke, North Carolina, Texas Chris tian and Mary-
land , once each). The Tigers have been shutout nine times at 
home in 33 seasons, the last time be ing in 1972 when Duke 
blanked the Tige rs 7-0. 
Be tween th e Maryland shoutout in 1953 and th e Duke 
blanking in 1962, the Tigers score d in 38 consecutive home 
gam es. 
The re h ave only been two ties in 131 games played in the 
stadium , one with Miss iss ippi State in 1949 and the othe r 
with G eorgia in 1963. 
Las t fall the fi e ld was named The Frank Howard Fie ld of 
C lem son M em orial Stadium in honor of the Tige rs' legen-
d ary coach Frank H oward. 
Be low is h ow C lem son stands against te ams who have 
p layed in ''D eath Valley." 
• 
TE1\.\t RECORDS IN DE,\.TH \ 'ALLEY 
Clem. Opp. 
Team G w L T Pct. Pts. Pts. 
Fl1rman 10 10 0 0 1.000 326 68 
\ 'irgi11ia 9 9 0 0 1.000 241 138 
Tl1e Citadel 4 4 0 0 1.000 110 12 
Duques11e 3 3 0 0 1.000 128 20 
\ 'irgi11ia ~11 lital') 1 l 0 0 1.000 57 12 
Pensacola NAS l l 0 0 1.000 7 6 
T11lane l 1 0 0 1.000 21 6 
Texas Chris tian 1 l 0 0 1.000 3 0 
Georgia Tecl1 l 1 0 0 1.000 21 17 
Presby te11an 16 15 1 0 .938 710 66 
\ 'irgin1a Tech 4 3 1 0 .750 76 31 
\Vake Fore,t 17 12 5 0 .706 342 240 
Boston C1>llt•ge 3 2 1 0 .667 'l2 5./ 
:-.ortl1 Carc>l1na 9 6 3 0 .667 189 173 
S011tl1 Carolina 1-i 5 3 0 .625 151 10'! 
!'-.. C. State 11 6 5 0 .5./5 157 107 
D11kt• - -I 3 0 .571 Sl 1;9 I 
~lis,1,,11>1>i Statt• 1 0 0 I 500 - -I I 
~1an land 11 - 6 0 . -15.5 206 165 ,) • 
.-\11l>t1n1 6 •J - .j 0 .333 11 I 145 
Ct•c1~ia - "' -I I .. '3.57 9-1 14-1 I -
Gt•cirgt• \ \'a,l1i11i.:t1J11 I 0 I () {){)() 0 -I 
Ke11t11ck, I () 1 {) .000 10 13 
\ ' illanc>, a I 0 I 0 . {){)() - I i I 
l "t•,.1, • .\ II;. ,, 1 () l 0 . {)()() 1 .5 30 
,.\l.1\1,1111a •) ll " 0 ()()() 2'3 51 - -
T1Jtal, 13, ~3 -12 " • 6",(1 3175 )~)9 -
(~c>·ri.: ·1 it' gan1,• 1, l,.1lf 1!;11111· ,,011 , l1all ga1111' l,,,t l 
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Stadium Facts . • • 
Most Clemson stadium points: 
Southern Confe re nce : 57 points (57-12 ove r Virginia 
Military , 1944; 57-2 over Furman, 1950) 
Atlantic Coast Confe re nce : 54 points (54-32 over North 
Carolina, 1974) 
Non-Confe rence: 76 points (76-0 over Pre sbyte rian , 1945) 
Most opponent stadium points: 
Southe rn Confe rence : 41 points (41-12 by Wake Fores t , 
1943) 
Atlantic Coast Confe re nce : 35 points (40-35 ove r Virginia, 
1966) 
Non-Conference: 45 points (45-19 by Auburn , 1953) 
Last tie game in stadium: 
Clemson 7, G eorgia 7 , 1963 
Widest Clemson margin of victory in stadium: 
Southe rn Conference : 55 points (57-2 ove r Furman, 1950) 
Atlantic Coast Conference: 40 points (40-0 ove r Maryland, 
1969) 
Non-Confe rence: 76 points (76-0 ove r Presbyterian, 1945) 
Widest margin of defeat for Clemson in stadium: 
Southe rn Conference : 29 points (41-12 by Wake Fores t, 
1943) 
Atlantic Coast Confe r e nce : 35 points (42-7 by North 
Carolina, 1970) 
Non-Conference : 44 points (44-0 by At1burn , 1970) 
Most combined stadium points (both teams): 
Southe rn Confe re nce : 69 points (57-12 ove r Virginia 
Military, 1944) 
Atlantic Coast Confe rence : 86 points (54-32 over North 
Carolina, 197 4) 
Non-Confe rence : 76 points (76-0 ove r Pre sbyte rian , 1945; 
69-7 ove r Pre sbyte rian , 1949) 
Tie Game : 14 points (7-7 vs. Mississippi State, 1949; 7-7 
vs . Georgia, 1963) 
Most stadium games won by Clemson in single season: 
6 games (1974) 
Most stadium games lost by Clemson in single season: 
4 games (1970) 
3 gam es (1962, 1971 , 1973) 
Longest stadium winning streak: 
10 gam es (During 1949-50-51 seasons) 
9 gam es (During 1957-58-59 seasons) 
Longest stadium losing streak: 
4 gam es (1970) 
3 gam es (1962) 
Since Stadium was dedicated 34 seasons ago (1942): 
Cle m son has h ad only one season (1943) w here the Tigers 
failed to w in a gam e. They los t th e ir only two home 
appearances then. 
Field: Runs Eas t and West 
Press Box: Located a top South stands 
Record Stadium crowd: 53 247 Sot1tl1 Carolina 1968 
) ) , 
Record stadium crowd (non-conference): 49 596 Alaba1na, 
1967 , , 
Record stadium conference crowd: 53 247 Sotith Caroli11a, 
1968 , , 
Stadium Capacity: 43,451. Original s tadit1rn built i11 1942 to 
seat 20,000. Addition of 18,000 sideline sea ts made prior 
to 1958 season. West end zone seats added prior to 1960 
season. 
SERIES RECORD 1TH 1975 OPPONENTS 
TULANE 1902 . . . . . . 36 0 DUKE 1961 . . . . . . 27 0 1917 . . . . . . 21 13 
Clemson Tulane 1903 . . . . . . 29 0 Clemson Duke 1962 . . . . . . 17 6 1918 . . . . . . .39 0 
1937 . . ' . . . 0 7 1904 ' ' . . . ' 10 0 1934 . . . . . . 6 20 '1963 . . . . . . 11 7 1919 ' . ' . . . 19 6 
1938 . . . . . . 13 10 1905 . . . . . . 35 0 1935 . . . . ' . 12 38 1964 . . . . . . 0 29 1920 . . . . . . 0 3 
1939 . . . . . . 6 7 1906 ' . . . . . 6 0 1936 . . . ' . . 0 25 1965 . . . . . . 13 17 1921 . . . . . . 0 21 
1940 . . . . . . 0 13 1907 . ' . . . . 0 8 1957 . . . . . . 6 7 1966 . . . ' . . 27 3 1922 . . . . . . 3 0 
1944 . . . . . . 20 36 1908 . . . . . . 0 6 1959 . . . . . . 6 0 J 1967 . . . ' . . 17 0 1923 . . . . . . 7 6 
1945 . . . . . . 47 20 1909 . . . . . . 5 0 1960 . . . . . . 6 21 ) 1968 . . . . ' . 24 14 1924 . . . . . . 0 3 
1946 13 54 1910 . . . ' . . 0 0 I 1961 . . . ' . . 17 7 1_969 . . . . . . 15 32 1925 . . . . ' . 0 33 . . . . ' . 
' 1961 . . . . . . 21 6 1911 . . . . . . 0 23 1962 . . . . . . 0 16 1970 . . . ' . ' 7 42 1926 . . . . . . 0 24 
1912 . . . ' . . 7 27 \1963 . . . . . . 30 35 1971 . . ' . . ' 13 26 1927 . . . . . . 20 0 
1913 . ' . ' . . 15 18 1 1965 . ' . . . . 3 2 1972 . . . . . . 10 26 1928 . ' . . . . ,32 0 
1914 . . . . . . 35 13 1966 . ' . . . . 9 6 1973 . ' . . . . 37 29 1929 . . . . . . 21 14 
ALABAMA 1915 . . . . . . 0 13 1967 . . . . ' . 13 7 1974 . . . . . . ,54 32 1930 . . . . . . 20 7 
Clemson Barna 1916 ' . . . . ' 0 25 I 1968 . . . ' . . 39 22 1931 . . . ' . . 0 21 
1900 35 0 1919 . . ' . . . 0 0 1969 ' . . . . . 27 34 MARYLAND 1932 . . . . . . 0 14 . . . . . . 
1904 18 0 1920 . . . . . . 0 55 1970 . . . ' . . 10 21 Clemson Md. 1933 . . . ' . . 0 7 . . . . . . 
1905 25 0 1921 . . . . ' . 0 28 1971 . . . . . . 3 0 1952 . . . . . . 0 28 1934 . . . . . . 19 0 . . . . . . 
1909 0 3 1927 ' . . . . . 0 32 1972 . . . . . . 0 7 1953 ' . . . . . 0 20 1935 . . . . . . 44 0 ' . . . . . 
1913 0 20 1932 . . . . . . 18 32 1973 . ' . . . . 24 8 1954 . . . ' . . 0 16 1936 . . ' . . . 19 0 . . . . . . 
1931 7 74 1937 . . . . . . 0 14 1974 . . ' . . . 17 13 1955 . . . . . . 12 25 1937 ' . . ' ' . 34 6 . . ' ' . . 
1934 0 40 1944 . . . . . . 7 21 1956 . . . . . . 6 6 1938 ' . . ' . . 34 12 . . . . . . 
1935 0 33 1945 . . . . . ' 0 20 N. C. STATE 1957 ' . . . . . 26 7 1939 . . . . ' ' 27 0 . ' . ' . . 
1936 0 32 1946 . . . ' . . 12 35 N. C. 1958 ' . . . . . 8 0 1940 . ' . . ' . 21 13 . . ' ' . ' 
I 1966 0 26 1947 . . . . ' ' 6 21 Clemson St. J.959 ' . . . . ' 25 28 1941 . . ' . . . 14 18 . ' . . . . 
11967 10 13 1954 ' . . . ' . 7 14 1899 ' . ' . . . 24 0 ' 1960 ' . . . . . 17 19 
1942 . ' . ' . ' 18 6 
. . . . ' . 
1968 14 21 1955 . ' . . . . 26 7 1902 . ' . . . . 11 5 1961 ' . . ' . ' 21 24 1943 . . . . . ' 6 33 . ' . . ' . 
I 1969 13 38 1962 16 24 1903 . ' . . . . 24 0 1962 . . . . . ' 17 14 1944 . . . ' . ' 20 13 ' ' ' . ' . ' . . . . . 
\, 1963 7 7 1904 . . ' . ' ' 0 18 1963 . . . . . . 21 6 1945 . . . ' . . 0 0 . . . . . . 
1964 7 19 1906 . . ' . . . 0 0 1964 . . ' . . . 0 ,34 1946 . ' . . . . 14 26 . ' . . ' ' 
GEORGIA TECH 1965 9 23 
1926 ' . . . ' ' 7 3 1965 . ' . . . . 0 6 1947 . . . . . . 19 21 . . . . . . 
1967 17 24 1927 6 18 1966 14 10 1948 13 7 Clemson G.T. . . . ' . . 
. . . . . . . . . ' . . ' . . . ' ' 
1968 13 31 1928 7 0 1967 28 7 1949 13 27 1898 23 0 
. ' . . . . . . . . ' ' ' . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . 1969 0 30 1929 26 0 1968 16 0 1950 14 14 1899 41 5 . . . . . ' . . . . ' . 
' . . . . ' . ' . . ' . 
. . . . . . 1970 0 38 1930 27 0 1969 40 0 1951 0 20 1902 44 5 ' ' . . . . 
. . . . . . . ' . . . ' ' . . . . . . . . ' . . 1971 0 28 1931 6 0 1970 24 11 1952 0 6 1903 73 0 ' ' . ' ' . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . 
. . . . . . 1973 14 31 1932 0 13 1971 20 14 1953 7 14 ' . . . . . 1904 11 11 . . ' . . . . . ' ' . . 
. . . . . ' 
• 1954 8 13 ' . . . ' ' 1974 28 24 1933 9 0 1972 6 31 1905 10 17 
. . . . . . . . . . ' ' . ' . . . . . . . . . . 
. ' . . . ' 1934 12 6 1973 13 28 1955 28 14 
1906 10 0 
. . . . ' . . . . . ' . ' . . . . . 
' . . ' . . 1939 25 6 1974 0 41 1956 7 0 
1907 6 5 
. . . . . . ' ' . ' . ' . ' . . . . 
. . ' . ' . 1940 26 7 1957 13 0 
1908 6 30 
' ' . . ' . . . ' . ' . . . ' . ' . 1941 27 6 1958 6 26 
29 
. . . ' . . 
1909 3 
. . . . ' . . . . . . . 1942 6 7 SOUTH CAROLINA 1959 27 0 
1910 0 34 
. ' . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . ' 1943 19 7 Clemson U.S. C. 1960 12 2 
1911 0 32 
. ' . . . . ' ' ' . . . 
' ' . . ' . 1944 13 7 1896 6 12 1961 14 21 
1912 0 23 WAKE FOREST 
' . . . ' . . . . ' . . . . ' . ' . 
. . . . . . 1945 13 0 1897 18 6 1962 20 17 
1913 0 34 Clemson W.F. 
' . . . ' . . . . ' . . . . ' . . . 
. . . ' . . 1946 13 0 1898 24 0 1963 24 20 0 . . ' . . ' 
. . . . . . 
1914 6 26 1933 13 
. . . ' . . 
. . . . . . . . ' . . . 1947 0 18 1899 34 0 1964 3 7 
1918 0 28 1935 13 7 
. . . . . . . . . . ' . . . ' . . . 
. ' . . . . . . ' . . . 1948 6 0 1900 31 0 1965 16 17 
1919 0 28 1936 0 6 
. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . 
. . ' . . . . ' . . ' ' 1949 7 6 1902 6 12 1966 35 10 0 
. . . . . . . . ' . ' . 
1920 0 7 1937 32 
. ' . . . . 
. . ' . . . . ' . . ' . 1950 27 0 1909 6 0 1967 23 12 7 0 
' . . . . . . . . ' . . 
1921 7 48 1938 
. . . . . . 
. . ' . ' . . ' . . . . 1951 6 0 1910 24 0 1968 3 7 
1922 7 21 1939 20 7 
. ' . . . . . . . . . ' ' . . . . . 
• • • • • • . . . . . . 1956 13 7 1911 27 0 u 969 13 27 39 0 
. ' . . . . . . . . . . 
1932 14 32 1940 
. . . . . . 
. . ' . . . . ' . . ' . 1957 7 13 1912 7 22 1970 32 38 0 
. . . . ' . . . . ' . . 
1933 14 39 1941 29 
' . . . . . 
' . . . ' . ' . . . . ' 1958 13 6 1913 32 0 1971 17 7 19 
. . . . . . ' . . ' . . 
1934 7 12 1942 6 
. . . ' . . 
. . . . ' . . . ' . . . 959 23 0 1914 29 6 1972 7 6 41 
. . . . . . . . . . ' . 
1936 14 13 1943 12 
. . . ' . . 
. . . ' . . . ' . . . . r 1951 20 0 1915 0 0 1973 20 32 
1937 0 7 1944 7 13 
. . . . . . . ' . . . ' . . . . . . 
. . . . . ' . . . . . . 1962 7 0 1916 27 0 1974 39 21 13 
. . . . . . . . ' . . . 
1943 6 41 1945 6 
' . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . 1963 3 7 
1944 0 51 1946 7 19 
. . . . . . 
' ' . . . . . . . ' . . ""1 1964 0 9 
1945 21 7 1947 14 16 
. . . . . ' 
. . . . . . . . ' . ' . 11965 21 7 
1953 7 20 1948 21 14 
. ' . . . . 
. ' . . . . ' . . . . . 1966 14 23 
1958 0 13 1949 21 35 
. ' . . . . 
. . . . ' . . . . . . . 1967 14 6 
1959 6 16 1950 13 12 
. . . . . ' 
. . . . . . . . . ' . . !;)68 24 19 1962 9 26 1951 21 6 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1971 23 31 
1963 0 27 1953 18 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1972 17 42 
1964 7 14 1954 32 20 
. . . . . . 
. . ' . . . ' . ' . . . 1973 6 29 
1965 6 38 1955 19 1~ 
. . . . . . 
' . . . . . . . . ' . . 1974 10 31 - 1966 12 13 1956 17 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1967 . . . . . . 0 10 1957 . . . . ' . 13 6 
1968 . . . . . . 21 24 1958 . . . . . . 14 12 FLORIDA STATE 
,1969 • • • • • • 21 10 1959 . . . . . ' 33 31 Clemson F.S. U. 
1970 7 28 1960 28 7 1970 13 38 . . ' . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . 
1971 . . . . . ' 14 24 1961 . . . ' . . 13 17 
1972 . . . . . . 9 31 1962 . . . . . . 24 7 
1973 . . . . . . 21 29 1963 . . . . . . 36 0 NORTH CAROLINA 
1974 21 17 1964 21 2 Clemson U.N.C. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1965 26 13 1897 . . . . . ' 0 28 . . . . . . 
1966 . . . . ' . 23 21 1901 . . . . . . 22 10 
GEORGIA 1967 23 6 1903 6 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Clemson Ga. 1968 20 20 1907 . . . . ' . 15 6 . ' . . . . 
1897 0 24 1969 28 14 1915 . . . . . . 7 9 . . ' . . . . . . . . . 
1898 8 20 1970 20 36 1957 . . . . . ' 0 26 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1899 . ' . . . ' 0 11 1971 10 9 1958 . . . . ' . 26 21 . . . . . . 
1900 . . . ' . . 39 5 1972 31 0 1959 . . . . . . 20 18 . . . . ' . 
1901 ' . . . . . 29 5 1974 21 9 /1960 . . . . . . 24 0 . . . . . . 
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Varsity Football Scores Since 1896 
1900 (*on 6, Iott 0) 
1909 (won 6, lost 3) 
Clemwn 64 Oav1d,on 0 Clemson 26 
Gordon 0 
Clcm\On 2 I Wofford 0 Clemson 0 
V .P .I. 6 
Clemwn 5 I Carohna 0 Clemson 
17 Davidson 5 
Clcm\.On 39 U. or Ga 5 Clemso n 0 
Alabama 3 
Clcmwn 12 VP I 5 Clemson 19 
Port Ro yal 0 
Clcmwn 35 Alabama 0 Clemson 6 
Carohna 0 
Clemson 17 Citadel 0 
Clemson 3 Ga. Tech 29 
1901 (won 3, lot:t I , Uc:d I ) Clemson 
5 Georgia 0 
Clemson 6 U. of Tenn . 6 
Clemson 122 Gutlfo rd 0 
Clcm,on 29 U. o f Ga. 5 
C\em,on I I V P.1 I 7 
Clemson 22 U.ofN .C. 10 
1902 (won 6, lost I ) 
Clemson I I N.C. State 5 
Clemso n 44 Ga. Tech 5 
Clemson 28 Furman 0 
Clemson 6 Carolin a 12 
Clemson 36 U. of Ga. 0 
Clem.son 16 Auburn 0 
Clemso n I I U. of Tenn. 0 
W.M. Riggs , 1896 & 1899 E. A. Donahue, 19 17-20 
Won 6, Losl 3 1903 (won 4, lost 1, lied 1) 
Clemson 73 Ga . Tech 0 Won 21, Lost 12, Tied 3 
1896 (won 2, 1011 1) Clemso n 29 U. of Ga. 
0 
Clem.on 14 I urman 6 Clemson 24 
N.C. State 0 
Clem\On 6 Ca rolin a I 2 Clemso n 6 
U. ofN. C. 11 
1917 (won 6, Iott 2) 
Clemson 16 Wofford 0 Clemson 24 Dav1dson 
0 
Clemson 13 P.C. 0 
Clemson I I Cumbe rland 11 
Clemson 38 Fwman 0 
Clemson 0 Auburn 7 
Clemson 21 Carolina 13 
Clemson 27 Wofford 16 
1904 (won 3, los t 3, tied I) 
Clemson 18 Alabama 0 Frank Dobson , 19 10-12 
Clemson 20 Citadel 0 
Clemson 55 Florida 1 
Clemson 0 Auburn 5 
Clemson 10 U. of Ga. 0 
Won 11, Lost 12, Tied I 
Clemson 9 Davidson 21 
Clemson 5 Sewanee 11 
Clemson 6 U. of Tenn . 0 1910 (won 4, lost 3, tied 1) 
Clcm~on 0 N.C. S tate 18 Clemson 26 
Gordon 0 1918 (won 5, lo!t 2) 
Clemso n I I Ga . Tech 11 Clemson 0 
Mercer 3 Clemson 65 Camp Sevier 
Clemson 
0 
24 Howard 0 Clemson 0 Ga. Tech 28 
Clemson 32 Citadel 0 Clemson 39 Carolina 0 
1905 (won 3, lost 2, tied 1) Clemson 0 Auburn 
17 Clemson 13 Camp Hancock 66 
Clemso n 5 U. of Tenn . 5 Clemson 24 
Carolina 0 Clemson 7 Citadel 
Clemso n 35 U. of Ga . 0 Clemso n 0 
U. of Ga . 0 
0 
Clemson 68 Furman 
Clemson 25 Alabama 0 
7 
Clemson 7 Davidson 0 
Clemso n 6 Auburn 0 
Clemson 0 Vanderbilt 41 1911 (won 3, lost 5) 
Clemson 10 Ga . Tech 17 Clemson 0 
Auburn 29 
Clemson 15 Howard 0 1919 (won 6, lost 2, tkd 2) 
Clemson 5 Florida 6 Clemson 52 Erskine 0 
Clemson 27 Carolina 0 Clemson 7 Davidson 0 
Clemso n 18 Citadel 0 Clemson 0 Ga. Tech 28 
Clemson 0 U. ofGa. 23 Clemson 0 Auburn 7 
Clemson 6 Mercer 20 Clemson 14 U. of Tenn. 0 
Clemson 0 Ga . Tech 32 Clemson 19 Carolina 6 
W .M. Williams . l 897 Clemson 19 P. C. 7 
Clemson 7 Furman 7 
Won 2 , Lost 2 1912 (won 4, lost 4) Clemson 0 U. of Ga. 0 
Clemso n 6 Auburn 27 Clemson 33 Citadel 0 
1897 (won 2, lost 2) Clemso n 52 Citadel 14 
Clem\On 0 U. of Ga 24 Clemso n 7 Carolina 22 
Cicm\OTI ,o Charlotte .. Y .. 0 
Clem\On 0 U. of NC 28 
Clemson 7 U. ofGa. 27 
Clemwn 18 Caro hn a 6 
Clemso n 22 Mer cer 13 1920 (won 4, lost 6, tied I) 
Clemson 0 Ga . Tech 23 Clemson 27 Erskine 
0 
Clemson 59 Howard 0 Clemson 7 P.C. 
7 
1898 (""on l, lotl I ) 
Clemson 26 Riversid e 0 Clemson 26 Newberry 
7 
Cl,m\on 8 U. of G1 20 
Clemson 13 Wofford 7 
Ckm•on 55 Bingham 0 
Clemson 0 Auburn 21 
Ckm1.on 24 C;uohn1 0 
1913 (won 4, lost 4) Clemson 0 Carolina 
3 
C'km"-On ll G Tech 0 
Clemson 6 Davidson 3 Clemson 0 Ga . Gech 
1 
Clemson 0 Alabama 2Q Clemson 26 
Citadel 0 
Clemson 0 Auburn 20 Qemson 0 Fwman 
14 
1899 {""on '4 , l0tl 2) 
Clemson 32 Caro!Jna 0 Clemson 0 U. of CL 
55 
Clemson 15 U. of Ga. 18 Clemson 0 Tennessee 
26 
C'kmwn 4 I Ga T ei;h 5 Clemson 7 Citadel 3 
Clcm..on ,, NC Stitt 0 -
C-kmwn ,. ('arolJn1 0 Bob Williams, 1906, 19 I 9. Clemson 52 Mere.er 0 
c·1cm\on 10 OaVldlOn 0 
Clemson 0 Ga. Tech 34 
C"km1.0n 0 l.; 01 G.1. I I 1913-15 ,1926 
1921 (won 1, Iott 6, titd 2) 
c·ttmw>n 0 Auburn )4 
Clemson 34 P. C. 0 
Won 21. Lost 14. Tied 6 
1914 {won 5, Iott~ . tied)) Clemson 0 C,nu,: 14 
Clemson O Davidson 0 Clemson 0 Auburn S6 
Clemson 0 U. of Tenn . 27 F111nu.n 0 
1906 {won 4, lotl O, tied!) 
Clemson 0 
Ocmson 0 Auburn 28 21 
C1cm50n 0 V .P 1. 
Oemson 0 Carolin• 
/ 
0 Clemson 57 Fumun 0 48 
Clcmsc>n 6 U. of G.1.. 0 
Clemson 7 Ga. Tech 
Cltmson 29 Cu-ohna 6 1 
Ckm\On 0 NC. State 0 Clemson 14 Citadel 
Oemson 7 Clladel 
0 1) 
Clemson 0 DIYWbon 0 Clcm$0n 35 U. of Ca.. 
Clemson 7 Enlun< 
13 Clemson 0 U.ofG&. 
28 
Clcm"°n 16 U. of Tenn. 0 ClemllOn 21 V.MJ . 23 
C'lrm10n 6 Auburn • Or.m.son 6 Ga. Tech 26 
('km,on 10 Ga Tec:h 0 
1922 (won S, lo•t 4, b~d 0) 
19l.S {won 2, l.o.t 4, titd 2) 
1922 (woo s. 21 
1907 ( ... 'OD -4 , lOlt 4) 
Clemson 0 CentR: 
Ckmton 99 Fw·ma.n 0 0 
C'kmlOn 0 Ga Tech )4 
Clenuon 57 Nev.berry 
Oemt0n 6 Davtdson 6 0 
CkmM>n 0 Auburn ll Clcmson 
Oerruon 3 Carolina 
3 U, ofTeM. 0 ll 
Ocm10n s Cordon 0 Clemson 0 Auburn 
Oemson 7 Ga Tech 
Oerruon }S M11.T)"1lk' 0 Clcm10n 
,. Oernson 18 Citadel 0 
3 V..M.1 6 0 
Ornuon 0 L . ofTtnn 4 Clc:mton 
Oemson 52 Enklll• 
0 Ca.rollna 0 !O 
C"ktnlOfl IS U. of C. 6 Clt-m110n 1 U. of 
Clemson 6 Furman 
C. 9 
41 
CknUOfl 6 Oa1. td10n 10 C\tm10n 
Clemson ,. flondl 
0 u. orca.. 13 0 C1eJMOn I 3 P C 
Ocm""' 6 Ga T«b 5 
Clrmton 0 tao,.. .. I 
1916 ( ... oa S, kwi 6) 
C'lrm11Dn 7 f\l.tnun 6 192! (won S, loll 2, litd 1) 
190&(•- l , klil16) Ck m 10 n 0 G«l<p1 
0 
("IC'mM>II IS Gordcut 0 Clr.m 10n 
2j Clemson 0 Auburn 
0 V. o(Tct\ll. 
0 
14 Clemson 32 .-.bem • 
Cl<MIOn 0 ' p I 6 Orm ft 0 Avbum 
(lnn..:»11 0 \ ill'ldcrbtlt 
28 Oenuon 1 Ctout: 
• 
41 =- ll c.n.iu.. 6 
C\rnuon 0 D••ldl<l!fl 13 C'kmmn 
0 Ckrmon 7 c.,.,..,,, 
John H~- nun , I 900·1903 
1 \ .M .J 
ll 
("lttmoo l otTam. • Clnn,on 
)7 C'koruon 6 V.PJ 
0 0114,1 3 0t":rmon 7 f ....... 
6 
.,on 19, Lo,t 3 , T1w I 
(lnn.liOD • C'.o.J Tec.h 30 C'lr:mton ,0 P.C 0 
Ocm,on 0 GcolJU 
0 Oenuon 12 O.•tdtoe 
• Ono-,n 0 0.1.Jlhon 0 )) Ocmt0n 20 PC 
J924 (won 2, lost 6, tied 0) 
Clemso n 60 Elon 
Clemso n O Auburn 
Clemson I 4 Presbyte rian 
Clemso n O Soul ~, Caroli na 
Clemso n 6 V.P.I. 
Clemson O Davidson 
Clemson O Th e Ci tadel 
Clemson O Furman 
1925 (won l, lost 7, tied 0) 
Clemso n O Presbyterian 
Clen1so n 6 Auburn 
Clemso n O Florida 
Clemso n 6 Ken tu cky 
Clemson O South Ca rolina 
Clemson 6 The Citadel 
Clemso n O Furman 
Clemso n O Wofford 
l926(won 2, lost 7, tied 0) 
h-Clemso n 7 Erskine 
h-Clemso n O Presbyterian 
a-Clemso n O Auburn 
h-Clemso n 7 N.C. State 
a-Clemso n O South Carolina 
a-Clemso n O Woffo rd 
a-Clemso n O Flo rida 
h-Clemso n 6 The Citadel 
a-Clemson O Fumla n 
Josh Cody , I 927-30 
Won 29, Lost 11, Tied I 
1927 (won 5, lost 3 tied 1) 
h.Clemso n O Presby terian 
h.Clemson 3 Auburn 
a.Clemson 6 N.C. State 
h.Clemso n 26 Erskine 
a-Clemson 20 South Carolin a 
h.Clemso n 6 Wofford 
a.Clemson 13 The Ci tadel 
a-Clemson O Georgia 
a-Clemson O Furman 
1928 (won 8, loll 3, tied 0) 
h.Clemso n 30 Newberry 
h-Clemson 6 Davidson 
a.Clemson 6 Auburn 















I-Florence, S. C. 
2-Lynchburg, Va . 
3-Jacksonville, Fla. 








h-Clemson 68 Newberry 
I-Clemson 32 Davidson 
h.Clemson 26 Auburn 









2-Flore nce, S.C. 







































































1930 (won 8, lost 2, tied 0) 
h-Clcmson 28 
h-Cl emson 32 
I -C lcn1 son 13 
2-C lcmson 27 






I -Flore nce, S. C. 
2-Charlo tt e , N.C. 
3-Norfo lk , Va. 
4-J acksonville , Fla . 
Presbyterian 
Woffo rd 
The Ci tadel 
N.C. State 
Newbe rry 
Sou th Caro lin a 
Tennessee 
V.M.I . 
Flo rid a 
Furman 
Jess Neely. 1931 -39 
Won 43 , Lost 35 , Tied 7 
1931 (won 1, lost 6, tied 2) 
h-Clemson O Presby terian 
a-Clem son O Tennessee 
I-Clemson 6 N.C. State 






I-Charlott e, N.C. 
2-Flo rence, S.C. 
3-Norfo tk , Va. 







1932 (won 3, los t 5, tied I) 
h-Clem son 13 Presbyterian 
a-Clemso n 14 Georgia Tech 
a-Clemson O N.C. State 
h-C lemson 19 Erskine 













1933 (won 3, lost 6, tied 2) 
h-clcmson 6 Presbyterian 
a-Clemson 2 Georgia Tech 
h-Clem son 9 N.C. State 
a-Clemson O Geo . Washington 
a-Clem son O Sou th Carolina 
I -Clemson O Mississippi 
2.Clemson 13 Wak e Forest 
a-Clemson 13 Wofford 
3-Clemson O Me rec, 
h-Clemson 7 The Citad el 
a-Clemson O Furman 
I-M eridian, Miss, 
2-Charlotte , N.C. 
3-Savannah, Ga . 
1934 (won 5, lost 4, tied 0) 
h-Clemson 6 Presb yterian 
a-Clem son 7 Georgia Tech 
a-Clemson 6 Duke 
a-Clemson O Kentucky 
a-Clemson 19 Sou th Carolina 
a-Clemson 12 N.C. State 
a-Clemson O Alabama 
I -Clemson 32 Mercer 
h-C lemson 7 Furman 
1935 (won 6, lost 3, tied O) 
h-Clemson 25 Presby terian 
a-Clem son 28 V .P .I. 
I .Clemson 13 Wake Forest 
a-Clemson 12 
a-Clem son 44 
• 
2-Clemson 13 
a-Clem son 0 
a.Clem son 6 
a-Clemson 6 
I .Charlotte, N.C. 
2-Augusta, Ga. 
Duke 





















































































Wak e Forest 
South Carolina 
Georgia Tech 
The Citad el 
Ken tu cky 
Fu rman 
193 7 (won 4, lost 4, tied I ) 
h-C\em son 46 Presby terian 
a-Clemso n O Tulane 
a-Clemson 6 Alm y 
a-Clemson O Georgia 
a-Clemson 34 South Caroli na 








Flo rid a 
Furman 
1938 (won 7, lost I , tied 1) 
h.Clem son 26 Presbyterian 
a-Clem son 13 Tulane 
a-Clemson 7 Tennessee 
I-Clemson 7 V.M .l. 
a-C lemson 34 
a-Clem son 7 
2-C lemson 27 
a-Clemson 14 
h-Clemson 10 
I-Charlotte , N.C . 
2-C reenvi lle, S.C. 
South Ca rolina 
Wake Forest 
Geo . Washington 
Kentucky 
Furman 
1939 (won 9, lost I , tied 0) 
h-C lcmson 18 Presbyterian 
a-C lemson 6 Tulane 
I-Clemson 25 N.C . State 
a-Clem son 27 
a-Clem son 15 
a-Clemson 13 
h-Clemson 20 
a-Clem son 21 
a-Clem son 14 
2-Clemson 6 








Sou th wes tern 
Furman 
Boston CoUege 
Frank Howard, 1940-69 
Won I 65 , Lost I I 8, Tied 12 
1940 (won 6, lost 2, tied 1) 
a-Clemson 38 Presbyterian 
h.Clemson 26 Woffo rd 
I -Clemson 26 N.C . State 
h-Clemson 39 Wake Forest 
a.Clemson 2 1 South Caro lin a 
a-Clemson O Tulane 
a-Clem son 7 Auburn 
a-Clemson 12 Southwestern 
a-Clemson 13 Furman 
1-ChaJlotte, N.C. 
1941 (won 7, lost 3, tied 0) 
h-Clemso n 41 Presby terain 
I -C lemson 36 V.M.1. 











Sou th Caro lina 




























































1942 (won 3, lost 6 , tied 1) 
h-C\emson 32 Presbyterian 
I-Clemson O V.M.I . 











h-Clemso n 12 
a-Clemso n 13 
I -Lynchburg , Va . 




Geo . Washington 
J'ville Naval 
Air Station 
Ai r Sttation 
Furman 
Auburn 
1943 {won 2, lost 6, tied 0) 
h-Clemso n 12 P,esby ter ian 
I-Clemson 19 N.C. State 
2-Clemso n 7 V.M.I. 
a.Clemson 6 Sou th Ca rolina 
h.Cl emson 12 Wake Forest 
I -Clemson 26 Davidson 
3-Clemson 6 Ga . Preflight 
a-Clemso n 6 Georgia Tech 
I .Charlotte , N .C. 
2-Roanoke, Va . 
3-Greenville, S.C. 
1944 (won 4 , Jost 5, tied 0) 
h-Cicm son 34 Presbyterian 
a-Clemson O Georgia Tech 
I-Clemson 13 N.C.S tatc 
a-Clemson 20 South Carolina 
a-Clemson 7 Tennessee 
a-Clemso n 7 Wak e Forest 
h.Clemson 37 V.MJ . 
a-C lemson 20 Tulane 
a.Clemson 7 Georgia 
I-Charlotte, N.C. 
1945 (won 6 , lost 3, tied I ) 
h-C lemson 76 Presbyterian 
a.Clemson O Georgia 















1946 (won 4, lost 5, tied 0) 
Pensacola NAS 
South Carolina 
Miami (Fla .) 




h-Clemson 39 Presby terian 
a-Clemson 12 Georgia 
h.Clemson 7 N.C. State 
a-Clemso n 7 
a-Clemson 14 
a-C lemson 14 
a-Clemson 13 
h.Clemso n 20 
I-Clemson 21 







1947 (won 4 , lost 5, tied 0) 
h-Clemson 42 Presby terian 
a-Clemson 22 Boston College 
h-Clemson 14 Wake Forest 
a-Clemson O N.C. State 
a-Clemson 19 South Carolina 
a.Clemson 6 Georgia 







1948 (won 11, lo,t 0, tied 0) 
h-Clemso n 53 Presbyterian 











h-Clem son 42 
2.C lemson 7 
a-Clemson 20 
3-Clemson 24 
(Gato r Bowl) 
I -Winston-Salem , N.C. 
2-Mobile, Ala. 
3-Jacksonville, Fla. 
1949 (won 4, lost 4, tied 2) 
Miss. State 








h-Clemson 69 Presby terian 
a-Clemson 7 Rice 
a-Clemson 7 N.C. State 
h-Clemson 7 Miss. State 
a-Clemson 13 Sou th Carolina 




























































































1950(won 9, los L0,ticd I) 













a-Clemson 4 l 
2-Clemson l S 
(O range Bowl) 
I-Winston-Salem , N.C. 
2-Miami. f-la . 









M iami (Fla.) 
h..Clemso n 53 Pre\b}' tcnan 
a-Clemson 20 






h-Clemso n 34 
\-Clemson 0 
(Gator Bowl) 
1-J acksonville , Fla . 
RKI! 
N.C. State 
Col. o f Pacifi c 
South Carolina 
Wake I· orc,;t 
Bos ton College 
Furman 
Auburn 
Miami (Fla .) 
1952 (won 2, lost 6 , tie d l) 


























h-Clemson 33 Presbyterian 
a-Clemson 14 Boston College 
h-C lemson O Mary land 
a-Clemson 7 Miam i (Fla .) 













1954 ( wo n 5, lost 5, tied 0) 
h.Clemson 33 
















a-Jackso nviUe. F la. 










The Ci tad el 
1955 ( wo n 7, los t 3, tied 0) 
h-Clemson 33 





















1956 ( won 7. lost 2, tied 2) 
h-C lemson 27 
a-Clemson 20 
a-Clem son I 3 
a-Clem son 17 
a-Clemson 7 
h-Clemson 21 
a.Clem son 6 
a-Clemson 0 
h-C lemson 7 
h-Clemson 28 
a-Clemson 2 1 
(Orange Bowl) 
I-Miami , Fla. 
Presbyterian 
Flo rida 
N.C. Sta te 
Wake Fo rest 
Sou th Carolina 
V.P. l. 
Mar ylan d 




1957 (won 7, lost 3, tied 0) 















N.C . State 
Virginia 






















































































1958 (won 8, lost 3, tied O) 
ii-Clemson 20 Virginia 
h-Ck.mson 26 North Carolina 
a-Clemson 8 Maryland 
a-Cle,n son 12 Vanderbilt 
a-Clem son 6 South Carolina 
h-Clen1son 14 Wak e Fore.:;t 
a-Clem so n O Georgia Tech 
a.Clemson 13 N.C. Sta te 
h-Clem so n 34 Bo~ton Collcg.c 
h.('lcm.:;on 36 rurman 
1-Clcinson O Loui siana State 
(Sugar 801.vl) 
I-New Orleans, La . 
1959 ( won 9, los t 2, tied 0) 

































1960 (wo n 6. Jost 4, tied 0) 
a-Clemson 28 
h-Cl emson I 3 























Sou th Carolina 
Bo,.ton College 
Furman 
196 1 (wo n 5, lost 5. tied O) 
a-Clem,;on 17 r1orida 
h.{."lem,;o n 21 Maryland 
a-Clcm,;on 27 North Carolina 
h-Clemso n l 3 Wake I o rc ,; t 











I 962 (wo n 6, lost 4, tied 0) 
Auburn 
Tulane 
South Caro lina 
f7urman 
N.C. State 
a--Clcm<;o n 9 Georgia Tech 

























1963 (won 5, lost 4 , tied I ) 
a-C lemson 14 Oklahoma 
a-Clemson O Georgia T ech 
h-C lernson 3 N.C . State 
h-Clemso n 7 Geo rgia 
a-Clemson 30 Duke 
a-Clem so n 35 Vi rginia 









So u th Carolina 
1964 (wo n 3, lost 7, tied 0) 
h-Clemso n 28 f7urman 
a.Clemson O N.C. State 


















Wake fo rest 
Texas Christian 
Virginia 
No rth Carolina 
Maryla nd 
Sou th Carolina 
1965 (won 5, lost 5, t ied O) 
h-Clemso n 21 N.C. Sta te 
a-Clemson 20 Virginia 
a-Clemso n 6 Georgia Tech 
a-Clemson 9 Geo rgia 
a-Clem so n 3 Duke 
h-Clemson 3 Texas Christian 
h--C lemson 26 Wak e Forest 
a.Clemson 13 No rth Carolina 
h-Clemson O Mary land 



















































































1966 (won 6, los t 4 , tied 0) 
h-Clemson 40 Virginia 
a-C lemson 12 Georgia Tec h 
a-Clemson O Alabama 
h-C'lemso n 9 Duke 
a-Clemso n O Southern Cal. 









North Caro lina 
Maryland 
N. C. State 
South Carolina 
1967 (won 6, lost 4, t ied 0) 
h-Clemson 23 Wak e r a rc , t 









1968 (won 4 , los t 5, tied I) 
Georgia 








a-Clemson 20 Wak e l·o re<; t 
a-Clem,;on 13 Georgia 
a-Cle mson 21 Georgia Tech 
h-Clemson 10 Auburn 














No rth Carolina 
South Carohna 
1969 (won 4 , lost 6, tied O) 
a-Clemson 2 l 
h.Clcm,.on 0 
a-C lemson 2 1 
a-Clemson 0 
h-Clcmson 28 






Georgm T ...-:l' h 
Auburn 




North C,u o hnJ 
So uth Carolina 
1970 (won 3, lost 8, tied O) 
h-Ckm '>O n 24 
h-Clem\on 27 
a-Clem,on 0 
a-(] cm,;on 7 
h-Cl cmson 0 
a-Clemso n 20 
h-Clcmson 10 
a-Clemson 24 








Wak e I orc,t 
Duke 
Maryland 






















































197 1 (wo n 5, los t 6, tied 0) 
h-Clcm,;on IO Kentucky 
h-Clcm ,;on O Georg1a 
a-C'lcm,;on 14 Georgia Tech 
I -C lemson 3 Duke 




h-Cl crn so n 
h.{."\cm'-O n 
a-Clcm\On 
I-Norfo lk , Va . 













1972 (won 4, lost 7, tied O) 
h-Clcn,,;on \ 3 
a-Clc m-.on 1 O 
a-Cl emso n 3 
a-Clemson 9 
h-Clem"on 0 
h-Clcmso n 37 
a-Clem,;on 3 1 
h-Cl emso n 10 









Wak e l·orc st 
No rth Carolina 
Mar yland 
N.C. State 
South Caro lina 
1973 (wo n 5, lost 6, tied O) 





















1974 (won 7, lost 4, tied 0) 
a-Tigers 0 
















Wak e r a rest 
North Caro lina 
Mary land 











Sou th Carolina 
Clemson's 19 Head Coaches 
No. Na~ 
l, W,M. Riggs 
2. W .M. Williams 
3. J.A. Penton 
4. John Heisman 
5. Shack Shealy 
6, E.B. Cochems 
7. Bob Williams 
8. Frank Shaughnessy 
9. J.N. Stone 
10. Frank Dobson 
11. Wayne Hart 
12, E.A. Donahue 
13. E.J. Stewart 
14. Bud Saunders 
15, John Cody 
16. Jess Neely 
17. Frank Howard 
18. Hootie Ingram 
19. Red Parker 















































































































































1975-76 CLEMSON BASKETBALL 
TIGER OUTLOOK 
Ten returnees from last year's Clemson NIT cage team, 
one tl1at many felt was the best ever in tl1e school's l1istory , 
give Bill Foster a solid nucleus to work with as he enters his 
initial campaign at Tigertown. 
Included i11 that group of veterans are two of· the top 10 
players in the Atlantic Coast Conference-the nation 's 
toughest cage league, the ACC' s leading rebounder and shot 
blocker, three starters from the 74-75 unit, and four of th e 
five leading point producers from a year ago. 
Guard Skip Wise, who led Clemson in scoring with an 
18.5 average, became the first fi.-eshman ever to earn a spot 
on the All-ACC cage first team, and combined with a 13.0 
sco1·ing and leagtre-leading 11. 7 rebounding and 119 blocked 
shot effort from 7-1 Tree Rollin s, Clemson raced to a 17-11 
record, to its highest finisl1 ever (tied for second) in tl1e ACC , 
to its first national ranking ever by both wire services , and to 
its first post-season contest (NIT) ever. And Rolli11s, as a 
soph, was a second-team all-conference choice. 
Two other freshmen, starte r Stan Rome (10.4) and Colon 
Abraham (7. 1) finished third and fifth respecti\1e ly in scoring 
for the Tigers last winter. 
Foster also welcomes returnees Charlie Rogers (3. 9), 
David Brown (2.9), Jimm y Howell (2.5), and Andy Bt1tchko 
(1.2) to his front court corps , and gt1ards John Franken (3.0) 
and Bruce Harman (1. 7). 
Fresl1men signees inclt1de 6-3 Greg Coles of East Elm-
hurst, N. Y. , 6-7 Marvin Dickerson of Cl1arleston, and 6-2 
Derrick Johnso11 of Indianapolis, Ind. 
The Tigs are talented, l1owever young-tl1ree fresl1men, 
four sophomores, four juniors, and only two seniors, bL1t 
Foster is working for tl1e right blend to keep Clemson's cage 








IPfAY INVITATIONAL ....... CLEMSON 
(Clemson, Austin Peay, 
Harvard , Syracuse) 
Furman ..................... Greenville 
PRESBYTERIAN ............ CLEMSON 
Dec. 16 Jacksonville ............... .. . Jacksonville 
Dec. 19-20 Volunteer Classic .... ..... .. .. Knoxville 
(Army, Clemson, Middle 
Tennessee, Tennessee) 
Dec. 29-30 Charlotte Invitational ......... Charlotte 
(Boston College, Clemson, 
Davidson, Hofstra) 
Jan. 2 BISCAYNE .......... . .... ... CLEMSON 
Jan. 7 *NORTH CAROLINA . . ..... .. CLEMSON 
Jan. 10 The Citadel ... .......... .. ... Charleston 
Jan. 14 *DUKE ...................... CLEMSON 
Jan. 17 *Wake Forest .... .. .... .... ... Winston-Salem 
Jan. 21 *Maryland .................... College Park 
Jan. 24 *VIRGINIA ................... CLEMSON 
Jan. 28 FURMAN ................... CLEMSON 
Jan. 31 *North Carolina ............. . . Chapel Hill 
Feb. 3 *North Carolina State .......... Raleigh 
Feb. 11 *WAKE FOREST ............. CLEMSON 
Feb. 14 *MARYLAND ................ CLEMSON 
Feb. 18 *Virginia ..................... Charlottesville 
Feb. 21 *NORTH CAROLINA STATE ... CLEMSON 
Feb. 25 *Duke ....................... Durham 
Feb. 28 FLORIDA SOUTHERN ....... CLEMSON 
Mar. 4-5-6 ACC Tournament ............ Landover 
*Denotes Atlantic Coast Conference Game 
---
All-ACC Tree Rollins 
-I 








'j -• • -
• 
Harman 
Rome 

